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VIA EMAIL 

February 8, 2019 

Ms. Christine Sotelo, 

Program Manager 

Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program 

State Water Resources Control Board 

Via Email to: elapca_comments@waterboards.ca.gov 

RE: 3rd Draft of ELAP’s Proposed Regulations 

Dear Ms. Sotelo, 

The Coalition of Accredited Laboratories (CAL) is an organization representing the community of 
laboratories accredited in the State of California for compliance testing as required by California 
environmental regulatory agencies.  CAL is dedicated to safeguarding public health and the 
environment; bridging the gap between regulatory agencies and accredited laboratories; and providing 
education, training, and outreach to the community of accredited laboratories.   CAL represents both 
large and small laboratories, those that are publicly owned as well as investor owned, and laboratories 
in all parts of the state. 

CAL would like to thank you for this opportunity to submit comments on the 3rd Draft Proposed 
Regulations (DPR).  CAL believes that a robust accreditation system is critical for the protection of public 
health, and central to that are well written accreditation regulations.  As a regulatory program, the 
primary tool for the Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP) to maintain high quality 
laboratories and laboratory results is ELAP’s regulations.  Without good regulations, there is very little 
that a regulatory program can do. 

Very briefly, our comments focus on how the DPR fail to comply with the provisions of the state’s 
Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Act the (ELAA), the corresponding regulations in the California 
Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 19, or the Administrative Procedures Act (APA).  
The DPR sometimes contradicts the ELAA or fails to meet the requirements of the APA in terms of the 
required criteria of demonstrating authority, necessity, clarity, consistency, and non-duplication as well 
as the requirements for incorporating documents by reference.  We are particularly concerned with the 
precedent proposed to be set by incorporating by reference non-public documents in the CCR.  As a 
practical matter, the incorporation of these many hundreds of pages of requirements will drive many 
laboratories needlessly away from the accreditation program. 
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1) Background 
 

a) Origins of Laboratory Accreditation Program 

In 1951, the State of California created a program to “approve” laboratories that analyzed samples for 

the protection of public in water with the following objective in mind:   

“Reliable laboratory data on water are necessary to ensure a safe water supply and 

enable the Department of Public Health to carry out its responsibilities…”  

California Register, Vol. 25, No. 2 (July 28, 1951).   

Over the ensuing years, other regulatory agencies created their own accreditation programs, such as for 

shellfish or solid waste testing.  In 1988, these various programs were combined into ELAP, which was 

located in the Department of Health Services (DHS, which later became the Department of Public 

Health, DPH).  In 1998, the State Legislature created the Environmental Laboratory Technical Advisory 

Committee (ELTAC) to provide advice to ELAP.  In the years following, ELTAC frequently expressed 

concern that ELAP was not effective because ELAP was not vigorously, uniformly, or accurately enforcing 

laboratory rules. 

When the idea of national accreditation of environmental laboratory was first proposed, two 

organizations formed: the National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Conference (NELAC), which 

was created to write and maintain the written standards, and the National Environmental Laboratory 

Accreditation Program (NELAP), which would implement a national accreditation program.  Later, NELAC 

changed its name to The NELAC Institute, or TNI.  In the discussion below NELAC, NELAP, and TNI will all 

be used.  To avoid confusion, the term TNI/NELAP will generally be used.   

b) Voluntary NELAP / TNI 

In 1999, DHS sponsored a bill in the state Senate (SB 1304) to require that ELAP offer both the 

traditional California accreditation as well as accreditation based upon TNI/NELAP.  On June 15, 1999, 

DHS sent a letter to Hanna-Beth Jackson, the Chair of the Assembly Environmental Safety and Toxic 

Materials Committee indicating support for SB 1304. (See Attachment A.)  In this letter, the DHS Deputy 

Director Charleen Milburn wrote: 

“Participation in NELAP is entirely voluntary and environmental laboratories will have 

the option of seeking NELAP accreditation according to the federal standards, or 

continuing to be accredited for California only under the state standards.” 

The Legislative Counsel’s Digest for SB 1304 (see Attachment B) stated that TNI/NELAP was voluntary:  

“This bill would require the department, when NELAP standards are adopted by the 

National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Conference (NELAC), to adopt or 

amend the regulations relating to environmental laboratories as necessary to enable 

California environmental laboratories to participate in the National Environmental 

Laboratory Accreditation Program.” 
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The legislative intent for SB 1304 is quite clear, the State is to offer two types of environmental 

laboratory accreditation, the previous California State ELAP and TNI/NELAP. 

In 2000, ELAP proposed a set of regulations to collect fees from laboratories to support the 

implementation of TNI/NELAP.  In proposed regulation R-70-00E (see Attachment C), the Initial 

Statement of Reasons (ISOR) stated that: 

“The Department's existing certification program for environmental laboratories remains 

essentially unchanged, since participation in NELAP is voluntary.” 

“To become qualified for NELAP accreditation, which is voluntary on the part of each 

laboratory, the laboratory must meet a number of uniform nationwide requirements.” 

“The NELAP program, which is voluntary on the part of laboratories, is more 

comprehensive and costly to administer than the existing departmental certification 

program.” 

When this regulation was finalized on November 6, 2002, a Final Statement of Reasons (FSOR) was 

prepared.  Part of the FSOR contained a list of comments received during the public comment period 

and the corresponding responses by ELAP.  Several commenters supported the idea that TNI/NELAP 

should not be voluntary, but instead should be mandatory.  ELAP prepared as response to these 

comments (see Attachment D), which stated the following:   

“The California enabling legislation would have to be amended to eliminate the 

voluntary status of NELAP in California. The NELAC standards are quite specific 

concerning the voluntary status of the federal program. However, other states may 

require that NELAP accreditation be mandatory in that state. 

No laboratory in California is required to be accredited under the NELAP program. The 

ELAP certification program is still available for those laboratories, which wish to do 

business in California. Although a California laboratory which also wishes to do business 

in another NELAP accredited state must be California NELAP accredited, this is a 

requirement of NELAP and/or the other state, not a requirement established by the State 

of California” 

Based on the history, the record is clear that when TNI/NELAP accreditation was authorized as an 

alternative by the State Legislature that this separate accreditation program was to be voluntary. 

In 2005, ELAP sought to amend its regulations.  The Informative Digest for those proposed regulations, 

at the beginning of the ISOR (see Attachment E), stated: 

“Section 100862, added to H&SC by SB 1304 (Chapter 372, Statutes of 1999), specifically 

requires the establishment of fees to enable environmental laboratories in California to 

participate on a voluntary basis in the National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation 

Program (NELAP).” 

c) Why TNI? 
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One could wonder why the State Legislature decided that ELAP should offer TNI/NELAP as an alternative 

at all.  In the 1999 letter to Hannah-Beth Jackson (Attachment A), DHS Deputy Director Milburn stated 

the objectives: 

“If California becomes a NELAP-recognized accreditation authority, environmental 

laboratories accredited by California will automatically be accredited in other NELAP-

recognized states, providing a competitive edge for California businesses while still 

maintaining the highest standards. In addition, environmental laboratories accredited in 

other NELAP-recognized states will automatically be accredited in California….If 

California does not become NELAP-recognized, out of state laboratories with NELAP 

accreditation may find it no longer financially feasible to do business in California. 

California’s participation in NELAP will help ensure the highest environmental laboratory 

standards while at the same time promoting a competitive business environment.” 

The decision was to provide users of laboratory data a wider array of laboratories from which to choose 

and to provide a benefit to California-based laboratories in terms of increased business opportunities.  It 

is important to note that improving data quality among California accredited laboratories was not a 

stated objective.  This, however, does not explain why the State Legislature did not require that all 

laboratories to become TNI/NELAP accredited.  One reason, the complicated procedures required under 

TNI/NELAP was explained in the ISOR for the fees for TNI/NELAP laboratories (Attachment C): 

“The Department has observed, based on processing the applications and preparing for 

the site assessments as part of the NELAP program, that the program is spending two to 

three times the effort on the initial application and document review than it has in the 

past for the state certification program. This is in part due to the lengthy documentation 

which is required by the federal NELAC standards. As an example, for ELAP certification, 

quality assurance and good laboratory practices are covered, during the site visit, by a 

checklist of five or six pages. For NELAP accreditation, the laboratory has to prepare a 

forty page checklist covering the same information which the program must review even 

before conducting the site assessment.”  
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In the Initial Statement of Reasons (Attachment C), ELAP staff wrote the following about TNI/NELAP 

accreditation costs:  

”To calculate the cost of these site assessments to the program the audit staff, which 

consist of Public Health Chemist II’s and III’s, and Environmental Specialist III’s, recorded 

the number of hours which were spent in pre-assessment and post-assessment activities, 

as well as the time spent on the on site assessment itself. The hourly rate of pay for these 

staff members was multiplied by the number of hours spent on the laboratory to 

determine the assessment cost of the laboratory. This assessment cost has been 

determined, from the department’s experience with the state certification program, to 

be 45% of the total cost of accrediting a laboratory. This total cost of accreditation is 

then used to determine the fees charged to the laboratories (see attached breakdown of 

assessment cost for NELAP laboratories). The costs have ranged from about $10,000 for 

a small laboratory with only one medium complexity FoT [Field of Testing] to over 

$50,000 for a large laboratory with 17 FoTs of all complexities.” [Emphasis added] 

ELAP has admitted that implementing TNI/NELAP takes three times more effort for ELAP and, therefore, 

the fees are three times higher.  Naturally, if TNI/NELAP takes three times as much effort for ELAP, 

TNI/NELAP takes far more effort and expense for laboratories too.  For large laboratories, just for the 

On-Site Assessments (OSAs), it cost ELAP an additional fifty thousand (50,000) inflation unadjusted 

dollars.  Applying these requirements to all laboratories would be cost prohibitive for most laboratories 

without any resultant benefit to community of accredited laboratories.  Since most laboratories do not 

engage in interstate commerce, the goal and benefits of requiring ELAP to offer TNI/NELAP does not 

apply to them. 

Indeed, the cost of implementing TNI/NELAP would drive many laboratories out of the ELAP program.  

California began offering NELAP on a voluntary basis in 2000.  That same year, the laboratory 

accreditation programs in the states of Florida and New York began requiring all accredited laboratories 

to be NELAP compliant.  Between 2000 and 2014, the number of accredited laboratories in Florida and 

New York decreased significantly while the number of accredited laboratories increased in California.   

This explains why the State Legislature required ELAP to offer two types of accreditation, because 

TNI/NELAP was not appropriate for all laboratories, but might be beneficial for some. California has 

historically tried to have as many accredited laboratories as possible to provide the greatest protections 

to public health.  Mandatory TNI reduces public health protections by reducing the number and the 

geographic distribution of accredited laboratories. 

d) Mandatory TNI 

In January of 2014, ELAP withdrew from TNI and no longer offered TNI accreditation.  In June of 2014, 

ELAP moved from DPH to the State Water Resources Control Board (State Board).  The State Board was 

concerned about the effectiveness of ELAP, as was ELTAC and many accredited laboratories.  The State 

Board retained the services of the Southern California Coastal Water Research Program (SCCWRP) to 

conduct an assessment of ELAP.  SCCWRP assembled an Expert Review Panel (ERP) to conduct an 

assessment of ELAP.   

In 2015, the ERP determined that ELAP had been doing a very poor job and part of that problem was 

that the ELAP regulations were badly out of date and poorly written.  However, ERP wrote nothing 
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about the quality of data being produced by ELAP accredited laboratories.  All of the ERP’s 

recommendations were aimed at improving ELAP’s performance only.  One of the key recommendations 

was that ELAP update their regulations.  The ERP did not recommend that ELAP adopt TNI/NELAP, in 

whole or in part, but merely provided a range of options: 

Option 1: ELAP-created standard: The major benefit of creating a State-specific standard is that 

it would ensure the resulting laboratory requirements meet program and client needs. This effort 

will allow the State to include only those requirements it considers important for laboratory 

performance. Major drawbacks are the difficulty, cost, and time associated with writing an 

original document. Additionally, this option would require the State to develop State-specific 

training protocols for ELAP assessors, and provide resources to communicate the new 

requirements to the laboratories. These drawbacks make selecting this option time- and cost-

prohibitive. 

Option 2: Modification of an existing standard: The major benefit of modifying an existing 

standard is that it would save time and resources compared to the development of a State-

specific standard. The major drawback is that the savings of time and resources might be 

relatively small in comparison to Option 1. The Panel heard testimony at its August 2015 meeting 

about an effort by the State of Wisconsin to modify an existing standard. The Panel learned that 

reaching consensus on the modifications to the standard and the adoption process took an 

extensive amount of time and, in the end, resulted in an imperfect standard. This, in effect, 

isolated Wisconsin’s laboratory program, which is not recognized by other states, adding costs 

and placing restrictions on Wisconsin laboratories conducting business across state lines. 

Because California’s laboratory community is much larger than Wisconsin’s, the Panel believes 

that the timeframe for development and adoption of a modified standard would be more 

protracted than Wisconsin’s timeframe. From the information presented, it became clear to the 

Panel that this option is not practical for ELAP in the immediate future. 

Option 3: Adopt an existing standard: The major benefit of adopting an existing standard is that the time 

and resources needed to implement it will be greatly reduced. The major drawback is the lack of ability to 

customize it to meet State-specific needs. Thus, it would be critical to select the correct standard. The 

State would need to ensure that the standard it selects meets its clients’ requirements and contains 

proper resources for both assessors and laboratories to ensure a smooth, consistent implementation. The 

ERP recommended Option 3, adoption of an existing standard, without specifying  adoption of 

TNI/NELAP in particular.  Further, ERP’s reasoning for recommending Option 3 was the 

reduction of time and resources needed for implementation (see 

http://ftp.sccwrp.org/pub/download/DOCUMENTS/TechnicalReports/887_ELAPReviewYr1.pdf).  

The ERP never argued that Option 3 was recommended in order to produce higher quality or legally 

defensible data because high quality and legally defensible data is achieved by following the test 

method as stated.  In addition, later in the report, the ERP suggested TNI documents might be an interim 

program to be used “in the short term”:   

“The Panel is aware of a number of state, national, and international laboratory 

standards that could meet the State’s needs, but recommends the standard developed 

by TNI as the most viable one for the State in the short term. The TNI standard is a 

standard the State has used in some form previously, albeit not for all laboratories. 

Adopting a standard that has been implemented as broadly as the TNI standard would 

http://ftp.sccwrp.org/pub/download/DOCUMENTS/TechnicalReports/887_ELAPReviewYr1.pdf
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allow the State to take advantage of a wealth of available resources and support.” 

[emphasis added]   

ERP suggested TNI only as a short-term fix because of resources and support and not because of 

improved data quality. Although the ERP did not actually recommend TNI as a long-term solution for 

ELAP’s outdated regulations, ELAP proceeded as if this was the ERP’s stated recommendation.   

In April 2016, ELAP sponsored two all day workshops, one in Rancho Cordova and one in Costa Mesa.  

These workshops were intended to show how Option 3, using TNI, would work if adopted into 

California’s ELAP regulations.   The ELAP program manager opened the workshop by saying that ELAP 

had not yet decided on which of the three options it would select, but ELAP staff favored TNI as being 

easier to implement and adopt because ELAP would not have to write its own regulations.  Jerry Parr, 

the Executive Director of TNI, then spoke up, stating: 

“So let us start with the purpose of accreditation.  Accreditation does not guarantee 

quality data, it does not prevent against fraud, it does not prevent laboratories from 

cheating, it is always equated to a driver’s license.  You are competent to operate a 

motor vehicle; it is a demonstration of competence.  The laboratory is capable of 

generating quality results.  There is a corollary to that, that if you are a competent 

laboratory you are more likely to be able to generate data of the appropriate quality.” 

At the same meeting, the Program Manager of ELAP introduced Mr. Parr and noted that TNI was for the 

same reasons expressed by the ERP, namely that TNI was the quickest and easiest solution to updating 

their regulations.  Nothing about improving data quality was mentioned. 

Over the summer of 2016, ELTAC met and discussed this issue during several meetings.  At the end, 

ELTAC voted twice to not support incorporating the TNI documents, but rather ELTAC developed its own 

draft regulations and voted in favor of those.  The majority of ELTAC members believed that requiring all 

laboratories to be compliant with the TNI documents would be unnecessarily burdensome and would 

drive many laboratories to drop their accreditation.  This actually happened in both Florida and New 

York when those states required all laboratories to be TNI compliant.   

Additionally, CAL’s members trade associations, and other interested parties submitted numerous 

comments to ELAP opposing the plan to require all laboratories be TNI compliant. 

However, ELAP decided to proceed with its plan to proposing to incorporate the TNI documents into the 

Title 22 regulations despite the widespread stakeholder concern.  ELAP indicated that ELAP staff felt 

compelled to take this route because the California regulatory agencies that use data produced by ELAP 

accredited laboratories indicated that only by requiring TNI for all accredited laboratories could assure 

that the quality of the data was adequate for their needs.  It is important to note that during these 

discussions, no examples of poor quality data produced by an ELAP accredited laboratory was tendered 

and there was no explanation as to how using TNI would prevent the generation of poor quality data.  

ELAP had offered both California ELAP and TNI/NELAP accreditation between 2000 and 2014 and no 

California regulatory agency indicated that any discernable difference in data quality observed between 

the California ELAP laboratories and the TNI/NELAP laboratories.  Further, all of these California 

regulatory agencies have their own laboratories, none of which are TNI compliant.  Apparently, these 

agencies are quite satisfied with the quality of the data produced by their own, non-TNI compliant 

laboratories. 
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The DPR contains nearly 200 pages of text, about 90% of which is contained in the TNI documents, 

which are proposed to be incorporated by reference, and about 10% of which is additional text to be 

newly adopted. 

It is important to note, the DPR, if adopted, will effectively alter the TNI documents. Therefore, any 

accreditation offered under these rules will not be recognized by TNI recognized accreditation bodies 

and there will be no TNI-based inter-state reciprocity available due to those differences.  The 

California TNI accreditation proposed produces none of the benefits of TNI accreditation for 

individual laboratories that had been the driving reason for allowing use of TNI/NELAP under SB 

1304. 

2) The Administrative Procedures Act (APA)

The purpose of any regulation is to effectuate a law passed by the State Legislature.  The statutory
authority for ELAP’s DPR is the ELAA and the new regulations would amend CCR Title 22.  Any regulation
must be consistent with the APA (Government Code, Title 2, Division 3, Part 1, Chapter 3.5, Article 6).
The Office of Administrative Law (OAL) reviews all regulations for consistency with the APA.  The
legislature created the APA for specific reasons.  Some of these reasons, listed in Government Code
§11340, include:

a) There has been an unprecedented growth in the number of administrative regulations in recent
years.

b) The language of many regulations is frequently unclear and unnecessarily complex, even when
the complicated and technical nature of the subject matter is taken into account. The language
is often confusing to the persons who must comply with the regulations.

c) Substantial time and public funds have been spent in adopting regulations, the necessity for
which has not been established.

d) The imposition of prescriptive standards upon private persons and entities through regulations
where the establishment of performance standards could reasonably be expected to produce
the same result has placed an unnecessary burden on California citizens and discouraged
innovation, research, and development of improved means of achieving desirable social goals.

Basically, the law says that regulations have to be adopted to solve a problem.  Thus, something must 
necessitate a state body to propose a regulation.  If a proposed regulation does not solve a problem, 
that regulation is not needed.  The APA, at section 11349, contains six standards established for 
assessing proposed regulations.  

(a) “‘Necessity’ means the record of the rulemaking proceeding demonstrates by substantial
evidence the need for a regulation to effectuate the purpose of the statute, court
decision, or other provision of law that the regulation implements, interprets, or makes
specific, taking into account the totality of the record. For purposes of this standard,
evidence includes, but is not limited to, facts, studies, and expert opinion.

(b) ‘Authority’ means the provision of law which permits or obligates the agency to adopt,
amend, or repeal a regulation.
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(c) ‘Clarity’ means written or displayed so that the meaning of regulations will be easily 
understood by those persons directly affected by them. 

(d) ‘Consistency’ means being in harmony with, and not in conflict with or contradictory to, 
existing statutes, court decisions, or other provisions of law….” 

(e) “Reference” means the statute, court decision, or other provision of law which the 
agency implements, interprets, or makes specific by adopting, amending, or repealing a 
regulation. 

(f)  “Nonduplication” means that a regulation does not serve the same purpose as a state or 
federal statute or another regulation…” 

 
Additionally, the APA contains other requirements describing what a regulation can do or contain. For 

example, Section 11346.3 requires an assessment of the impact of the regulation on the economy by 

stating: 

 

“ (a) A state agency proposing to adopt, amend, or repeal any administrative regulation 

shall assess the potential for adverse economic impact on California business enterprises 

and individuals, avoiding the imposition of unnecessary or unreasonable regulations or 

reporting, recordkeeping, or compliance requirements.…” 

This section expressly requires that the regulatory proposal “shall be based on adequate information 

concerning the need for, and consequences of, proposed governmental action.”  (Gov’t Code § 11346.3 

(a) (1).) Thus, the APA has at its core the need for transparency.   

The APA also requires any state agency writing regulations to consider alternatives.  Section 

11346.2(4)(A) states: 

“(A) A description of reasonable alternatives to the regulation and the agency's reasons 

for rejecting those alternatives. Reasonable alternatives to be considered include, but 

are not limited to, alternatives that are proposed as less burdensome and equally 

effective in achieving the purposes of the regulation in a manner that ensures full 

compliance with the authorizing statute or other law being implemented or made 

specific by the proposed regulation. In the case of a regulation that would mandate the 

use of specific technologies or equipment or prescribe specific actions or procedures, the 

imposition of performance standards shall be considered as an alternative.  

(B) A description of reasonable alternatives to the regulation that would lessen any 

adverse impact on small business and the agency's reasons for rejecting those 

alternatives.” 

Perhaps most importantly of all, Section 11340.5(a) of the APA mandates that no agency can use for 

enforcement purposes anything that has not gone through the APA process and been approved by the 

OAL: 

“No state agency shall issue, utilize, enforce, or attempt to enforce any guideline, 

criterion, bulletin, manual, instruction, order, standard of general application, or other 

rule, which is a regulation as defined in Section 11342.600, unless the guideline, 

criterion, bulletin, manual, instruction, order, standard of general application, or other 
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rule has been adopted as a regulation and filed with the Secretary of State pursuant to 

this chapter.” 

Most of the comments presented below will be assessed against these APA requirements. 
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3) Fields and Units of Accreditation 

The entire laboratory accreditation process is framed by a system of Fields of Accreditation and Units of 

Accreditation.  Health and Safety Code (H&SC) §100830(a)(9) says that ELAP may adopt regulations for  

“Units and fields of accreditation.”  Subdivision (b) authorizes ELAP to “Adopt regulations establishing 

conditions under which the department may issue, deny, renew, or suspend a certificate of accreditation 

for individual units or fields. Suspension and denial of units or fields of accreditation shall be based on a 

laboratory’s failure to comply with this article and regulations adopted thereunder.”  (The term “Field of 

Testing” is used in parts of the H&SC and the CCR synonymously with Field of Accreditation.  The term 

“sub-group” is also used synonymously with Unit of Accreditation.   The terms however are not defined 

in the H&SC or CCR.)  In practice, historically ELAP has issued certificates with three-part units: 

regulatory program – analytical method – analyte.  For example, if a laboratory that wants to report 

arsenic to the Division of Drinking Water (DDW) in water for compliance with the Safe Drinking Water 

Act (SDWA) by Inductively Coupled Plasma – Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) using EPA Method 200.8, that 

laboratory would receive a certificate of accreditation with one Unit of Accreditation (sub-group).  If the 

same laboratory wanted to analyze barium by the same method (ICP-MS) and report the results to the 

same agency (DDW), that would be second Unit of Accreditation.  However, since both of these Units of 

Accreditation report results to the same agency and use similar methods, both are within the same Field 

of Accreditation.  This laboratory would need one (1) Field of Accreditation (103) and two (2) Units of 

Accreditation.  If, however, this laboratory wanted to analyze barium by ICP-MS for compliance with the 

Clean Water Act and report those results to a Regional Water Quality Control Board, this would require 

an additional Unit of Accreditation as well as a different Field of Accreditation.  This laboratory would 

need two (2) Fields of Accreditation (103 and 117) and three (3) Units of Accreditation for DDW and 

Regional Water Board reporting. 

Certificates of accreditation are organized by Fields of Accreditation and Units of Accreditation.  On-Site 

Assessments (OSAs) are also organized this way, as are Proficiency Testing (PT) samples.  For each Unit 

of Accreditation, there has to be a successful OSA, PT sample study, application, Standard Operating 

Procedure (SOP), and so on.  Fields of Accreditation and Units of Accreditation represent the framework 

around which the entire accreditation process is constructed. 

In the DPR, a section titled “Fields of Accreditation” (§ 64802.15) is almost entirely empty, with virtually 

no details provided at all.  This lack of detail will cause complications since the Fields of Accreditation are 

the basis for the entire accreditation organization approach.  Fees are based on Fields of Accreditation, 

PT samples are required based on Fields of Accreditation, OSAs are organized based on Fields of 

Accreditation, and even the requirements for Technical Managers are defined by Fields of Accreditation.  

Without clear and well defined Fields of Accreditation, ELAP will find it very difficult to operate a 

laboratory accreditation program. 

Proposed section 64802.15(c) says: “ELAP publishes the lists of Field(s) of Accreditation, called Field(s) of 

Accreditation tables, on the ELAP website. The Field(s) of Accreditation tables are updated,1 as needed, 

by publishing a revised Field(s) of Accreditation table on the ELAP website.” 

                                                           
1 When documents are incorporated by reference, these referenced documents must be identified “by title and 
date of publication or issuance” (1 CCR §20(c)(3) and (4).)  This identification by date locks in the text incorporated 
to what was issued or published on that date.  Future changes cannot be made to websites or other incorporated 
material.  Prospective incorporation of future changes is legally problematic and should not be included. On May 
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Comments: The failure to clearly define “Fields of Accreditation” within the proposed regulations is 

contrary to requirement for Clarity under the APA and causes conflict with TNI language incorporated 

therein.   

a) The failure to clearly define “Fields of Accreditation” within the proposed regulations is 
contrary to requirement for Clarity under the APA and causes conflict with TNI language 
proposed to be incorporated by reference in the DPR.   

 

The DPR fails to describe what the Fields of Accreditation are, how they are organized, or what purpose 
they serve. The text of the DPR § 64802.15 says:  
 

“(a) ELAP will accredit laboratories in Field(s) of Accreditation for use of environmental 
analyses required by State Agency Partners for regulatory purposes as identified in 
permits, orders, and other regulatory requirements. 
 
(b) For laboratories that are conducting analyses for drinking water systems, Title 22 
Section 64415 requires that the analyses be made in accordance with United States 
Environmental Protection Agency approved methods as prescribed in 40 Code of Federal 
Regulations parts 141.21 through 141.42, 141.66, and 141.89, unless otherwise directed 
by the State Board.” 

 
At best, this is merely a list of methods for which a laboratory may apply, but the DPR does not link 
those methods to any particular analyte nor to particular programs except for (b).  Further, there are 
actually very few “permits, orders, and regulatory requirements” that list specific methods and those 
that do are often out of date.  This provides no master list of methods and corresponding analytes much 
less corresponding regulatory programs. 
 
Additionally, the TNI documents have their own definition of FOA. TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, section 3.2, 
on page 7 says: “Field of Accreditation (FOA): Those matrix, technology/method, and analyte 
combinations for which the accreditation body offers accreditation.”  Module 1 does not define the word 
“matrix,” but Module 2 contains definitions, which read: “Matrix: The substrate of a test sample,” and 
“Technology: A specific arrangement of analytical instruments, detection systems, and/or preparation 
techniques.”   
 
It is unclear how these TNI definitions for Field of Accreditation, Matrix, and Technology mesh with 
ELAP’s proposed definitions or with the H&SC. Matrix could correspond to a regulatory program, such as 
“drinking water,” and could be a defined matrix that is reported to the Division of Drinking Water.  
However, there is no such clarifying language in either the TNI documents or the DPR. As such, this 
definition lacks the requisite Clarity under the APA.  
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
10, 1995, the Office of Administrative Law (OAL) issued a Notice of Approval and Disapproval, and Reasons for 
Approval and Disapproval of Parts of a Rulemaking Action on the 1994 Central Valley Basin Plan Amendments (OAL 
File No. 95-0328-01).  This approval/ disapproval decision on the 1994 Central Valley Basin Plan determined that 
“[a] prospective incorporation-by-reference (one that automatically incorporates future changes to an 
incorporated document) is of dubious validity.”  Id. at pg. 10 (emphasis added).    
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Further, the TNI documents create a new definition in Section 3.3 that creates an entirely new category, 
“Field of Proficiency Testing (FoPT),” which should be the same as the TNI Field of Accreditation, except 
the TNI states “…the composition, spike concentration ranges and acceptance criteria have been 
established by the PTPEC.”  PTPEC is defined in TNI Section 1.3.2 as the “TNI Proficiency Testing Program 
Executive Committee.”  Having two different definitions of Field of Accreditation and a Field of 
Proficiency Testing creates confusion and lacks Clarity.  In ELAP’s regulations, PT samples have to match 
ELAP’s Fields of Accreditation but, under the TNI regulations, PT samples have to match an FoPT.   So 
there should be one FOA for each FoPT; meaning that the FoPT is redundant with the FOA.   
 
The TNI documents are not only incongruent with the DPR, they are also self-contradictory.  In the TNI 
documents, NOTES are provided at various places where a few sentences are marked by an all capital 
word “NOTES.”  TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, Section 4.1.4., related to FoPTscontains a NOTE, which says: 
”PT results are required by Federal Regulations, 40 CFR 141, per test method, rather than technology for 
potable water PTs.”  This seems to establish a completely different definition for FoPTs, which is more 
similar to ELAP’s traditional approach.  Here, the FoPTs appear to be “Safe Drinking Water Act – Method 
– Analyte,” but it is not very clear or explicit.  Also, the documents fail to specify if the NOTE applies only 
to FoPTs or to FOAs as well,  And whether FOAs for SDWA compliance monitoring are organized one way 
and all other programs a different way.  The TNI documents are unclear and the DPR is silent. 
 
Additionally, TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, Section 4.3.4 states:  
 

“Except for drinking water analytes referenced in 40 CFR 141, a laboratory may choose 
to analyze and report a single method to represent a technology in a single PT study 
for a particular analyte. If the laboratory analyzes and reports PT studies by 
‘technology’, the score obtained for the reported method will be applied to all methods 
in that technology for which the laboratory seeks to obtain or maintain accreditation in 
that matrix” [emphasis added]. 

 
This section lacks Clarity. This provision would seem to suggest that if a laboratory were accredited for 
several “methods”(e.g., United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) 200.5, ASTM D1976-07, 
and SM 3020 B), for one analyte (e.g., aluminum) in a given “matrix” (e.g., treated sewage), that the 
laboratory would be able to analyze the PT sample for only one of those three methods.  This has not 
been ELAP’s historical practice, which was to conduct one PT per Unit of Accreditation.  This might seem 
to contradict the language in the ELAA and DPR, which requires one PT sample per “Field of Testing,” 
and could mean one PT sample per Unit of Accreditation.  This needs to be corrected since the current 
language is vague. 
 
This ambiguity is amplified by other language in the TNI documents.  Volume 1, Module 2, Section 1.2 

(page 2 of 48) says that the NOTES are not enforceable.  The NOTES in Section 1.2 says are only provided 

as examples or to illustrate a point, they are not actually part of the standard.  The TNI further says: “The 

notes given provide clarification of the text, examples and/or guidance. They do not contain 

requirements and do not form an integral part of this Standard.”  This would seem to imply that the 

NOTE found in 4.1.4 should be ignored.    Again, the TNI documents are not clear and the DPR does not 

address this.   

The difficulty here is that the NOTE in Module 1 about the FoPT and FOAs does not appear to be a NOTE 

as defined in Module 2, Section 2.1.  The Module 1 NOTE is not an example or illustration, and it is not 
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guidance.  Rather, it directly contradicts the text 4.1.4 and uses the word “required.”  Can a NOTE that 

directly contradicts the associated text be considered a NOTE? 

Additionally, it is not clear that Section 2.1 in Module 2 applies to Module 1.  There are seven modules in 

Volume 1, but only Module 2 has this language about NOTES.  The disclaimer about the application of 

NOTES only occurs in Module 2, not in any of the other modules.  Perhaps the disclaimer only applies to 

the module in which it occurs.  However, again, this lacks Clarity. 

As noted above, several different explanations exist as to what a Field of Accreditation / Testing and 

Unit of Accreditation / Sub-Group could mean, which causes a significant lack of clarity.  The proposed 

DPR also creates a situation where different parts of the proposed regulation are inconsistent with each 

other as well as with the authorizing statute.  In some cases, the different sets of texts actually 

contradict each other but, in other cases, they simply do not say the same thing.  The definitions in the 

ELAA, the DPR, and the TNI documents to not mesh well with each other as they are either different or 

contradict each other.   

 
Comment: These different sections of the DPR and the TNI documents are internally inconsistent and 
lack Clarity. 
 
Additionally, the DPR says in § 64802.20(b) that:  
 

“When participating in a Proficiency Testing study, a laboratory shall: (2) Comply with the 
following Proficiency Testing requirements: 
(B) Analyze Proficiency Testing samples of the same matrix as the Field(s) of 
Accreditation for which the laboratory holds or seeks accreditation; …   
(D) Report in such a way that analytical results for the Field of Proficiency Testing is 
matched to the Field of Accreditation offered by ELAP” 

 
This proposed language creates many opportunities for confusion.  In the DPR, there are no Fields of 
Accreditation listed as being offered by ELAP.  This is one of the practical reasons why a webpage based 
system is a bad one, because it makes it very complicated for laboratories to actually match their 
Proficiency Testing samples with two different constantly changing webpages.  Further, without a 
clearer definition of what a “matrix” is and how it relates to the regulatory environment in California, 
confusion can only result. 
 
The DPR creates quite a muddle of requirements for Fields of Accreditation, since parts come from the 
TNI documents, which are proposed to be incorporated by reference, parts were written by ELAP that 
will be incorporated by adoption, parts will be found on an not yet viable ELAP webpage, and parts will 
be found on TNI webpage.  For clarity, all substantive requirements should be contained in one place, 
not by reference to other sources that can be changed at will, such as a webpage.  These references 
would need to go through a rulemaking before they can be modified, or else they would be 
underground rules outside the APA approval process. 
 

b) Under Gov’t Code section 11340.5 (a), no provisions can be enforced if not properly promulgated under 
the APA. 
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In the DPR, section § 64802.15 (c) says: “ELAP publishes the lists of Field(s) of Accreditation, called 
Field(s) of Accreditation tables, on the ELAP website. The Field(s) of Accreditation tables are updated, as 
needed, by publishing a revised Field(s) of Accreditation table on the ELAP website.” 
 
The TNI documents at Volume 1, Module 1, section 4.1.1 says that “TNI publishes lists of FoPTs on the 
TNI website for which PT studies are required, called TNI FoPT Tables. These FoPT tables may be updated, 
as needed, by publishing revised FoPT tables on the TNI website.” 
 
Section 4.1.2 says  “The laboratory shall participate in PT studies for each field of accreditation where 
corresponding FoPTs exist in the TNI FoPT tables and for which the laboratory seeks to obtain or 
maintain accreditation.” 
 
Every time that ELAP or TNI updates their webpages, the regulations based on and tied to those 
websites are changed.  However, those changes do not go through APA process.  The OAL and all 
interested parties will not have a chance to review or comment on those changes before they are made 
and have regulatory effect.  The incorporation of non-static websites contradicts and violates both the 
letter and spirit of the APA. 
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4) Approved Methods and Analytes 
 

a) Background 

Under the SDWA, public water systems must use laboratories for compliance monitoring that only use 

test methods approved by the USEPA.  USEPA requires that all drinking water laboratories performing 

compliance testing be accredited for the test procedures used for reporting from the list of approved 

methods in 40 CFR 141.  The Clean Water Act (CWA) similarly requires that NPDES Permittees use 

laboratories using methods approved by the USEPA from a list of approved methods in 40 CFR 136.  No 

Federal rule requires laboratories performing SDWA or CWA compliance testing be accredited, but 

California law does require accreditation.  Similar situations exist for laboratories reporting results to the 

Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) who must use methods found in SW-846 Update III.  

Currently, in Title 22, Article 6 (§ 64811) approved test methods are included by reference, but include a 

date certain for those methods incorporated.  Similarly, in Article 12 (§ 64823) numerous test methods 

are listed and grouped into Fields of Testing. 

b) Proposed Regulations Lack Clarity. 

 

DPR § 64802.15 is extremely vague as to what methods a laboratory may use.  The first section merely 

says: “(a) ELAP will accredit laboratories in Field(s) of Accreditation for use of environmental analyses 

required by State Agency Partners for regulatory purposes as identified in permits, orders, and other 

regulatory requirements.” 

The Definitions section says: “(r) ‘State Agency Partners’ means those state agencies whose statute or 

regulations require it to use laboratories that have been accredited by ELAP.” 

This creates a circular logic, State Agency Partners require laboratories to be accredited by ELAP and 

ELAP accredits laboratory who are required to be accredited by State Agency Partners.  However, the 

definitions fail to contain a list of the applicable State Agency Partners or a definite list of approved 

methods that the State Agency Partners are requiring.  Some California regulatory agencies do indeed 

incorporate requirements for the use of specific analytical methods into permits and orders, but most 

do not.  A typical NPDES Permit may say: “The Discharger shall ensure that all laboratory analyses are 

conducted according to test procedures under 40 Code of Federal Regulations part 136, including the 

observation of holding times, unless other test procedures have been specified in this General Permit or 

by the Regional Water Board.”   

The second section says “(b) For laboratories that are conducting analyses for drinking water systems, 

Title 22 Section 64415 requires that the analyses be made in accordance with United States 

Environmental Protection Agency approved methods as prescribed in 40 Code of Federal Regulations 

parts 141.21 through 141.42, 141.66, and 141.89, unless otherwise directed by the State Board.” 

There are a number of tests and analytes that the DDW regulates and requires that are not listed in 

those sections of the Code of Federal Regulations, including perchlorate, chromium(VI), 123-

Trichloropropane, and PFOS / PFOA. The DPR fails to list authorized methods not found in the Federal 

Register as well as those mandated by the DDW. Without specifying the methods authorized to be used, 

the DPR lacks Clarity.  
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Without more clarity, it will be very difficult for laboratories and ELAP to determine which methods are 

allowed and not allowed.  The second is much more important.  Without a clear citation, even by 

reference, to specific methods, ELAP will be unable to enforce the methods used or the underlying 

conditions of the methods.  The core function of ELAP is to ensure that laboratories are complying with 

the requirements of the analytical methods that they using.  ELAA Section 100850 says:  

“(a) Upon the filing of an application for ELAP certification or TNI accreditation and after 

a finding by the state board that there is full compliance with this article and regulations 

adopted under this article, the state board shall issue to the owner certification or 

accreditation in the fields of testing for which the laboratory is seeking certification and 

with respect to which the state board has determined there is full compliance.”   

Issuance of a certificate of accreditation occurs when a laboratory is in compliance with the ELAA and 

Title 22 and this certificate can be denied, suspended, or revoked for being out of compliance.  If Title 22 

does not cite the methods, a laboratory cannot be out of compliance with the method. In addition, ELAP 

cannot deny, suspend, or revoke a laboratory for failing to comply with methods that are not cited in 

Title 22. 

In addition to the lack of listed methods, this section of the regulation is extremely vague, ambiguous, 

and difficult to understand.  The regulations cite unspecified permits, orders, and regulations from 

unnamed regulatory bodies which, in turn, reference other locations.  USEPA and ELAP have historically 

made finding a list of approved methods easy to facilitate a clear understanding of the regulations and 

for ease of enforcement, to say nothing of the ability of laboratories to determine what tests for which 

they can receive accreditation. 
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5) Proficiency Testing Sample Definitions 
 

a) Background 

Proficiency Testing (PT) samples consist of samples purchased from a provider that contain analytes 

regulated by one of California’s environmental regulatory agencies at a concentration unknown by the 

laboratory seeking to obtain or maintain accreditation with ELAP.  The laboratory is then expected to 

analyze the sample, correctly identify the required analytes, and accurately quantify the concentration. 

b) Definitions 

 

The definitions found in the ELAA section 100825 include (c) (7)- “‘Proficiency testing (PT)’ is a means of 

evaluating a laboratory’s performance under controlled conditions relative to a given set of criteria 

through analysis of unknown samples provided by an external source,” and (c)(8)- “PT sample” means a 

sample used for proficiency testing.”  To these, the DPR adds § 64801 (a) - “‘Acceptable Scores’ means 

analytical results for a Proficiency Testing sample are within the specified acceptance criteria for that 

sample.” In the TNI documents, Volume 1, Section 3.0 covers Terms and Definitions.  The very beginning 

of Section 3.0 states: “For the purpose of this Standard, the relevant terms and definitions conform to 

ISO/IEC 17011:2004 and ISO/IEC 17025:2005.”  So the section on Definitions references the reader to 

other documents, including ISO 17011 and ISO 17025.  ISO 17025 then refers the reader in its Section 3 

“Terms and definitions” to two more documents, ISO 9000 and ISO 17000.  ISO 17025 3 says: “For the 

purposes of this document, the relevant term and definitions are given in [ISO] 17000 and VIM 

[International Vocabulary of Metrology] apply.”  Section 2, Normative Reference, of ISO 17025 states 

“The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this document” [emphasis 

added].  These include ISO 17000 and VIM, the latter of which is “International vocabulary of basic and 

general terms in metrology.” Additionally, TNI, Volume 1, Section 3 contains more definitions, some of 

which differ from those in the DPR and some of which are not in the DPR.  For example, Volume 1, 

Module 1, Section 3.5 defines Proficiency Testing as; “A means to evaluate a laboratory's performance 

under controlled conditions relative to a given set of criteria, through analysis of unknown samples 

provided by an external source,” and Section 3.10 defines PT samples as “A sample, the composition of 

which is unknown to the laboratory, and is provided to test whether the laboratory can produce 

analytical results within the specified acceptance criteria.”  Any other definitions listed in ISO 17000, ISO 

17011, and VIM are unknown as these documents are not readily available and are actually covered by 

high restrictive copyright restrictions. 

To understand the requirements of the DPR, one must seek out and find referenced and sub-referenced 

definitions in the ELAA, DPR, ISO 17000, ISO 17011, ISO 17025, VIM, all of which impact the 

understanding and implementation of the PT provisions.  Given that many of these are not publically 

available, this problem is magnified.   

Comments: The failure to include the actual definitions and references to documents that reference 

other documents lacks Clarity and is contrary to the APA.  Differences in definitions between the DPR 

and the incorporated TNI lack Consistency. 
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Because the definitions in the ELAA are different from those in the TNI documents, the DPR lacks 

Consistency under Gov’t Code section 11359(d).  The extent of inconsistencies that exist with ISO 

17000, 17011, and VIM are not and cannot be known since those documents are not readily available. 
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6) Proficiency Testing Sample Requirements 
 

a) ELAA 

 

H&SC Section 100872(a) says: “An ELAP certified laboratory shall successfully analyze proficiency testing 

samples for those fields of testing for which they are certified, not less than once a year, where 

applicable.” 

H&SC Section 100850 says that for ELAP (non-TNI) laboratories:   

“(a) Upon the filing of an application for ELAP certification or TNI accreditation and after a 

finding by the state board that there is full compliance with this article and regulations 

adopted under this article, the state board shall issue to the owner certification or 

accreditation in the fields of testing for which the laboratory is seeking certification and with 

respect to which the state board has determined there is full compliance. 

(b) The state board shall deny or revoke a certificate if it finds any of the following: 

(1) The laboratory fails to report acceptable results in the analysis of proficiency testing 

samples. 

(2) The laboratory fails to analyze proficiency testing samples. 

(3) The laboratory submits, as its own, proficiency testing sample results generated by 

another laboratory.” 

H&SC Section 100851 covers the same requirements for TNI laboratories. 

b) The DPR and TNI 

DPR § 64802.20 covers Proficiency Testing.  This section is divided up onto sub-sections (a) through (n) 
covering different parts of the PT sample testing. 
 
§ 64802.20(a)says: “A laboratory shall comply with all applicable Proficiency Testing requirements of state or 
federal regulatory agencies that are not covered in this section.” 
 
This proposed language lacks Clarity since it does not specify what other state or federal regulatory agencies 
are being referenced.  CAL is unaware of any state or federal regulations that apply to laboratories accredited 
by ELAP.  Therefore, the Necessity for and purpose of this section is utter unclear.   
 
In addition, nothing in this section mention the applicable requirements in the ELAA. Instead, this sub-section 
appears to be paraphrase or re-statement of a provision in the TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, Section 4.1.7, which 
states:  
 

“When a regulatory program has additional PT requirements for FoPTs not covered by this 
Standard, then the laboratory shall follow those requirements.” 

 
These two sections appear to contain similar, if not identical, requirements.  If the TNI is being incorporated by 
reference, then this section is not needed. If ELAP plans to modify the TNI, then all of the state requirements 
should  be contained in the DPR and no reference to TNI would be needed.    
 
Comment: Incorporating documents and at the same time modifying the requirements therein fails to meet the 
APA mandate for Necessity, Clarity and Consistency under Gov’t Code §11349.1(a). 
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a) § 64802.20(b)(1)

Subsection (b)(1) says: “Comply with 2016 TNI Standard - Rev 2.1, Volume 1, Module 1 for each Field of 
Accreditation for which the laboratory is requesting accreditation, with the following exceptions [of Section 5.0 
and Section 8.0].” 

Although the requirement to meet TNI seems straightforward, the DPR does not define Fields of Accreditation 
clearly and the TNI documents define them differently. This section fails to meet the APA mandate for 
Necessity, Clarity and Consistency. 

b) § 64802.20(b)(2)(A)

This subsection has five subdivisions, (A) through (E). 

Subsection 64802.20(b)(2)(A) says: “(A) Analyze Proficiency Testing samples in accordance with the 
laboratory’s routine Standard Operating Procedure using the same quality control, acceptance criteria and staff 
as used for the analysis of routine environmental samples…”  This section nearly mirrors the requirements in 
TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, section 4.2.2., which states: 

“PT samples shall be analyzed in accordance with the laboratory's established standard 
operating procedures (SOPs) using the same quality control (QC), acceptance criteria and 
staff as used for the analysis of routine environmental samples.”   

This subsection fails to meet the APA requirements for Necessity and Nonduplication since the DPR simply 
restates what is in TNI, Volume 1, Module 1. 

c) § 64802.20(b)(2)(B)

Subsection 64802.20(b)(2)(B) says: “Analyze Proficiency Testing samples of the same matrix as the Field(s) of 
Accreditation for which the laboratory holds or seeks accreditation.” TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, section 4.1.2 
similarly says:  

“The laboratory shall participate in PT studies for each field of accreditation where 
corresponding FoPTs exist in the TNI FoPT tables and for which the laboratory seeks to 
obtain or maintain accreditation.” 

As with the previous and following subdivisions of subsection 64802.20(b)(2), the DPR is justre-wording the 
matching TNI language. The DPR should include all of the TNI language desired to be in the California version 
of TNI within the DPR to avoid the need to incorporate the TNI documents by reference.  This would also avoid 
the underground rulemaking problem if the TNI ever modifies its documents. 

d) § 64802.20(b)(2)(C)

Subsection 64802.20(b)(2)(C) says: “Direct the Proficiency Testing provider to report the Proficiency Testing 
study results directly to ELAP on or before the closing date of the study.” Similarly, TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, 
section 4.3.2 states:  

“The laboratory shall, on or before the closing date of the study, direct the PT Provider to 
report the PT study performance results directly to the AB(s) designated by the laboratory. For 
initial accreditation(s) the laboratory shall direct the PT Provider to provide all relevant PT 
study results to the AB to support their accreditation application.” 

e) § 64802.20(b)(2)(D)

Subsection 64802.20(b)(2)(D) says: “Report in such a way that analytical results for the Field of Proficiency 
Testing is matched to the Field of Accreditation offered by ELAP.” TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, section 4.3.3. 
closely tracks this language by stating: 
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“The laboratory shall report results in such a way that there is a specific match between the 
analytical result for the FoPT and the corresponding Field of Accreditation for which the PT 
sample was analyzed.” 

 
The wording in these two provisions is similar, but not identical.  The largest problem is that the DPR does not 
include a clear list of Fields of Accreditation except presumably on the referenced webpages, which are 
problematic for the reasons identified herein. 
 

f) § 64802.20(b)(2)(E) 
 
Subsection 64802.20(b)(2)(E) states: “Retain all records necessary to facilitate reconstruction of the 
preparation, processing, and reporting of analytical results for Proficiency Testing samples for a minimum of 
five (5) years and provide them to ELAP upon request.”  Similarly, TNI Volume 1, Module 1, section 4.4.1 
states: 
 

“The laboratory shall retain all records necessary to facilitate reconstruction of the preparation, 
processing, and reporting of analytical results for PT samples for a minimum of five years. The 
laboratory shall make these records available for review upon request by the Primary AB.” 

 
Both require records retention for five years, but the DPR language is actually more specific to California and 
ELAP, while the TNI language is more vague.  With the incorporation of TNI being proposed, this language 
creates a lack of Clarity and Consistency. 
 

g) § 64802.20(b)(3)(A) 
 
This subsection lists banned activities and fraud in the use of PT samples, by saying that laboratories shall: 
“Not engage in the following activities: (A) Send Proficiency Testing study samples, in which the laboratory is 
participating, to another laboratory for the analysis of a Field of Accreditation for which it seeks accreditation or 
is accredited.”  This duplicates the requirements of TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, section 4.1.5., but is less clear as 
to timing, since section 4.1.5. states: 
 

“Prior to the closing date of a study, laboratory personnel, including corporate personnel, shall 
not: a) send a PT study, or a portion of a PT study, in which it is participating, to another 
laboratory for the analysis of a field of accreditation for which it seeks accreditation or is 
accredited.” 

 
h) § 64802.20(b)(3)(B) 

 
This subsection bans: “(B) Knowingly receive or analyze any Proficiency Testing samples from another 
laboratory for which the results are to be used for accreditation.”  This proposed language is less specific than 
TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, Section 4.1.5.b., which prohibits: “knowingly receive and analyze any PT sample or 
portion of a PT sample from another laboratory for which the results of the PT sample are intended for use for 
initial or continued accreditation of that laboratory.”  The TNI makes it clear that the prohibition applies to any 
PT sample or portion thereof.  The DPR should state the requirement so that incorporation of the TNI is 
unnecessary.  Failure to do so violates the APA’s requirements for Necessity, Clarity and Consistency. 

 
i) § 64802.20(b)(3)(C) 

 
An additional example of unnecessary and inexact duplication and inconsistency is seen in subdivision (C), 
which prohibits: “ Communicate with any individual at another laboratory concerning the analysis of the 
Proficiency Testing samples.”  TNI Volume 1, Module 1, section 4.1.5(c) is more specific, including labs under 
common ownership:  
 

“c) communicate with any individual at another laboratory, including other laboratories under 
common ownership, concerning the analysis of the PT sample.” 

 
j) § 64802.20(b)(3)(D) 

 
Subdivision (D) states: “(D) Attempt to obtain the assigned value of any portion of a Proficiency Testing study 
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from the Proficiency Testing provider.”  This unnecessarily duplicates TNI Volume 1, Module 1, section 
4.1.5.(d), which states: “d) attempt to obtain the assigned value of any portion of the PT study from the PT 
Provider.” 
 

k) § 64802.20(c) 
 
Subsection (c) states: “(c) Subdivisions (b)(2) and (b)(3), above, will become invalid three (3) years after 
adoption of these regulations, at which time laboratories will be required to meet the TNI Standard in 
subdivision (b)(1), above” 
 
There are two strange things about this subsection.  First, it  assumes that § 64802.20(b)(2) and (3) stop being 

in effect three years after adoption of the DPR and then people will be required to meet the TNI standard, when 

the TNI standards are already proposed for incorporation.  This lacks Clarity.  Aside from that, subsections 

64802.20(b)(2) and (3) are nearly restatements of sections contained in TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, so it is 

unclear why these provisions would sunset in three years. The stated purpose for the sunset clause was to 

allow laboratories to ease into the TNI requirements, but if the temporary sections are nearly identical 

to TNI, then there is no purpose for the duplication or sunset provisions. This subsection’s confusion and 

redundancy lacks Clarity, Necessity, Non-duplication, and Consistency. 

 
l) § 64802.20(e) 

 
Another example of unnecessary and inexact duplication and inconsistency is seen in subsection (e), which 
states: “To obtain initial accreditation, within twelve (12) months prior to ELAP’s receipt of the laboratory’s initial 
application package, a laboratory shall achieve acceptable scores in a minimum of one Field of Proficiency 
Testing for each Field of Accreditation requested in the application.” This language tracks, but does not mirror 
TNI Volume 1, Module 1, section 4.3.2, which says: 
 

“The laboratory shall, on or before the closing date of the study, direct the PT Provider to 
report the PT study performance results directly to the AB(s) designated by the laboratory. For 
initial accreditation(s) the laboratory shall direct the PT Provider to provide all relevant PT 
study results to the AB to support their accreditation application.” 

 
m) § 64802.20(h) 

 
Subdivision (h) states: “If a laboratory does not achieve an acceptable score for a Field of Proficiency Testing, 
then within thirty (30) days of receipt of the ‘Not Acceptable’ score from the Proficiency Testing provider, the 
laboratory shall: 
 

(1) Notify ELAP of the ‘Not Acceptable’ score; 
 

(2) Investigate and document the root cause of the failure 
 

(3) Take corrective action 
 

(4) Achieve an acceptable score for that Field of Proficiency Testing in a subsequent Proficiency Testing 
study 
 

(5) Notify ELAP of the ‘Acceptable’ score.” 
 
TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, section 6.1 also contains a root cause investigation, but the TNI version reads as 
follows: 
 

“A laboratory that fails to successfully analyze a PT study for a particular FOA shall determine 
the root cause of the failure and take corrective action. 
 
6.2 The laboratory shall document the root cause investigation and subsequent corrective 
action. 
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6.3 The laboratory shall provide the root cause investigation and corrective action 
documentation to the Primary AB within thirty (30) calendar days of a request from the AB. 
 
6.4 Failure to submit documentation of the root cause investigation or corrective action 
records, or both, to the AB within thirty (30) calendar days of the request from the primary AB 
is due cause for suspension of accreditation for a particular FOA.” 
 

By including inconsistent requirements in the DPR and incorporated TNI, compliance will be difficult 
and uncertain, in violation of the principles of the APA. 
 

Comment: Proposed DPR Section 64802.20 is contrary to the Administrative Procedures Act as set 

forth above.   
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7) Proficiency Testing and Corrective Actions 
 

As was seen in the preceding section, the Corrective Action provisions suffer from many of the same 

infirmities.  For example, DPR section 64802.20(g) says that a lab applying for an amendment to its 

accreditation must have completed and passed the needed PT, and one PT sample for each FOPT 

requested in the package. In addition, section 64802.20(h) says a laboratory that fails a PT study for a 

FOPT, within 30 days of receipt of the notification from the PT provider, must do five (5) things: 

“(1) Notify ELAP of the ‘Not Acceptable’ score; 

 (2) Investigate and document the root cause of the failure; 

 (3) Take corrective action; 

 (4) Achieve an acceptable score for that Field of Proficiency Testing in a subsequent 

Proficiency Testing study; and 

 (5) Notify ELAP of the ‘Acceptable’ score.” 

As noted in the section above, TNI, Module 1, Section 6.0 covers “Corrective Action” and states that a 

laboratory that fails a PT sample must conduct a “root cause investigation” and submit a report about 

that investigation and a corrective action report to ELAP within 30 days of a request by ELAP.  A 

laboratory that fails to submit these two reports is subject to suspension. While the DPR and TNI 

provisions are similar, the two provisions are not the same and, therefore, lack Clarity and Consistency. 

DPR section 64802.20(i) says that if a laboratory fails a second PT, the laboratory shall do five (5) things: 

“(1) Be suspended for that Field of Accreditation effective upon receipt of the second 

‘Not Acceptable’ result from the Proficiency Testing provider; 

(2) Cease reporting of results for regulatory purposes for that corresponding Field of 

Accreditation upon receipt of the ‘Not Acceptable’ result from the Proficiency Testing 

provider; 

(3) Notify clients of suspended status by registered mail;  

(4) Within thirty (30) days: 

(A) Notify ELAP of the ‘Not Acceptable’ result; and 

(B) Investigate and document the root cause of the failure and take corrective action; 

(5) Upon request from ELAP, provide documentation of the root cause investigation and 

corrective action.” 

This regulation requires both ELAP and the accredited laboratories to do a great deal in just 30 

days, which may not be realistic in many cases.  This is particularly true for laboratories doing 

tests where finding PTs is difficult. 

Comment: The timelines and practicability of compliance with the requirements contained in DPR 

Section 64802.20 lack Clarity and are unreasonable.   
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Other sections of the DPR are equally unclear.  For example, section 64802.20(d) says that if there are 
no available Field(s) of Proficiency Testing for Field(s) of Accreditation, then ELAP may require an 
alternative demonstration of capability. However, the proposed provision fails to define an alternative 
demonstration of capability (ADC) or include a list different possible ADCs.  The term ADC and its scope 
needs to be defined.  Without a specific definition or list of appropriate ADCs, ELAP and laboratories will 
be unable to know what ADCs to use. 

 
The situation becomes more complicated because TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, Section 3.0 says: “For the 
purpose of this Standard, the relevant terms and definitions conform to ISO/IEC 17011:2004 and ISO/IEC 
17025:2005”.  The DPR proposes to incorporate TNI Volume 1, Module 1 by reference into these 
California ELAP regulations.2  This means that all of TNI Volume 1, Module 1 will not actually appear in 
the CCR, but must be located elsewhere, along with any of the other definitions in the ISO documents 
incorporated into the TNI.  This multiple layers of incorporation by reference is even more problematic 
as the TNI and ISO documents are not publically available.  A laboratory would need to look at ELAP’s 
regulations, TNI, and ISO 17011, and both of the latter two documents have to be purchased.  The 
Government Code states that only documents that are publically available can be incorporated by 
reference.  This proposed regulation creates an unreasonable number of references to other references 
and increases the costs to interested parties in order to understand and attempt to review the DPR. 
Compliance, if adopted as proposed, will be even more problematic. 
 
Various provisions related to corrective action are also inconsistent.  DPR section 64802.20(i) says that 

suspension occurs immediately up receipt of the second failed PT.  However, this provision conflicts with 

the H&SC §100910(a), which requires that ELAP provide notice of suspension and provide a hearing first.  

Thus, the proposed regulation not only violates the statutory requirements, but also violates due 

process requirements under the state and federal constitutions.  

The DPR at section 64802.20 also conflicts with the incorporated by reference TNI documents.  

Subsection (j) of section 64802.20 says that, in order to be reinstated following suspension, a laboratory 

must pass a PT and submit an application for amendment (with a fee presumably).  However, the TNI 

contains very different language in TNI, Volume 1, Module 1, Section 3.15, which states: 

“Suspension: The temporary removal of a laboratory's accreditation for a defined period 

of time, which shall not exceed six (6) months or the period of accreditation, whichever is 

longer, in order to allow the laboratory time to correct deficiencies or area of non-

conformance with the Standard.” 

Under the TNI, a suspension cannot exceed six months or the life of the certificate.  This implies that the 

suspended laboratory is automatically reinstated after six months if the certificate is does not expire 

first. However, the DPR has contradictory language, which implies that suspended laboratories are 

suspended indefinitely until they apply for renewal.  Both of these scenarios cannot true simultaneously. 

Comment: This part of the DPR creates a hugely confusing, vague, and ambiguous set of regulations. 
Therefore, this proposed regulation is contrary to the APA by lacking Clarity and Consistency. 
 
 

                                                           
2 Material proposed for “incorporation by reference” shall be reviewed in accordance with procedures and 
standards for a regulation published in the California Code of Regulations.  1 CCR §20(b). 
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8) Notification, Reporting, and Control of Records 

There are two sections of concern in § 64814.00 of the DPR, which state: 

“(a) A laboratory shall comply with all applicable requirements of state or federal 
regulatory agencies that data is being reported to, including notification, reporting, and 
record retention requirements. 
 
(b) If an analytical result warrants a client notification, then the notification shall occur 
when the Technical Manager or designee, set forth in the laboratory’s Quality Manual, 
has approved of the result.” 

 

There do not appear to be any state or federal regulatory agency requirements, other than ELAP’s own, 

to which this provision refers.  At best, subsection (a) above simply refers to ELAP’s own regulations, 

which is redundant, or refers to requirements that do not exist, which is vague and unnecessary. 

Compliance with the law is inherent in all regulations and need not be specified in this manner. 

Subsection (b) is equally ambiguous and without clarity.  The DPR fails to identify any situation that 

would warrant notification of clients.  

Comment:  DPR Section 64814.00 contains provisions that lack Clarity, Necessity, and Consistency. 
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9) Laboratory Director and Technical Manager 

ELAP’s regulations have long required one individual be designated as the responsible party in charge of 
the laboratory.  ELAP’s current regulations (§ 64817) designate a “Laboratory Director” to be that 
responsible individual.  The Laboratory Director must meet one or two qualifications.  Under section 
64817(a)(1), a laboratory director has to have BOTH a college degree, AND (2) at least three years of 
experience.  However, under §64817(b), there is an exception to these two requirements that applies to 
utility owned water and wastewater treatment plants.  Under subsection (b), a director can have a 
Laboratory Analyst or Water Quality Analyst Certificate from CWEA or Cal-NV AWWA.  Each of these 
organizations provide certificates with four different levels and the current regulations identify which 
tests a laboratory is qualified to run using this exemption.  For example, if a laboratory is performing 
testing in Field of Testing (FOT) 1, a laboratory would need a Grade 1 Water Quality Analyst Certificate 
from Cal-NV AWWA.  An AWWA table lists each FOT with the corresponding Grade Certificate.  
 
This provision is very important as many treatment plants serve remote and disadvantaged 
communities, which are unable to hire staff who can meet the education and work experience 
requirements of section 64817(a).  The State of California has long had a policy of trying to have as many 
accredited laboratories in such situations as possible and this provision helped to make that possible. 
This has been a very significant point for many laboratories related to TNI as TNI allows no such 
exemption.  Under TNI, all laboratory directors must have a college degree.  Responding to these 
concerns, ELAP wrote in their draft regulation a section to address these concerns. 
 
In DPR section 64812.00 (Laboratory Personnel), the Technical Manager (as the responsible individual in 
charge is called) has to also meet two provisions, which are very similar to the existing 
requirements.  However, for the exemption for the utility laboratories is written quite differently as 
follows: 
 

“(b) An employee of a water or wastewater treatment facility, who holds a valid CWEA 
or CA-NV/AWWA Laboratory Analyst/Water Analyst certification, shall be deemed to 
meet the qualifications of Technical Manager if the level of certification has educational 
and experience requirements appropriate to the nature and size of the facility and the 
scope of analytical testing in the facility’s regulatory permit.” 
 

There is no list of which grades of certificate correspond to any given test or analyte. On what basis does 
ELAP “deem” one laboratory director as “qualified” and another not?  Education, experience, nature, 
size, scope, and regulatory permit are all variables listed, but in no organized fashion.  For example, how 
big does a laboratory have to be to require a Grade 2 instead of a Grade 1?  Which tests require Grade 3 
but not a Grade 4?  How does the “nature” of a laboratory corresponds to which type of certificate? No 
standards or guidance on these issues exist in the DPR.   
 
Complicating the matter is the fact that the DPR contains no definitive list of approved methods or 
analytes and no list of Fields of Accreditation.  As noted earlier, the Fields of Accreditation defined in the 
TNI documents are different from those defined in ELAP’s regulations.  It seems almost impossible to 
actually set up any standards to tie one laboratory to any given certificate and, therefore, open to highly 
subjective assessments and arbitrary decisions being made by each individual staff member of ELAP. 
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Comment: The DPR lacks Consistency with previous state policies on exemptions from education and 
experience requirements, and lacks Clarity on how to determine whether laboratory personnel are 
qualified. 
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10) Principal Analyst and Sophisticated Equipment 

In the definitions section of § 64801.00, subsection (q) defines analytical instruments, detection 

systems, and/or preparation techniques requiring an understanding of GC-MS, ICP, ICP-MS, LC-MS, AA , 

GC, HPLC, electron microscopy, polarized light microscopy, all radiological equipment, and others  as 

“Sophisticated Technology.”  There is no definition of Principal Analyst. 

Nevertheless, DPR § 64812.00 (Laboratory Personnel) (h - j) uses this term “Principal Analyst”: 

“(h) A laboratory shall designate a Principal Analyst(s) to be a user of sophisticated 

laboratory instruments, defined in Section 64801.00 (q), or a supervisor of the users of 

sophisticated laboratory instruments. The Principal Analyst shall: 

(1) Possess at least a baccalaureate degree in chemistry, biochemistry, biology, 

microbiology, environmental, public health engineering, or natural and physical sciences; 

or 

(2) Possess a certificate of completion in a course taught by the manufacturer of the 

sophisticated instrument being used or supervised by the Principal Analyst; and 

(3) Have at least six months experience in the operation of sophisticated instrument in 

the analysis of environmental samples prior to obtaining the position of Principal 

Analyst.  

(i) Subdivision (h), above, will become invalid three (3) years after adoption of these 

regulations, at which time laboratories will be required to meet 2016 TNI Standard – Rev 

2.1, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 5.2 (excluding 5.2.6). 

(j) Sophisticated Technology in the laboratory shall be operated by either the Technical 

Manager, Principal Analyst, or other personnel designated by the Technical Manager.” 

DPR § 64812.05 (Laboratory Facility and Equipment) (e) says:  

“When there is a change of Sophisticated Technology the laboratory shall: 

(1) Update the Quality Manual necessitated by the change of sophisticated technology; 

(2) Update or create Standard Operating Procedure(s) necessitated by the change of 

technology; 

(3) Submit an amendment application package in accordance with 64808.15(g), if the 

sophisticated technology is new to the laboratory; and 

(4) Retain all records necessary to determine compliance with this subdivision and provide 

these records to ELAP upon request.” 

As proposed, Section 64801 would only be in place until three years after these regulations are adopted, 

at which time they will be replaced with TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 5.2 (excluding 5.2.6 which 

discusses neither sophisticated equipment nor principal analysts).  TNI does not require that any 

principal analyst have a college degree, but merely requires labs to adequately train staff and supervise 

them.   
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Comment: This is contrary to the APA because the proposed provisions lack Clarity and Consistency.   

This proposed section 64801 also lacks Necessity as the purpose of this provision is not clear.  Is there a 

problem with laboratories not designating someone to be responsible for the use of sophisticated 

laboratory equipment?   Why does this discuss just sophisticated instruments and not all instruments?  

Does this require the laboratory to develop a list of which staff are responsible for which instruments at 

any given time?  What documentation does ELAP want laboratories to provide to comply with this 

provision?  What is the basis for selecting one analyst or another?  Should there not be a Demonstration 

of Proficiency (DOP) for each analyst on each instrument, sophisticated or otherwise?   

The lack of need for this provision is underlined by the fact that § 64812.00(h) eliminates and eventually 

replaces this provision with language from TNI documents that does not designate some instruments as 

“sophisticated,” does not designate any analysts as “principal,” and does not require any analyst of any 

type to have a college degree.  This represents a lower standard than is present in the current 

regulations.  If ELAP’s regulations are going to be lowered to the TNI standards, why adopt differing 

regulations for three years?  Why not just drop this entire section and use the TNI language as soon as 

the regulations are adopted?  As noted above, the state legislature created the APA to preclude 

unnecessary regulations and this provision appear to meet that standard as it solves no problems and 

creates new ones. 
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11) On-Site Assessments Scheduling 

Some very significant changes are proposed in DPR related to On-Site Assessments (OSA) as seen in § 
64802.25 and Fields of Testing § 64802.15.   
 
Section 64802.25(c) says:  “(c) The laboratory is responsible for scheduling an on-site assessment 
through ELAP or a third-party Assessment Agency.” Additionally, subdivision(i) states: “(i) Unless 
otherwise approved by ELAP, if a scheduled on-site assessment is not conducted within six (6) months 
from the scheduled assessment date and the delay is not a result of ELAP error or procedure, 
accreditation shall be denied, suspended or revoked.” 
 
Accredited laboratories cannot compel ELAP to conduct an OSA on any given day or time.  Subdivision (i) 
says that the laboratory is penalized if it fails to participate in a scheduled OSA if it is not the fault of 
ELAP.  What if the error is due to the third party assessment agency (TPAA)?  Does the laboratory also 
lose accreditation in that case?   
 
Subdivision (c) includes language making it appear that scheduling OSAs are entirely at the discretion of 
the laboratory.  However, subdivision (i) makes it appear that ELAP must somehow oversee when OSAs 
occur.  Do laboratories have to get ELAP’s approval for scheduling OSAs with a TPAA?  The process of 
scheduling an OSA is very unclear and lacks Clarity.   

 
In addition, the above two sections contradict each other and lack Consistency.  Subdivision (c) places 
responsibility to schedule the on the laboratory, but in subdivision (i), ELAP seems to have to approve 
scheduling of the OSA for both their own staff and TPAA.   
 
Finally, these provisions lack due process and are inconsistent with constitutional protections that do 
not allow government to impose penalties, such as suspension and revocation of laboratory 
accreditation, without a hearing.  
 

Comment: These provisions are contrary to the APA’s requirements for Clarity and Consistency and 

lack fundamental due process protections.   
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12) OSA and Fees 

Two sections of the DPR cover OSA fees:  
 

“§ 64802.25 (d) When a scheduled on-site assessment is performed by ELAP, a 
laboratory shall pay an assessment fee as determined by the State Board.” 
 
“§ 64802.25 (e) When an on-site assessment is performed by a third-party Assessment 
Agency approved by ELAP to perform on-site assessments, a laboratory shall pay an 
assessment fee as determined by the third-party Assessment Agency.” 

 
Comment: This seems highly problematic for both the laboratories and ELAP from a budgeting and 
planning perspective as fees are not set ahead of time and may be subject to wide-ranging 
differences.  As with other regulatory fees, these fees should be set, and revised as needed, by the 
State Water Board in the DPR process. 
 

a) Laboratories are required to have an OSA every other year.  That would mean that OSA fees would only 
be paid every other year by laboratories.  In 2002, ELAP proposed regulations to set fees for 
accreditation.  In the Initial Statement of Reasons ELAP wrote: “This assessment cost has been 
determined, from [ELAP’s] experience with the state certification program, to be 45% of the total cost of 
accrediting a laboratory.”  So if ELAP is to recover the cost of conducting OSA’s from fees, those fees 
would have to constitute 45% of ELAP’s annual revenue.  ELAP’s authorized budget is 3.5 million dollars, 
so ELAP would need to collect 1.6 million dollars in OSA fees each year.  If approximately 300 
laboratories need an OSA every year, which means that each laboratory would need to pay, on average, 
about 2,600 dollars.  ELAP should set these as yearly fees so labs have steady budgets in all years and do 
not suffer higher costs every other year.  In addition, the costs should be the same whether ELAP or a 
TSAA is used so as to not drive labs to the lower cost option. 
 

b) The DPR creates a financial problem for ELAP as well, except on a much bigger scale.  Since laboratories 
can decide whether to use a TPAA or ELAP to conduct an OSA, ELAP cannot accurately budget how much 
revenue is expected in OSA fees every year and how many staff are needed to conduct OSAs.  Any given 
laboratory could choose one year to use a TPAA and two years later could choose to use ELAP.  Unless 
all laboratories consistently choose ELAP or consistently choose to use a TPAA, this approach would 
seem to be highly problematic to implement.  

 
c) H&SC 100829(f)(1) states that ELAP must: “(f) (1) Adopt a schedule of fees to recover costs incurred for 

the accreditation of environmental laboratories. Consistent with Section 3 of Article XIII A of the 
California Constitution, the state board shall set the fees under this section in an amount sufficient to 
recover all reasonable regulatory costs incurred for the purposes of this article” (emphasis added).  
Without setting OSA fees, which are part of maintaining accreditation, ELAP cannot comply with this 
provision of the H&SC.   
 

d) This problem is complicated by the fact that ELAP’s OSA fees will have to be scaled to the size and 
complexity of the laboratory.  To charge a small one person laboratory the same OSA fee as a large 
laboratory with 100 employees would inequitable and unreasonable since an OSA at a larger laboratory 
necessarily would have a larger scope.  This could further complicate the financial impact on ELAP if 
smaller laboratories used ELAP and larger laboratories used TPAA in a given year, because the revenue 
swing would be even larger if, in the preceding or subsequent year, the reverse were true. 
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e) H&SC §100829(f)(4) further states that ELAP : “Fees shall be set for the two types of accreditation 

provided for in subdivision (a), including application fees.” (emphasis added)  This statutory mandate 
means that the OSA fees will not only have to have several options to account for OSA fees depending 
on the size and complexity of the laboratory, but will also have to set fees for both TNI and ELAP OSA 
accreditation.  ELAP has historically charged three times as much for TNI accreditation and for ELAP 
accreditation because ELAP needed to invest three times as much effort to accredit TNI laboratories.  So 
ELAP would need to set fees for TNI laboratories at a higher rate than ELAP laboratories.  The same 
problems identified above about exaggerated swings in revenue from year to year caused by different 
OSA fees will also occur with TNI and ELAP fees.  If mainly TNI laboratories used TPAA in a given year, 
but the reverse were true in preceding or subsequent years, wide swings in revenue for ELAP would 
result.   

 
f) H&SC §100829(f)(2) states:  “The state board shall set the amount of total revenue collected each year 

through the fee schedule at an amount equal to the amount appropriated by the Legislature in the 
annual Budget Act from the Environmental Laboratory Improvement Fund for expenditure for the 
administration of this article, taking into account the reserves in the Environmental Laboratory 
Improvement Fund. The state board shall review and revise the fees each fiscal year as necessary to 
conform with the amounts appropriated by the Legislature. If the state board determines that the 
revenue collected during the preceding year was greater than, or less than, the amounts appropriated by 
the Legislature, the state board may further adjust the fees to compensate for the over or under 
collection of revenue” (emphasis added).  Under this statutory mandate, the State Board must, each 
year, recalculate fees depending on how many large or small, and TNI or ELAP laboratories decide to use 
ELAP or TPAA.  As explained above, these fees could fluctuate quite dramatically each year. However, 
the DPR does not address any of these issues. 
 

g) All of the above is predicated on the actual existence of TPAAs that operate in the State of California.  
Currently, no TPAAs are based in any state west of the Mississippi and very few exist further east.  This 
means that a TPAA will have to be flown to California and stay in hotels, which the accredited laboratory 
would have to pay for.  This does not appear to be a realistic or economically feasible option.   
 

Comment:  The proposed OSA fee provisions lack Consistency with statutory mandates, and Clarity as 

to how TSAAs, not currently available in California, will be utilized.  These provisions must be modified 

to address the issues raised. 
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13) OSAs and Interim Accreditation 
 
A new provision in the DPR addresses OSA scheduling and accreditation:  
 

“§ 64802.25 (j) If a laboratory has submitted a complete renewal or amendment 
application package in accordance with Section 64808.05 or 64808.15, respectively, and 
additional time is needed by ELAP to complete an on-site assessment, then the 
laboratory shall be issued an interim certificate.” 

 
This section lacks Clarity. At face value, this section seems to say that if ELAP cannot complete an OSA in 
an unspecified amount of time, the laboratory seeking a renewal or amendment will get an Interim 
Certificate.   
 
Section 64808.05(a)(3) covers renewal applications, and says that the laboratory shall…: 
 

“Complete an on-site assessment conducted by an Assessment Agency in accordance 
with Section 64802.25, within the previous two (2) years from the date the renewal 
application was submitted of the laboratory’s last on-site assessment…”  

 
 Nothing is mentioned about a TPAA is conducting the OSA instead of ELAP although Section 64802.25(e) 
discussed above clearly contemplates that option.  The proposed regulation fails to say whether the 
laboratory still receives an interim certificate if a TPAA is unable to complete the OSA on time.  The 
regulations also provide no indication of what the time limit for ELAP (but not TPAAs) to complete the 
OSA.  Additionally, as stated above, no TPAAs exist in California. Without some likelihood of there being 
TPAAs available, it seems ill advised to build an entire set of regulations around their hypothesized 
ability to conduct an OSA. 
 
The above two sections also contradict each other.  One section says that in order to get a renewal 
application approved, an Assessment Agency needs to have conducted an OSA in the preceding two 
years, while the other says that a renewal cannot be processed until ELAP conducts an OSA. Yet another 
section states that each laboratory can choose whether ELAP or a TPAA does the OSA.  Further, section 
64808.05 implies that the TPAA OSA has to have been completed before the application for renewal is 
submitted.  If that is right, there is no reason for ELAP to be unable to complete the OSA and no reason 
to issue an interim certificate.   
 
Additionally, under section § 64808.05 (c), laboratories have to submit a renewal package at least 90 
days prior to the expiration of their certificate.  If ELAP is required to conduct on OSA in that period, it 
seems entirely unlikely that they will be able to do so, at least based their performance over the last 25 
years.  If ELAP’s ability to complete an OSA is key to being issued an interim certificate, then it is likely 
that every laboratory will get an interim certificate. 
 
Comment:  For the reasons described, these sections (and the interplay with other proposed 
provisions) lack Clarity and Consistency, and must be revised. 
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14) Third Party Assessment Agencies 
 
Under the ELAA (H&SC §100837), ELAP has the authority sign a contract with “approved” TPAA: 
 

“The state board may contract with approved third-party laboratory assessor bodies in 
accordance with the criteria developed by the TNI or a federal agency.” 

 
Three elements exist in this provision: 1) the TPAA is approved by someone, 2) the TPAA must meet 
certain criteria developed by either TNI or some unidentified federal agency, and 3) ELAP signs a 
contract with the TPAA.  This impacts the DPR because section 64802.25 contains three provisions 
where TPAA are mentioned. 
 
As discussed above, section 64802.25 (e) allows “a third-party Assessment Agency approved by ELAP to 
perform on-site assessments” ELAP has stated publically that it would consider allowing other state 
environmental laboratory accreditation programs serve as TPAAs.  Several problems exist with this 
proposal, some legal and some practical. 
 

a) Who approves the TPAAs?  The ELAA is clear that not anyone can be a TPAA, only those that are 
“approved.”  Neither the ELAA nor the DPR specify who approves a TPAA.  Presumably ELAP would 
approve TPAAs, but ELAP does not have any process in place (or proposed in the DPR) to assess TPAAs 
and determine if the TPAA is qualified or not. 
 

b) The ELAA says that the criteria for selecting TPAAs should be developed by TNI or a federal agency.  
However, no such criteria exist at the moment.  ELAP would need to develop its own criteria, but it is not 
currently authorized to do so under the ELAA.  ELAP may only act within its statutory mandates and 
authority. 

 
c) The ELAA specifies that ELAP sign a contract with any approved TPAA, but the specifications for such 

contract are lacking.  The proposed requirements would need to include many specifications to ensure 
that the TPAA was doing work consistent with the ELAA and Title 22, but there is nothing in the DPR to 
provide any guidance. 

 
d) Even allowing laboratories to hire TPAAs, which have been “approved” and with which ELAP has a 

contract, is unclear.  Even if ELAP had a contract with a TPAA, how would having that contract allow 
laboratories to use the TPAA?  Each laboratory would need to have their own agreement with the TPAA.  
The ELAA or DPR would need to set the conditions of those contracts to make sure they are consistent.  
A great many details are missing from the ELAA and DPR that would be needed to make this proposal 
effective. 

 
e) Currently, no “approved” TPAAs as defined in the ELAA exist nor is there any likelihood of TPAAs being 

approved in the immediate future for reasons identified above.  Other state environmental laboratory 
accreditation programs do use TPAAs, but there are only a small number of individual currently 
preforming these services and they are all located east of the 100th meridian.  As previously discussed, 
this means laboratories would not only have to pay for the services of these TPAAs, but also pay for their 
travel expenses, including airline tickets and hotel rooms.  This would drive up the costs of OSAs 
dramatically.  There would be very little incentive for laboratories to use such services, even if they ever 
became available. 
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f) The ELAA clearly authorizes ELAP to contract with an approved TPAA but no such authority is listed 

which would allow the approved and contracted TPAA to charge accredited laboratories directly.  Clearly 
ELAP could pay the TPAA themselves but there is not authority to have laboratories contract with the 
TPAA themselves. 
 

g) The language of the regulations is entirely opaque as to how this process would actually work.  In 
principle the text is quite simple and clear, laboratories hire an approved TPAA and the TPAA conducts 
an OSA.  However there is such a lack of detail and process as to make the regulation unintelligible. 
 
Comment:  Currently, ELAP seems to be lacking the Authority to run the propose TPAA program as 
developed.  In addition, the requirements proposed lack Clarity and Consistency. 
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15) Reporting Limits 
 

a) Background 

It is not uncommon for laboratories to analyze a sample and get no measureable result.  Such results are 

usually presented not as “zero,” but as a censored value, typically “less than” some value.  Different 

regulatory agencies in California have different regulatory requirements for how to report such results.   

The Division of Drinking Water has a set of Detection Limits for Reporting (DLR), which are set for each 

analyte in regulation and are the same irrespective of what method or instrument is used.  Each Public 

Water System (PWS) and each laboratory serving any PWS uses the same DLR.  Results less than the DLR 

are reported as <DLR.  

The State Board and Regional Boards have an entirely different system.  The State Implementation 

Policy (SIP) for the California Toxics Rule (CTR) set the Minimum Level (ML).  For any given analyte, there 

can be more than approved method.  Each method has a different ML, but each laboratory using that 

method uses the same ML.  However, each laboratory has to determine its own Method Detection Limit 

(MDL).  Results less than the MDL are reported as “Not Detected” (ND) and results greater than the ML 

are reported numerically, but results between the ML and MDL are reported as “Detected but Not 

Quantified” (DNQ).  The Department of Toxic Substance Control has its own approach as do other 

programs. 

The DPR requirements related to Reporting Limits are at best redundant with those requirements, but in 

fact conflict with those requirements or do not correspond to the requirements spelled out in these 

regulations. This creates an unlawful lack of Consistency.  These regulations will also create laboratory 

procedures not needed by laboratories reporting results to California regulatory agencies, nor by the 

agencies themselves.  This section serves no purpose and does nothing to protect public health, the 

environment, to ensure adequate quality data, and conflict with other regulations.  They are simply not 

necessary and lack Necessity. 

The TNI documents contain definitions and requirements for reporting limits that do not match the 

reporting limits of the California regulatory agencies.  And, in fact, there are actually two different sets 

of reporting limits specified in the TNI documents, one contained in Volume 1, Module 1, (sections 3.9; 

4.1.1; 4.2.3-4.2.4; 4.3.5; and 4.3.7-4.3.8) related to Reporting Limits for Proficiency Testing, and the 

other related to Reporting Limits for Chemistry . 

b) Reporting Limits for Chemistry 
 

TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, section 3.1 contains different definitions of reporting limits and requirements:   

“Limit(s) of Detection (LOD): The minimum result, which can be reliably discriminated 

from a blank with a predetermined confidence level. Also used is Detection Limit. 

Limit(s) of Quantitation (LOQ): The minimum levels, concentrations, or quantities of a 

target variable (e.g., target analyte) that can be reported with a specified degree of 

confidence. 

Method Detection Limit (MDL): One way to establish a Limit of Detection.” 
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TNI, Volume 1, Module 4, Section 1.5.2. contains requirements for how to determine the LOD, LOQ, and 

MDL for chemical testing.  This section does not specify any particular approach that is tied to any 

California regulatory agency.  Section 1.5.2 requires that the laboratory document how the LOD and LOQ 

are determined and that records be kept. 

1.5.2.1 covers the Method Detection Limit, which it is important to note, is not necessarily the same as 

the method found in 40 CFR 136, Appendix B.  A note on page 96 indicates that the USEPA’s MDL is 

merely an option. Section 1.5.2.1 also says: “If a mandated test method or applicable regulation includes 

protocols for determining detection limits, they shall be followed…If the method or regulation does not 

contain specific directions for determination of the detection limit, the following requirements shall 

apply.” 

So if the method that a laboratory is accredited for requires the use of the 40 CFR 136, Appendix B, MDL, 

that MDL has to be used.  Similarly, if some California regulation requires the determination of the 40 

CFR 136, Appendix B, MDL, that MDL has to be used.  However, this is generally not the case.  Under the 

California Safe Drinking Water Act, DLRs are simply set in regulation.  DLRs are not actually “detection 

limits,” but are defined by accuracy and laboratory capacity so it is unclear if the DLRs correspond to the 

MDL requirement or not.  Using DLRs, laboratories do not “determine” anything. There is no procedure 

calculating a laboratory or method specific “detection limit.”   So it is unclear how to interpret this 

provision for labs that report to the Division of Drinking Water. 

1.5.2.1.1 describes the initial determination of the MDL, which approximately mirrors what is contained 

in the Method Update Rule for 40 CFR 136, Appendix B, MDLs.  However, this section proposes the three 

additions: 

“d) results from spiked samples used in the MDL determination shall meet qualitative 

identification criteria in the method, and shall be above zero” 

The DPR fails to specify the definition of “qualitative identification criteria.”  Do all methods have such 

criteria?  What if the method does not have such criteria.  This is confusing and opaque, and lacks 

Clarity. 

 “e) the MDL procedure shall include criteria for and evaluation of false positive rates in 

routine method blanks” 

The TNI documents lack Clarity as they do not define what a “false positive” is in this context, do not 

describe how a true positive (e.g., contamination) differs from a false positive, do not specify the criteria 

used to assess rates of false positives, and do not explain what to do with the assessment. 

“f) the MDL shall be determined for the analytes of interest in each test method in the 

quality system matrix of interest in which there are neither target analytes nor 

interferences at a concentration that would impact the results or the MDL shall be 

performed in the sample matrix of interest.” 

This is quite unclear in the context of California environmental regulations.  The term “matrix” is defined 

in the TNI documents, but this term does not correspond to any legal concepts in California law.  ELAP 

has historically used Fields of Testing or Fields of Accreditation, which correspond to terms used by the 

various regulatory agencies. 
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1.5.2.1.2 requires that the MDL be verified on a routine basis on a quarterly basis.  If the verification 

fails, a new initial MDL study is required. 

1.5.2.1.3 requires that when a new MDL is determined, the laboratory has to verify the parallel LOQ is at 

least three times the MDL. 

It is important to note that the State Implementation Policy (SIP) defines the MDL as the 40 CFR 136, 

Appendix B method, from 1999.   

1.5.2.2 covers the LOQ, which parallels the MDL language: 

“If a mandated test method or applicable regulation includes protocols for determining 

quantitation limits, they shall be followed…The laboratory shall select an LOQ for each 

analyte, consistent with the needs of their clients, and at least three (3) times the MDL. 

An LOQ is required for each quality system matrix of interest, technology, method, and 

analyte…” 

As with the LOD/MDL, it is unclear how this proposal correlates with the legal requirements of the 

various California environmental regulatory agencies.  As noted above, DDW uses DLRs, which are set in 

regulation and do not require any determinative actions by laboratories.  Similarly, the State Water 

Board uses the Minimum Level (ML), which is also set in regulation, specifically in the SIP.  There is 

nothing for the laboratory to do or verify; laboratories simply report results above the ML and result 

below are censored.  

Comment: The proposed regulations related to Reporting Limits is contrary to the APA as these 
sections lack Clarity, Consistency, and Necessity.   
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16) Denial, Suspension, Revocation, and Citation 
 
ELAP’s statutes mention what ELAP can do if a laboratory is out of compliance.  ELAP can deny 

accreditation to laboratory applying for a certificate, suspend or revoke accreditation of laboratory that 

already has a certificate, or issue a citation, i.e. assess a fine, to a laboratory. 

The H&SC contains definitions for both Revocation and Suspension (§100825(b)(10) and (13)).  

Suspension is the temporary loss of some Units of Accreditation (UOA) or Fields of Accreditation (FOA), 

while Revocation is the permanent loss of all UOAs and FOAs.  Section 100830(b) authorizes ELAP to 

adopt regulations to establish conditions under which ELAP may issue, deny, renew, or suspend a 

certificate of accreditation.  This section notes: “Suspension and denial of units or fields of accreditation 

shall be based on a laboratory’s failure to comply with this article and regulations adopted thereunder.”  

Section 100851(e) says that if a laboratory is suspended and is unable to correct the problem, then ELAP 

may revoke the certificate “in whole or in part.” 

The TNI documents have a somewhat different definition of revocation and what a laboratory needs to 

do to be reinstated.  TNI section 3.13 defines Revocation as “The total or partial withdrawal of a 

laboratory's accreditation by an accreditation body.” 

H&SC section 100872(c) says that: “The ELAP certified or TNI accredited laboratory shall discontinue the 

analyses of samples for the fields of testing or subgroups which have been suspended for failure to 

comply with the proficiency testing requirements in this section.”  So, if a laboratory is suspended for 

failing a PT, that laboratory cannot perform the UOAs for which is suspended.  Section 100880 says that 

if a laboratory is not in compliance, ELAP may “…in addition to suspension, denial, or revocation of the 

certificate or TNI accreditation, issue a citation to the owner of the laboratory.”  This language could be 

interpreted to read that citations may only be issued to laboratories that have had their certificates 

suspended, denied, or revoked.   

Under section 100895(c), a laboratory that has had its certificate suspended or revoked, in parallel to 

100872, shall stop testing for the UOAs and FOAs which they lost.   Section 100905 sets conditions for 

both suspending and revoking certificates for both TNI and ELAP accredited laboratories.  Section 

100907 sets conditions for revoking TNI certificates.  Sections 100910 and 100915 cover the process for 

suspension and revocation. 

The H&SC is a bit confused on the topic of revocation.  The definition in 100825 says that a revocation is 

“…the permanent loss of a certificate of accreditation, including all units and fields of accreditation for 

state accreditation and all fields of accreditation for TNI accreditation.”  Thus, revocation seems to  

mean losing all UOAs and FOAs permanently.  However, section 100851(c) says that if suspension leads 

to revocation, “…the laboratory’s accreditation shall be revoked in whole or in part.”  Section 100907 

likewise allows revocation “in whole or in part.”  So the weight of the law states that revocation does 

not have to be the loss of the entire certificate.  However, the law is unclear whether the general rule is 

that revocation results in the permanent loss of an entire certificate, or whether sections 100851 and 

100907 are exceptions to that general rule. 

ELAP has several options under the H&SC to address laboratory enforcement.  ELAP can 1) Deny, 2) 

Suspend, 3) Revoke, or 4) Cite.  In some cases, the law provides conditions for these four actions, but in 

general it is not clear when one option is to be applied over another.  Section 100851(e) makes pretty 

clear that if a laboratory is suspended for a given Unit of Accreditation, and if the laboratory cannot fix 
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the problem, ELAP can revoke the UOA or the whole certificate.  Section 100907 only covers revocations 

and only applies to TNI certificates issued by ELAP.  Beyond that, the question of when shall ELAP 

suspend a laboratory or take one of the other options is not clear. 

ELAP’s proposed regulations contain definitions for Citation, Suspension, and Revocation, which are 

largely identical to those found in the H&SC.  In Article 7 of the 3rd Draft, the “Reasons for Denial, 

Citation, Suspension, or Revocation, ”section 64816.05 covers the Issuance of a Citation and section 

64816.10 covers the Suspension or Revocation of Accreditation.   

H&SC section 100830 says that ELAP: “…may do all of the following:… (b) Adopt regulations establishing 

conditions under which the department may issue, deny, renew, or suspend a certificate of accreditation 

for individual units or fields. Suspension and denial of units or fields of accreditation shall be based on a 

laboratory’s failure to comply with this article and regulations adopted thereunder.”  However, this 

section does not expressly authorize ELAP to adopt regulations covering citations or revocations.  ELAP is 

only authorized to adopt regulations covering the issuance, denial, renewal, or suspension of 

certificates.  Citations and revocations are not mentioned.  ELAP may be exceeding their authority in 

proposing regulations that cover revocation and issuance of fines through citations.   

DPR section 64816.10(a) contains 16 reasons that ELAP to suspend or revoke accreditation.   These 

include: 

(1) Failure to maintain a quality system in accordance with Section 64802.10; 

(2) Failure to comply with the analytical method(s) listed on the laboratory’s certificate 

of accreditation; 

(3) Failure to complete Proficiency Testing studies in accordance with Section 64802.20; 

(4) Failure to complete an on-site assessment in accordance with Section 64802.25; 

(5) Failure to respond to an on-site assessment report with a corrective action report in 

accordance with Section 64802.25; 

(6) Failure to implement the corrective actions detailed in the corrective action report 

within the required timeframe in accordance with Section 64802.25; 

(7) ELAP determines during an on-site assessment that suspension or revocation is 

necessary to protect public interest, safety or welfare; 

(8) Denial of entry during normal business hours for either an announced or 

unannounced on-site assessment; 

(9) Failure to pay fees determined by the State Board; 

(10) Failure to notify ELAP of changes in key accreditation criteria referenced in Section 

64808.15(d)(e) and (f); 

(11) Failure to employ staff that meet the personnel qualifications in accordance with 

Section 64812.00; 

(12) Consistent errors in analyses or erroneous reporting; 
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(13) Knowingly making any false statement or representation pertinent to receiving or 

maintaining accreditation; 

(14) Knowingly making any false statement or representation in an application, record, 

or other document;  

(15) Failure to notify ELAP of a change in ownership; and/or 

(16) Failure to comply with any other provision of these regulations. 

Neither the H&SC nor the DPR explain under what conditions ELAP should suspend a certificate and 

under what conditions a certificate should, alternatively, be revoked. This failure to specify the different 

criteria for each separate action lacks Clarity. 

TNI, Module 1, Section 6.0 covers “Corrective Action” and states that if a laboratory fails a PT sample, 

the laboratory must conduct a “root cause investigation” and submit a report about that investigation 

and a corrective action report to ELAP within 30 days of a request by ELAP.  A laboratory that fails to 

submit these two reports is subject to suspension. 

DPR section 64816.10(b) explains that a suspended laboratory shall not report result for the FOAs for 

which they are suspended.   

These provisions lack Clarity and are ambiguous for two reasons:   

1) The definition of FOA is not clearly defined in statute or regulation.  Is this a single method-

analyte combination, a program-method-analyte combination, or something else?  As written, a 

laboratory could be suspended for all method-analyte combinations in a FOA even if they failed 

only one analyte.  For example, under the FOA 103, a laboratory might do many tests, including 

Ion Chromatography by USEPA Method 300.0.  If a laboratory made “consistent errors” in the 

analysis of chloride by this method, the laboratory would be suspended for all tests and analytes 

in FOA 103, not just chloride by 300.0.   

2) The TNI documents have a different definition of FOA than found in the DPR. Since there are 

inconsistencies, how is a laboratory to know which applies?   

DPR section 64816.10(c) says that if a laboratory is suspended, it must reapply for that FOA for which is 

was suspended.  The TNI documents actually have different language for suspension. TNI, Module 1, 

Section 3.15 contains the definition of Suspension, which is:  

“The temporary removal of a laboratory's accreditation for a defined period of time, which shall 

not exceed six (6) months or the period of accreditation, whichever is longer, in order to allow 

the laboratory time to correct deficiencies or area of non-conformance with the Standard.” 

Under TNI, a suspension cannot exceed six months or the life of the certificate.  This language seems to 

imply that the laboratory is automatically reinstated after six months if the certificate is does not expire 

first.  Therefore, this provision lacks Clarity. 

DPR section 64816.10(d) says that a laboratory with its certificate revoked has to do six things, and 

section 64816.10(e) says that a suspended laboratory must reapply for all FOAs.  These sections do not 

match the definitions in the H&SC or draft regulations.  The reinstatement section is in Section 8.0 but 

that is removed by ELAP’s regulations. 
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The proposed new sections lack Necessity as most of these requirements are already spelled out in the 
H&SC.  These regulations do not provide any additional clarity or actions than are already found in the 
H&SC.   
 
Because the DPR has one section with language covering denial, suspension, revocation, and citations 
and the TNI documents have conflicting language, the proposed regulations lack Consistency. The 
proposed regulations lack Clarity as there is no explanation as to when a laboratory is to be suspended, 
revoked, or cited.  Each of these options provides a different remedy to a violation of ELAP’s statutes 
and regulations.  The regulations establish no thresholds or standards for taking any of these actions.  
When would ELAP suspend instead of revoking a certificate? When would ELAP instead simply direct 
that the laboratory remediate the violation?  Without clear criteria, ELAP could issue a citation to one 
laboratory and not another for the same violation, or for one violation and not another to the same 
laboratory.  The proposed regulations, as currently drafted, are all simply unclear. 
 
The proposed regulations also lack Consistency as the language in the DPR and the TNI documents differ 
the issue of suspension and revocation.  The TNI documents contain a very narrow criterion for 
suspension, only for failing a PT sample, while the DPR could suspend for additional violations.  Likewise 
grounds for revocation are different, revocation only occurs under the TNI where is demonstrated in the 
participation in a PT sample study.  The H&SC provides from many more reasons for denial, suspension, 
and revocation, all of which are different than the DPR and TNI. 
 
In addition to being inconsistent, most of the language in the DPR duplicates the H&SC without actually 

providing any additional clarity or effectiveness.  The H&SC does not provide any explanation as to when 

ELAP shall deny accreditation as opposed to suspend accreditation, suspend accreditation as opposed to 

revoke accreditation, cite a laboratory as opposed to simply direct the laboratory to take corrective 

action.  This is the sort of clarification that could be useful in the proposed regulations yet no 

clarification is provided.  The DPR simply restates the H&SC while adding nothing useful. This violates 

the APA’s rule requiring Non-Duplication. 

Comment:  For the reasons provided, the DPR requirements related to denial, suspension, revocation, 
and citation lack Clarity, Consistency, Necessity, and Non-Duplication in violation of the APA. 
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17) Dismissal 

DPR Section 64801(j) defines the word “dismissed” as: “…an application is denied without the 
opportunity to petition, but with opportunity to resubmit.”  In both section 64808.00 and section 
64808.05, the term dismissed is used for when a laboratory submits an application, but ELAP determines 
that the application is incomplete and returns the application.  If the laboratory does not return the 
corrected application in 30 days, the application is dismissed.   
  
This new definition lacks Necessity by serving no regulatory or public health purpose.  This provision 
solves no problem that either ELAP or laboratories currently face.  ELAP already has the authority to 
deny, suspend, revoke, or issue a citation. Adopting a regulation to “dismiss” an application provides no 
additional powers and resolves no additional problems. 
 
In addition, this definition lacks Authority as the State Legislature did not give ELAP authority to write 
regulations about dismissals.  ELAA section 100830(b) gives ELAP the authority to “Adopt regulations 
establishing conditions under which the department may issue, deny, renew, or suspend a certificate of 
accreditation for individual units or fields. Suspension and denial of units or fields of accreditation shall 
be based on a laboratory’s failure to comply with this article and regulations adopted thereunder.”  This 
statute mentions nothing about “dismissal.”  Without that express authority, ELAP cannot adopt such a 
regulation.  Administrative Procedures section Act 11349 (b) requires that any regulation have the 
necessary statutory authority to adopt the proposed regulation.  This is clearly not the case for this 
definition. 
 
Finally, the ELAA and the DPR already have provisions for dealing with laboratories that submit 
application packages not compliant with the ELAA or Title 22.  The term is “denial.”  This new “dismissal” 
provision is entirely redundant and duplicative of the denial process and inserts additional confusion 
into the regulations. Therefore, this decision also fails to meet the APA requirements for Consistency, 
Clarity, and Non-Duplication. 
 
Comment:  The unnecessary definition and concept of “dismissal” should be removed in order to meet 
the APA mandates for Necessity, Authority, Consistency, Clarity, and Non-Duplication. 
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18) TNI 
 

a) Background 

As noted above, the State Legislature required that ELAP offer two types of accreditation, a California 

State ELAP program of accreditation, and a TNI/NELAP based program.  The TNI based program was 

supposed to serve the interests of laboratories engaged in inter-state commerce while the State 

program would serve all other laboratories.  The State Legislature did not require all laboratories to be 

TNI/NELAP compliant because of the much greater cost of TNI/NELAP accreditation.   

 

b) Incorporation of some parts of TNI fails to comply with law 

 

The DPR proposes neither a California ELAP nor a true TNI.  The proposed regulatory program puts all of 

the costs of TNI/NELAP accreditation upon all laboratories, but since ELAP is not a TNI compliant 

Accreditation Body, the laboratories will not benefit from interstate reciprocity as anticipated by the 

ELAA.   

 

In addition to the fact that the proposed regulations lack the needed Authority, the regulations also 

contradict statute and also lack Consistency. In addition, there remains the question on why is this 

addition is necessary at all.  The DPR lacks Necessity by failing to state why TNI/NELAP is included.  Since 

the ISOR is not yet available, there is no formal justification statement immediately available.  However, 

in many ELTAC meetings and at hearings and workshops of the State Water State Board, ELAP has 

asserted that TNI/NELAP needs to be incorporated into California Code of Regulations (CCR).  ELAP has 

argued that: a) some undescribed deficiency exists in the quality of data being produced by the majority 

of laboratories, and b) only adopting TNI/NELAP can fix that problem. 

As noted above, the State Legislature did not authorize TNI/NELAP with that goal in mind.  More to the 

point, no one has provided any documentation that a deficit of data quality exists over the broad 

population of ELAP accredited laboratories.  Further, even if such a deficit actually existed, no one has 

provided any evidence that incorporating the TNI by reference would actually solve this unidentified 

problem. 

In 2014, when ELAP moved from the Department of Public Health (DPH) to the State Board, the State 

Board expressed concern about the effectiveness of ELAP.  The State Board retained the services of the 

Southern California Coastal Water Research Program (SCCWRP) to conduct an assessment of ELAP.  

SCCWRP assembled an Expert Review Panel (ERP) to conduct an assessment of ELAP.  In 2015, the ERP 

determined that ELAP had been doing a very poor job and part of that problem was that the ELAP 

regulations were badly out of date and poorly written.  Importantly, the ERP wrote nothing about the 

quality of data being produced by ELAP accredited laboratories.  All of the ERP’s recommendations were 

aimed at improving ELAP’s performance only.  One of the key recommendations was that ELAP update 

their regulations.  The ERP did not recommend that ELAP adopt TNI, in whole or in part, but merely 

provided a range of options.   

As discussed previously, Option 3 (Adopt an existing standard) was what the ERP recommended without 

specifying whether that standard was TNI in particular.  Further, the ERP’s reasoning for recommending 

Option 3 was: “The major benefit of adopting an existing standard is that the time and resources needed 

to implement it will be greatly reduced.”   No argument for Option 3 was ever to produce higher quality 
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or legally defensible data.  Later in the report, the ERP suggested TNI documents might be used in the 

short term:  “The Panel is aware of a number of state, national, and international laboratory standards 

that could meet the State’s needs, but recommends the standard developed by TNI as the most viable 

one for the State in the short term. The TNI standard is a standard the State has used in some form 

previously, albeit not for all laboratories. Adopting a standard that has been implemented as broadly as 

the TNI standard would allow the State to take advantage of a wealth of available resources and 

support.” [emphasis added]  When the ERP did suggest TNI, it was only as a short-term fix because of 

resources and support, and not because of improved data quality.  Although the ERP did not actually 

recommend TNI as a long-term solution for ELAP’s outdated regulations, ELAP proceeded as if this was 

the ERP’s recommendation.   

At no point did the ERP indicate that a problem existed with the quality of data being produced by the 

community of ELAP accredited laboratories in general or with any specific laboratory.  ELAP operated a 

two-track system of accreditation between 2000 and 2014 without any indication that one was 

producing data of any different quality than the other.  No one within or outside the State Board has 

provided any evidence of such a problem, nor that adopting TNI would fix such a problem if it did exist. 

At the October 2, 2018 hearing of the State Board, Ms. Mitzi Miller gave a presentation indicating that a 

very large number of OSA had been conducted by her firm, NV5, and an excess number of deficiencies 

were uncovered.  She argued that had ELAP adopted TNI requirements, the number of deficiencies 

would have been lower.  However, the opposite is actually the case.  All of the deficiencies were 

discovered without using TNI, so clearly TNI was not needed to uncover deficiencies.  In any event, the 

number of deficiencies does not mean that data quality is compromised, only that certain documents 

were not adequately updated. 

The issue of Clarity in the case of incorporating the TNI requirements into the DPR are twofold: i) the 

size and volume of requirements, and ii) the actual language itself. 

i) Incorporating the TNI documents into the CCR would require an additional 180 pages of text that 

laboratories need to review and implement.  The Volume 1 of the TNI documents are divided up into 

seven modules.  Module 1 consists of 17 requirements numbering about 70 pages and Module 2 is 

48 pages long with about 740 separate requirements.  The shortest of the remaining Modules is 

number 7, which is 14 pages long with approximately 50 requirements.   

None of these many hundreds of requirements change how the laboratory actually performs its test 

procedures; it is all record keeping and documentation requirements.  On top of having to be 

familiar with the ELAA, the CCR Title 22, and the actual methods the laboratory is using, the 

laboratory now must read and implement of the voluminous TNI documents covering many 

hundreds of additional requirements.  Half of all laboratories accredited by ELAP have two or fewer 

full time employees and three quarters have fewer than five.  This addition makes understanding 

the rules inordinately unclear for all laboratories, but especially for the majority of laboratories that 

have smaller staffs. 

 

ii) The 2016 TNI documents are based upon the ISO 17025, but are greatly expanded.  ISO 17025 is 

designed for any sort of laboratory imaginable all over the world.  While this includes environmental 

chemistry and microbiology laboratories like those ELAP accredits, ISO 17025  is intended to cover 

all possible laboratories and also includes the calibration of mechanical and electronic equipment.  

As a result, the ISO language is extremely broad and general.  The TNI similarly covers a wide range 
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of laboratories, not just the type of laboratories that ELAP accredits.  As with the ISO 17025 

documents, much of the TNI language is extremely general and non-specific.  Below a some 

examples: 

TNI, Module 2, Section 5.1: “The extent to which the factors contribute to the total 

uncertainty of measurement differs considerably between (types of) tests and between 

(types of) calibrations, the laboratory shall take account of these factors in developing test 

and calibration methods and procedures, in the training and qualification of personnel, and 

in the selection and calibration of the equipment it uses.” 

TNI, Module 2, Section 4.10: “The laboratory shall continually improve the effectiveness of 

its management system through the use of the quality policy, quality objectives, audit 

results, analysis of data, corrective and preventive actions and management review.” 

It is unclear what these TNI provisions mean as a practical matter.  Certainly, hundreds of sentences in 

Module 2 describe all of the various parts of the management system.   It is very easy to say to use 

“analysis of data” to improve a management system on an on-going basis, but as a “nuts and bolts” set 

of instructions for concrete actions in an actual laboratory performing specific tests, the TNI language  is 

vague to the point of uselessness. 

Taken individually, each provision is nebulous, but with work and experience the meaning might be 

made clearer.  However if these sorts of vague, ambiguous, and very broad sections are multiplied by 

900, then what is left lacks Clarity and exists only as a vast morass of opaqueness. 

This DPR currently has two parts: i) the part that ELAP has written for adoption and incorporated into 

the CCR, and ii) the TNI part, which is planned to be incorporated into the CCR by reference.  To comply 

with the APA, both of these parts must be clear, and consistent with each other and also with the ELAA.  

In some cases, the language in all three are actually contradictory.  The definitions for Fields of 

Accreditation/Testing are different in the ELAA, in the ELAP regulatory text, in the TNI text, in the TNI 

NOTE in Module 1, and potentially different in ELAP’s webpage, which is also proposed to be 

incorporated by reference.  Similarly, the ELAA, DPR, and TNI all contain different requirements and 

definitions for denial, suspension, and revocation of accreditation as well as citations. 

The proposal to require the use of TNI as a condition of accreditation conflicts with the APA in other 

ways than just those described above.  The APA sets requirements for what a regulation can do or 

contain. See Gov’t Code §11346.2.  TNI documents are nearly 100% “reporting, 

recordkeeping…requirements.”  The TNI requirements are not, for the most part, a set of technical 

requirements that change how laboratories actually perform analytical tests on water or soil.  The 

technical requirements are already specified in federal and state regulations, namely 40 CFR 141 for 

compliance testing for the Safe Drinking Water Act, 40 CFR 136 for compliance testing for the Clean 

Water Act, and Title 22 of the California Code of Regulations for TSCA/RCRA/CERCLA.  TNI is almost 

entirely a set of management requirements, not actual laboratory requirements, that specify how to 

write policies, establish procedures, and keep records of what a laboratory does.   

Under Government Code Section 11346.2(b)(4)(A), this proposed regulation fails to consider the lowest 

cost and less burdensome alternatives. The APA requires any state agency writing regulations to 

consider reasonable alternatives, particularly those that are less burdensome and lower cost.  
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As ELAP itself noted in the ISOR and FSOR above, ELAP documented that implementing TNI was much 

more expensive than traditional ELPA accreditation.  Twenty years ago, the state legislature created 

ELTAC to provide advice to ELAP on accreditation matters.  ELTAC met three times over the summer of 

2016 to consider the problem of ELAP’s deficiencies in regulatory authority.  In the end, ELTAC voted not 

to support using TNI as the basis for an accreditation.  Instead, a majority of ELTAC members voted in 

favor of an alternative approach, which identified the failings of current regulations and would simply fill 

in the gaps with new regulations designed specifically for California regulatory agencies, laboratories, 

and ELAP.  This proposal is much shorter and contains requirements with clear, unambiguous language.  

Thus, ELAP has been presented with lower cost, less burdensome alternatives, but rejected them 

without providing the mandatory reasons for rejection. See Gov’t Code §§11346.2(b)(4)(A)(“A 

description of the reasonable alternatives to the regulation and the agency’s reasons for rejecting those 

alternatives….”) and (B)(“A description of reasonable alternatives to the regulation that would lessen any 

adverse impact on small business and the agency’s reasons for rejecting those alternatives.”).  The DPR 

fails to comply with these regulatory requirements and, therefore, violates the APA. 
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19) Review of Requests, Tenders and Contracts 

TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.4. contains a requirement that requires laboratories have a section 
in their Quality Manual for procedures for reviewing contracts and tenders, which says:  
 

“The laboratory shall establish and maintain procedures for the review of requests, 
tenders and contracts. The policies and procedures for these reviews leading to a 
contract for testing and/or calibration shall ensure that: 

a) the requirements, including the methods to be used, are adequately defined, 
documented and understood (see 5.4.2); 
b) the laboratory has the capability and resources to meet the requirements; 
c) the appropriate test and/or calibration method is selected and is capable of 
meeting the customers' requirements (see 5.4.2). 

Any differences between the request or tender and the contract shall be resolved before 
any work commences. Each contract shall be acceptable both to the laboratory and the 
customer.”   

 
This TNI section has nothing to do with laboratory accreditation.  The purpose of laboratory 
accreditation is to ensure that laboratories comply with the requirements of the test methods used.  
How a laboratory conducts its business with its clients in terms of what its contracts are or how 
contracts are tendered does not impact a laboratory’s ability to comply with the requirements of the 
methods or ELAP’s regulations.  Therefore, this section lacks Necessity. 
 
Furthermore, this section lacks Authority since the State Legislature did not give ELAP authority to write 
regulations about tendering contracts.  While the legislature did give ELAP broad authority to write 
regulations, the regulations must relate to the objectives of the ELAA.  Further, ELAP staff have no 
expertise in the assessment of contracting practices or standards.  How would ELAP determine if a 
laboratory were in compliance with this TNI provision if ELAP staff have no training or skills in the 
assessment of contracts and tenders. 
 
This TNI provision also lacks Clarity because it contains no standards as to what constitutes an 
acceptable tendering or contracting practice or policy, and what does not.  No details are provided 
about how to assess one purchasing policy from another.  This provision either opens the door to highly 
subjective and inconsistent enforcement or is so vague that it is useless. 
 

Comment: The parts of TNI related to review of requests, tenders and contracts lack Necessity, Clarity, 

and Authority, and should not be incorporated, either expressly or by reference, into the ELAP 

regulations. 
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20) Subcontracting

Similar to the previous issue, TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.5 contains a requirement that 
laboratories have a section in their Quality Manual policies and procedures for subcontracting, which 
says:  

“When a laboratory subcontracts work, whether because of unforeseen reasons (e.g. 
workload, need for further expertise or temporary incapacity) or on a continuing basis 
(e.g. through permanent subcontracting, agency or franchising arrangements), this work 
shall be placed with a competent subcontractor. A competent subcontractor is one that, 
for example, complies with this International Standard for the work in question.”   

Section 4.5.5 goes on to say: 

“4.5.5 When a laboratory subcontracts work, this work shall be placed with a laboratory 
accredited to this Standard for the tests to be performed or with a laboratory that meets 
applicable statutory and regulatory requirements for performing the tests and 
submitting the results of tests performed. The laboratory performing the subcontracted 
work shall be indicated in the final report. The laboratory shall make a copy of the 
subcontractor's report available to the client when requested”. 

Many of the terms contained in these sections are undefined. “Competent subcontractor” is undefined.  
Although an example is provided, that example does not fully explain what constitutes a competent 
subcontractor.  Further, the term “this international standard” is used, but is also unexplained.  The TNI 
document is not an “international standard” and neither is the DPR.  In all likelihood, this reference 
applies to the ISO 17025, but that is not clear and, therefore, lacks the Clarity mandated by the APA.   

In addition, the TNI provisions lack Consistency because different subsections contradict each other.  
The following provides concrete examples of the inconsistencies. 

Section 4.5.1 allows a laboratory to select any competent laboratory as a subcontractor, while section 
4.5.5 requires that only TNI compliant labs be subcontracted and, even more confusingly, section 4.5.3 
allows the use of non–TNI compliant laboratories if the customer or regulatory agency specifies the 
laboratory. 

Section 4.5.2 says that the customer needs to approve the used of subcontractors “when appropriate.”  
The term “appropriate” is vague and needs to be defined.  But, more importantly, this is not a 
laboratory accreditation issue, and ELAP is not a consumer protection agency.  The DPR should be 
limited to laboratory accreditation issues or its regulations lack Necessity and Authority. 

Section 4.5.4 says that laboratories can only use TNI compliant laboratories (“this International 
Standard”) when it should read “laboratories accredited by ELAP.” 

Comment: The subcontracting parts of TNI lack Clarity, Consistency, Necessity, and Authority, and 

should not be incorporated, either expressly or by reference, into the ELAP regulations. 
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21) Purchasing 

 
TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.6 contains a requirement that laboratories have a section in their 
Quality Manual policies and procedures for purchasing, which says:  
 

“The laboratory shall have a policy and procedure(s) for the selection and purchasing of 
services and supplies it uses that affect the quality of the tests and/or calibrations. 
Procedures shall exist for the purchase, reception and storage of reagents and 
laboratory consumable materials relevant for the tests and calibrations.”   

  
This provision lacks Necessity as the DPR fails to explain how this provision applies to laboratory 
accreditation.  The purpose of laboratory accreditation is to ensure that laboratories comply with the 
requirements of the test methods used.  Whether a laboratory has a purchasing policy or not does not 
determine its ability to comply with the methods mandated.   
 
The State Legislature did not give ELAP authority to write regulations about purchasing.  As recognized 
above, the Legislature gave ELAP broad authority to write regulations, but only related to the objectives 
of the ELAA.  Further, ELAP staff has no expertise in the assessment of purchasing policies and practices.  
The regulation also lacks Clarity since it fails to specify how ELAP would determine if a laboratory were 
in compliance since there are no specified criteria for purchasing policies and practices. 
 
The purpose of this provision appears to be to prevent the laboratory from purchasing sub-standard 
materials, which is certainly desirable.  If so, then this provision duplicates existing requirements and 
fails to meet the requirement of Non-Duplication.  ELAP enforces published analytical methods, which 
contain quality control procedures to identify if there is a problem with purchased materials.  This 
regulation assumes that a laboratory has already detected the problem and identified the source of the 
problem.  Laboratories have an economic incentive not to purchase sub-standard materials.  Requiring a 
section in a quality manual to require laboratories to not purchase sub-standard materials after their 
presence has already been detected serves no purpose. 
 
As an example, many laboratories accredited by ELAP operate gas chromatographs with a mass selective 
detectors (GC-MS), using USEPA Method 524.3.  This method has a section called “Reagents and 
Standards” and a different section called “Quality Control”.  The Reagents and Standards section of this 
method specifies use of helium that is 99.999% (“five-nines”) pure.  Other than checking the bill lading 
to make sure that they delivered what is represented to be five-nines pure helium, there is no way of 
checking the purity.  In the Quality Control section, there is a requirement to assess method blanks, 
which consist of an artificial sample that contains no analyte.  If a purchased material contained 
contaminants that were producing inaccurate results, that fact would be detected in the blank.  The only 
way to find out if the helium is as pure as the manufacturer claims that it is, is to actually use it. If the 
quality control measures fail, if the method blank contains contaminants, then the laboratory staff  
investigates. If it is determined that the helium was, in fact, not five-nines, the laboratory staff would 
call the vendor to have them exchange the tank with a new tank.  This situation might be just a “one-
off”, one bad load, but if the vendor consistently delivers sub-standard helium, then the lab will look for 
a new vendor. 
 
The point is that laboratories cannot operate this method without five-nines helium if the method 
requirements are followed.  Laboratories have an economic incentive not to purchase anything less than 
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five-nines helium.  The problem is solved by enforcing QC requirements already found in the 
method. The requirement to have a purchasing policy as described, serves no purpose, i.e. it lacks 
necessity and it is duplicates requirements found in the actual methods. 
 
Comment: The purchasing parts of TNI lack Clarity, Necessity, and Non-Duplication, and should not be 
incorporated, either expressly or by reference, into the ELAP regulations. 
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22) Customer Service and Complaints 

TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.7 requires laboratories to: “… be willing to cooperate with customers 
or their representatives in clarifying the customer's request and in monitoring the laboratory's 
performance in relation to the work performed, provided that the laboratory ensures confidentiality to 
other customers….The laboratory shall seek feedback, both positive and negative, from its customers. 
The feedback shall be used and analysed to improve the management system, testing and calibration 
activities and customer service.”  Parallel language is found in TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.2.4, 
which says: “Top management shall communicate to the organization the importance of meeting 
customer requirements as well as statutory and regulatory requirements.” 
 
TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.8 requires laboratories to have a complaint resolution process, 
which says: “The laboratory shall have a policy and procedure for the resolution of complaints received 
from customers or other parties. Records shall be maintained of all complaints and of the investigations 
and corrective actions taken by the laboratory.”  Parallel language is found in TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, 
Section 4.2.4, which says: “Top management shall communicate to the organization the importance of 
meeting customer requirements as well as statutory and regulatory requirements.” 
 
The majority of laboratories accredited by ELAP are in-house laboratories, so they only have one 
customer, themselves.  Oil refineries, dairies, power plants, water utilities, and so forth have their own 
laboratories to conduct their own compliance monitoring.  They serve themselves so requiring these 
sort of customer satisfaction and complaint provisions is pointless and lacks Necessity.   
 
These provision create regulatory overreach because they has nothing to do with laboratory 
accreditation.  The purpose of laboratory accreditation is to ensure that laboratories comply with test 
method requirements.  How a laboratory conducts its business with its clients in terms of how “willing” 
they are to “cooperate” or if they have a complaint protocol does not impact a laboratory’s ability to 
comply with the requirements of the methods or ELAP’s regulations.  Further, ELAP is not a consumer 
protection agency, its job is to ensure regulatory compliance monitoring is produced by laboratories 
using approved methods correctly.  Whether their customers are happy or not is not ELAP’s concern. 
Laboratories that do not make their customers happy will be adversely affected when those customers 
go elsewhere.  No need exists for ELAP to regulate this customer relationship, the marketplace will do 
so. 
 
Further, ELAP lacks Authority to write regulations about establishing standards of “willingness,” 
communication, and complaints.  In fact, a required communication from top management as 
prescribed by these sections in the TNI may violate free speech protections under the state and federal 
constitutions.  
 
These provisions also lack Clarity as they contains no standards to allow ELAP staff to determine how 
much willingness the laboratory possessed, or to specify the procedures and practices used to quantify 
willingness, or whether a complaint procedure was compliant. 
 
Comment: The TNI provisions related to customer service and complaints lack Clarity, Necessity, and 
Authority, and should not be incorporated, either expressly or by reference, into the ELAP regulations. 
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23) Conformance and Customer Requirements 

Volume 1, Module 2,  Section 4.9.1 requires laboratories to address non-compliant results, by 
mandating: “The laboratory shall have a policy and procedures that shall be implemented when any 
aspect of its testing and/or calibration work, or the results of this work, do not conform to its own 
procedures or the agreed requirements of the customer.” 
 
This provision lacks Necessity because it is unclear what problem is being solved.  Whether a laboratory 
is or is not conforming to its own policies or meeting the requirements of its customers is not a problem 
that these regulations must solve, the marketplace will solve most of these issues.  Furthermore, 
laboratories have many policies, most of which have nothing to do with laboratory accreditation.  
Without clarification as to which policies this section refers, this provision also lacks Clarity. 
 
This provisions also lacks Authority because ELAP is not authorized by the Legislature to act as a 
customer service agency.  Whether a customer places requirements on a laboratory is not relevant to 
ELAP’s assigned function. Whether a laboratory is complying with “its own procedures” or “agreed 
requirements of the customer” has nothing to do with the objectives of the ELAA.  ELAP is charged by 
the Legislature with ensuring the laboratories comply with the ELAA and Title 22.   
 
Further, some laboratories may have many policies and customers, each with different requirements, so 
it is unclear how ELAP would know about and assess each of these requirements. This vagueness means 
that the provision lacks Clarity. 
 
Is ELAP intending to review all laboratory policies and all agreements between laboratories and their 
clients and taking some sort of adverse action against the laboratory? Given the difficulty that ELAP has 
historically had with its workload, this additional review is not only unnecessary, but unduly 
burdensome both on labs and ELAP staff. 
 
Comment: The TNI provisions related to internal policies and customer requirements lack Clarity, 
Necessity, and Authority, and should not be incorporated, either expressly or by reference, into the 
ELAP regulations. 
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24) Management System Improvement 

TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.10 requires laboratories to improve the effectiveness of their 
management system by stating: “The laboratory shall continually improve the effectiveness of its 
management system through the use of the quality policy, quality objectives, audit results, analysis of 
data, corrective and preventive actions and management review.” Parallel language is found in TNI, 
Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.2.3, which says: “Top management shall provide evidence of commitment 
to the development and implementation of the management system and to continually improving its 
effectiveness.” 
Once again, these provisions have nothing to do with laboratory accreditation.  How well the 
laboratory’s management system functions is of no direct importance to the whether the laboratory 
should be accredited or not.  If a laboratory’s management system impacts the quality of the data being 
produced, then that will be assessed by the quality control procedures utilized by the laboratory.  Each 
laboratory method has quality control procedures that assess how well the laboratory executed the 
approved method.  If those quality control procedures indicate that the laboratory is producing data of 
adequate quality, then that should be all that matters.  Whether the laboratory’s management system is 
efficient or effective is entirely beside the point.  Setting requirements for management systems solves 
no problems of significance to California regulatory agencies.  Further, the requirement states that the 
management system must be continually improving.  If a management system is sufficiently effective to 
achieve its objectives, then why would it need to “improve”?  Only a finite amount of improvement is 
possible, and a perfect system could not be improved, but would be in violation of this provision.  A 
standard set for continuous improvement solves no problems, may be impossible to implement, and 
lacks Necessity. 
 
These provisions exceed ELAP’s statutory Authority, and also lack Clarity as they contain no standards to 
assess whether a laboratory has an acceptable management system or not.  How can both the regulator 
and regulated party look at this provision and understand how it applies?  Further, the requirements do 
not just mandate an effective management system, but mandate continual improvement, which is 
undefined.  Without such definitions and standards, ELAP will have no ability to measure whether the 
laboratory has increased effectiveness. 
 
Comment: The TNI provisions related to management system improvements lack Clarity, Necessity, 
and Authority, and should not be incorporated, either expressly or by reference, into the ELAP 
regulations. 
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25) Preventive Action 

TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.12 requires laboratories to take preventive actions by stating:  
 

“4.12.1 Needed improvements and potential sources of nonconformities, either technical 
or concerning the management system, shall be identified. When improvement 
opportunities are identified or if preventive action is required, action plans shall be 
developed, implemented and monitored to reduce the likelihood of the occurrence of 
such nonconformities and to take advantage of the opportunities for improvement. 
4.12.2 Procedures for preventive actions shall include the initiation of such actions and 
the application of controls to ensure that they are effective.” 

 

These provisions lack Authority because the State Legislature did not give ELAP authority to write 
regulations about establishing procedures for preventive action.  While this is an admirable objective, 
preventing problems is not within the authority granted ELAP by the ELAA.   
 
These provisions also lack Clarity and Necessity because there are an infinite number of “potential 

sources of nonconformities.” How would a laboratory document all non-conformity and what is the 

metric for compliance with these provisions?  How can a laboratory document successful compliance 

with this provision?  Should a laboratory lose accreditation if the laboratory does or cannot prevent all 

problems?   

Comment: The TNI provisions related to preventative action lack Clarity, Necessity, and Authority, and 

should not be incorporated, either expressly or by reference, into the ELAP regulations. 
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26) Internal Audits  

 
TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 4.14 requires laboratories to conduct internal audits by stating: “4.14 
The laboratory shall periodically, and in accordance with a predetermined schedule and procedure, 
conduct internal audits of its activities to verify that its operations continue to comply with the 
requirements of the management system and this International Standard. The internal audit programme 
shall address all elements of the management system, including the testing and/or calibration activities. 
It is the responsibility of the quality manager to plan and organize audits as required by the schedule and 
requested by management. Such audits shall be carried out by trained and qualified personnel who are, 
wherever resources permit, independent of the activity to be audited.” 
  
This section lacks Necessity because such audits are unnecessary when on-site assessments are 
routinely required. An internal audit might require a great deal of work on the part of the laboratory and 
would be redundant with the OSAs of ELAP and thereby lack Non-Duplication.  If ELAP staff are 
conducting on-site assessments every two years, why does ELAP need two more audits by the 
laboratory?  Should a laboratory lose accreditation if the laboratory does not periodically conduct 
internal audits? 
 
This provision also lacks Clarity. What constitutes “trained and qualified” staff, what are necessary 
qualifications and training to conduct an internal audit?  Since a very large number of ELAP accredited 
laboratories have only one or two staff members, it is unclear how this would work.  How does a 
laboratory with only two people, or even one person, audit themselves? 
 
Comment: The TNI provisions related to internal audits lack Clarity, Necessity, and Non-Duplication, 

and should not be incorporated, either expressly or by reference, into the ELAP regulations. 
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27) Test Methods and Method Validation  

 
TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 5.4 sets conditions for how laboratories select their methods:   
 

Section 5.4.1 allows the laboratory to choose whatever method deemed appropriate 
and also allows laboratories to deviate from the selected method if the customer 
approves: “Deviation from test and calibration methods shall occur only if the deviation 
has been documented, technically justified, authorized, and accepted by the customer.”   

Section 5.4.2 says: “The laboratory shall use test and/or calibration methods, including 
methods for sampling, which meet the needs of the customer and which are appropriate 
for the tests and/or calibrations it undertakes. Methods published in international, 
regional or national standards shall preferably be used.”  

Section 5.4.3 allows the use of “Laboratory–Developed Methods.” 

Section 5.4.4 allows for the use of “Non–Standard Methods.” 

Section 5.4.5 explains how these non–standard methods are validated for use by 
laboratories without ELAP playing any role prior to implementation 

The full text of 5.4 is in Attachment F. 

These provisions lack Necessity because there is no reason to allow laboratories to write or use any 
method that they please.  In addition, these provisions lack Authority. The State Legislature did not give 
ELAP the authority to write regulations allowing laboratories to use any method.  In fact, these 
provisions lack Consistency as they contradict H&SC 110852, which says: “ (a) Notwithstanding any 
other law, the state board may issue a certificate to the owner of a laboratory in a field of testing or 
method adopted by the federal Environmental Protection Agency pursuant to Part 136 of Title 40 of the 
Code of Federal Regulations, as amended September 11, 1992, as published in the Federal Register (57 
FR 41830), or Part 141 of Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, as amended July 17, 1992, as 
published in the Federal Register (57 FR 31776), and as subsequently amended and published in the Code 
of Federal Regulations.”  This is exactly the opposite of how ELAP has historically operated, they only 
offer accreditation for a fixed list of approved methods.   
 
Comment: The TNI provisions related to method selection and non-standard methods lack 

Consistency, Necessity, and Authority, and should not be incorporated, either expressly or by 

reference, into the ELAP regulations. 
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28) Calibrations and Instruments 

Throughout the TNI documents, two types of laboratories are referenced, Calibration Laboratories and 
Testing Laboratories (which would appear to include environmental laboratories).  Apparently, 
somewhat different requirements exist for Calibration Laboratories than for Testing/Environmental 
Laboratories and, at different points in the TNI documents, different instructions are provided to these 
two types of laboratories.  In some cases the text says that a provision applies to only Calibration 
Laboratories, but in others the provision partially applies.  These provisions are found in TNI, Volume 1, 
Module 2, Sections 5.4; 5.4.6.1; 5.5; 5.6.2.1.1; 5.6.2.2.2; 5.9;, and 5.10.  
 
“Calibration Items” and “Test Items”, found in TNI, Volume, Module 2, Sections 5.1.1; 5.5.1; 5.8; and 
5.10, are terms are used several times in several different provisions, but remain undefined.  Calibration 
laboratories test and calibrate “calibration items,” which can include mechanical or electronic 
instruments while testing laboratories test “test items,” including but not limited to environmental 
samples for compliance purposes in California.  None of these sections would appear to apply to ELAP as 
there is language that says; “All references to Calibration Laboratories and Calibration Methods in 
ISO/lEG 17025:2005 in these Clauses are not applicable to environmental testing” and “All references to 
Calibration Certificates in ISO/lEG 17025:2005 are not applicable to environmental testing.” 
 
The TNI document itself says that all of these sections do not apply to “environmental testing,” and 
accordingly would probably not apply to ELAP and the DPR.  These sections lack Necessity as the TNI 
documents are proposed to be incorporated by reference even though by TNI’s own text do not apply to 
ELAA or ELAP.  Moreover, these provisions lack Authority as the State Legislature did not give ELAP 
authority to write regulations about calibration laboratories and calibration items. 
 
In sum, incorporation of non-applicable TNI provisions is extremely confusing and lacks Clarity.  The DPR 
says that laboratories have to comply with the provisions of the TNI documents, but then scattered 
throughout the TNI are many sections that do not apply, or at least do not appear to apply.  The TNI 
documents are 180 pages long.  Combined with the text of the DPR, laboratories will be subjected to 
nearly 200 pages of new regulations.  Going through such a volume of regulations is difficult enough as it 
is, especially for the majority of laboratory who have a staff of three or fewer, but then trying to figure 
out which sections apply and which do not is even more difficult.   
 

Comment: The incorporation of portions of the TNI documents that are not applicable to California 

labs lack Consistency, Necessity, and Authority, and should not be incorporated, either expressly or by 

reference, into the ELAP regulations. 
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29) Incorporation by Reference 

 
a) Need for Incorporation by Reference 

While numerous provisions in the TNI documents may be useful for ELAP and the laboratory community, 

there is no reason to incorporate these provisions.  CCR Title 1, Division 1, Chapter 1, Article 2 § 20(c) 

indicates that incorporation by reference is the exception, which can only be used under unique 

circumstances. 1 CCR §20(c)(1)-(4). One of those circumstances is where “it would be cumbersome, 

unduly expensive, or otherwise impractical to publish the document in the California Code of 

Regulations.” Id. at §20(c)(1).  Incorporation of the concepts expressed in the TNI documents could have 

be included in the DPR directly without referencing the TNI documents.   

In fact, this is precisely what ELAP did with the requirements for PT samples.  Every provision found in 

the PT sample section of the DPR mirrors quite closely the corresponding language in the TNI document.  

As Comment 6) above clearly shows, it is entirely possible to incorporate the ideas found in the TNI 

documents by adoption.  The only reason provided as to why the TNI document is being proposed to be 

adopted by reference is because of licensing restrictions.  The TNI documents are copyright protected 

and when they are purchased, they include a licensing agreement that restricts the ability of the 

licensee from sharing the contents.  The licensee is restricted to one hard copy of the TNI documents 

per licensed computer.  If ELAP wants to use the ideas found in the TNI document, ELAP could simply re-

state the desired requirements in non-protected language and adopt that new language into regulation.   

If ELAP had planned to become a TNI-compliant accreditation authority, i.e., recognized by TNI and able 

to offer interstate reciprocity with other TNI-recognized accreditation authorities, then perhaps a 

stronger argument could be made that incorporating the entire TNI document into California regulations 

would be necessary.  However, ELAP has stated publically many times that it has no intention of 

becoming a TNI- recognized accreditation authority and given the changes proposed to the TNI 

documents, this would not be possible.  To be a TNI recognized accreditation authority would require 

that the entire TNI document, without modification, be adopted and enforced.  Since this is not an 

option or a stated goal for ELAP, no reason or justification exists to incorporate the TNI documents by 

reference.  This being the case, ELAP should just re-draft and include.  TNI-like requirements that ELAP 

believes are useful from the TNI documents in non-licensed protected terms. 

b) Public Access, Transparency, and Volume of Regulations 

As currently written, the regulation incorporates by reference nearly all of TNI 2016 Standard 
documents, which constitute 180 pages, thus becoming the overwhelming majority of the text of this 
proposed regulation.  Further, within the TNI documents themselves reference other documents 
including ISO 17000, ISO 17011, and the International Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM).  For example, TNI, 
Volume 1, Module 1, Section 3.0 says:  
 

“For the purpose of this Standard, the relevant terms and definitions conform to ISO/IEC 
17011:2004 and ISO/IEC 17025:2005”.   

 
TNI, Volume 1, Module 2, Section 2, states:  
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“The following referenced documents are indispensable for the application of this 
document. For dated references, only the edition cited applies. For undated references, 
the latest edition of the referenced document (including any amendments) applies. 
ISO/lEG 17000, Conformity assessment- Vocabulary and general principles. VIM, 
International vocabulary of basic and general terms in metrology, issued by 8/PM, lEG, 
/FCC, ISO, IUPAC, /UPAP and 0/ML” [Emphasis added] 

 
Thus, according to the TNI documents, ISO 17000, 17011, 17025, and VIM are integral keys to 
understanding the TNI documents.  The VIM contains 127 pages, ISO 17025 contains 27 pages, and the 
contents of ISO 17000 and 17011 are not currently known to CAL members.   
 

However, the TNI documents and the ISO documents are not publicly available.  They can only be 

reviewed by purchasing the documents from TNI or ISO.  Licensing requirements of TNI preclude parties 

that have purchased these documents from sharing them, and these documents are not available in 

public libraries or other similar venues (See Attachment F).  This means that parties wishing to review 

the proposed regulations and assess the impact of those regulations on themselves and others must buy 

a copy of the regulations from a third party.  This requirement fails to meet the mandate that an 

incorporated by reference source be “reasonably available to the affected public from a commonly 

known or specified source.”  1 CCR §20(c)(2).  The goal of the APA is to achieve the best possible 

regulations through means of openness and transparency.  Further, the APA recognizes that complexity 

and lack of clarity in regulations puts small businesses as a distinct disadvantage as many do not have 

the resources to hire experts to help them.  Gov’t Code §11340(g). The requirement to purchase several 

copies of each of the various pieces that make up the web of incorporated by reference regulations 

seems contrary to these objectives.  CAL believes that if the entirety of the TNI Volume 1 is to be used 

for regulatory compliance, plus Volume 3, ISO 17000, ISO 17011, ISO 17025, and VIM, these documents 

must be available in their entirety for public comment and review without having to purchase the 

documents since these documents may or may not become part of the final regulations.  This would also 

level the playing field so that other interested parties, such as Environmental Justice (EJ) advocates that 

are interested in the quality of environmental data, can review and understand the new requirements. 

CCR Title 1, section 20 urges that documents being incorporated into the CCR by reference be made 

available to the public in a reasonable fashion.  This does not appear to be the case with TNI Volume 1, 

Volume 3, ISO 17000, ISO 17011, and ISO 17025 (see Attachment H) 

When all of the mandated documents are considered together, they constitute hundreds of pages.  Even 

if they were not locked away behind prohibitive licensing restrictions, it would very nearly impossible for 

any person to reasonably read all of the needed documents.  It seems unreasonable to write a 

regulation that is so extensive and complex and then to have over 90% of the regulation incorporated by 

reference.  CAL is unaware of any precedent where so much of a draft regulation is proposed to be 

incorporated by reference. 

CCR Title 1, Division 1, Chapter 1, Article 2 § 20(c)(2) states: 

“(c) An agency may ‘incorporate by reference’ only if the following conditions are met: 

(2) The agency demonstrates in the final statement of reasons that the document was 

made available upon request directly from the agency, or was reasonably available to 

the affected public from a commonly known or specified source. In cases where the 
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document was not available from a commonly known source and could not be obtained 

from the agency, the regulation shall specify how a copy of the document may be 

obtained.” 

It is not clear that the proposed regulations comply with this regulatory mandate.  The licensing 

agreement only allows the licensee to make one hard copy for each authorized computer.  Further, ELAP 

has indicated in writing that it will not make such documents available for public review.  This means 

that public access might only be available in offices where ELAP has a license and only as a hard copy 

(see Attachment G), if they are available at all (see Attachment H).  This seems quite unreasonable in a 

state the size of California with over 600 laboratories and thousands of users of accredited laboratory 

services. 

Comment:  Given the problems with doing so, and the lack of Necessity to incorporate the TNI by 

reference, CAL recommends that ELAP create a California ELAP program that can pull some of the 

good ideas from TNI, but not incorporate provisions that lack Clarity and Consistency.    
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30) Economic Analysis - Costs of Implementing New Regulations

In Article 1 of the APA, the State Legislature laid out its goals in creating this law: 

“11340. The Legislature finds and declares as follows: 
… 
(d) The imposition of prescriptive standards upon private persons and entities through
regulations where the establishment of performance standards could reasonably be
expected to produce the same result has placed an unnecessary burden on California
citizens and discouraged innovation, research, and development of improved means of
achieving desirable social goals.
…
(g) The complexity and lack of clarity in many regulations put small businesses, which do
not have the resources to hire experts to assist them, at a distinct disadvantage.”
[Emphasis added]

The wholly unnecessary burden placed on laboratories is perhaps the greatest problem caused by the 
DPR.  The complex web of inter-referenced documents, each of which contain slightly different 
requirements, creates enormous and unreasonable burdens for all accredited laboratories, of all sizes 
and types.  To illustrate the extent of this problem, CAL shares an example of the difficulties and costs 
associated trying to make a transition to a TNI-based program.  As noted above, DDW used to be part of 
the DPH.  DPH had the Drinking Water and Radiation Laboratory (DWRL) to support DDW. When DDW 
moved to the State Board, DWRL stayed behind in DPH.  So the State Board now pays DPH to support 
the DWRL.  DDW has requested that DWRL become TNI-compliant.  DWRL developed a proposal to 
meet this request.  To meet TNI requirements, DWRL would need additional staffing and money to fund 
four (4) additional Full Time Equivalent (FTE) positions, including two Research Scientist (RS) III 
(Chemical Sciences), one Research Scientist III (Microbiological Sciences), and one Research Scientist II 
(Chemical Sciences). DPH prepared a Budget Change Proposal (BCP) to address the additional costs 
associated with this effort.  The BCP is currently being reviewed by the Department of Finance.  

DWRL has also been asked to expand their analytical capabilities to include the ability to test water for 
TNT, RDX, and nitrosamines.  Therefore, some of the costs associated with the BCP relate to these 
changes.  The entire BCP requests an increase in funding from the SWRCB to DPH of $782,000 per year, 
which is not entirely for the TNI transition.  However, the BCP does document how much of that 
increase is related to TNI.    

The most costly of these four new FTE is the RS III.  According to the BCP (Attachment I): 

“One RS III (Chemical Sciences) will serve as the laboratory's TNI Quality Manager with a 
wide range of responsibilities related to compliance with the TNI Standard (such as 
developing and implementing the Quality System (QS), Quality Manual (QM), document 
control system, accreditation activity scheduling, tracking and management, training 
staff and management on TNI Standard/systems/ethics and data integrity). Once 
accreditation is obtained under the TNI Standard, the Quality Manager will have the 
ongoing responsibility of maintaining and implementing the Quality System. Specifically, 
the Quality Manager will conduct annual audits of every analytical method the 
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laboratory performs in chemistry, microbiology and radiochemistry. The Quality 
Manager will also be responsible for updating all documents and for maintaining and 
retrieving records pertaining to the Quality System year-round.” 

One RS III will spend 100% of their time managing the TNI requirements.  Two more positions also have 
a large portion of their efforts directed towards TNI requirements as the BCP notes: 

“One RS Ill (Chemical Sciences) and one RS II (Chemical Sciences) will be responsible for 
achieving and maintaining compliance with the chemistry technical standard (Quality 
Systems for Chemical Testing) for all of the organic, inorganic, and general water quality 
contaminants, constituents and parameters identified in the State Water Board contract 
scope of work. Specifically, these two positions will acquire necessary knowledge of 
requirements, prepare documents such as SOPs for all methods, instruments and 
procedures, validate method including documentation of detection and reporting limits, 
linear range, potential interferences, ruggedness, demonstrate initial and continuing 
capabilities, conduct internal chemistry audits, conduct proficiency testing for initial and 
continuing accreditation, calibrate instruments, verify equipment functioning, data-entry 
into tracking system, and serve as subject matter experts for chemistry laboratory audits 
with TNI assessors. In addition to achieving and maintaining compliance with the TNI 
chemistry technical standard, the RS Ill and II will also develop and set up 25 new 
methods and 51 chemicals.” 

The fourth position, the RS III (Microbiological Sciences) also has TNI-related duties. 

The BCP considered “Feasible Alternatives” to the BCP: 

1) Alternative 1 is to adopt the BCP and three arguments favor adopting the BCP.  None of the three
“pro” arguments mention improving data quality.  The arguments are at most supporting the increased
laboratory capacity, which has nothing to do with TNI.  The argument against however is quite telling:

“Creates additional workload and regulatory burden for the laboratory” 

This is exactly what all laboratories subject to DPR would experience.  The largest portion of TNI Volume 
1 is located within Modules 1 and 2.  All laboratories, no matter the size or type, must comply with these 
two modules.  They are the main, although not sole, source of these additional workloads and burdens 
discussed by the DWRL.  Of course, in this scenario, DWRL has an additional income of close to 800,000 
dollars per year so those new costs and burdens are offset by having additional funding.  Few 
laboratories subject to ELAP’s new regulations have similar access to new revenue.  Even if it were very 
conservatively estimated that only half of that cost was related to TNI, that amount is still very large and 
not adequately justified. 

2) Alternative 2 is to use existing staff to implement TNI.  The only “Pro” argument made was that
there would be no increased costs.  The “Con” arguments are very revealing.

“This would require that other important services provided by Public Health be curtailed 
or discontinued. Important analytical work would be delayed or not occur. Public Health 
may lose accreditation for some constituents resulting in the need to go through 
intensive laborious corrective action and the re-accreditation process.  Developing the 
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Quality System, documentation and implementation would all be delayed. Protracted 
transition to the QA system would cause confusion and the lack of a Quality Manager 
would hamper adoption.” 

This is exactly what will happen to all laboratories subject to the DPR and precisely why many 
laboratories are so concerned about the DPR, which will produce a great deal more cost and burden, 
and will require existing resources be redirected to non-laboratory functions thereby reducing 
laboratory effectiveness and efficiency.  This exact result was observed in the states of Florida and New 
York, which in 2000, adopted TNI.  In Florida and New York, TNI became mandatory and many 
laboratories dropped their accreditation while the number of accredited laboratories in California 
increased (see Attachment J). 

Comment: As the example above clearly illustrates, adopting and implementing the DPR would lack 
Authority as it would be contrary to the explicit intent of the California legislature in adopting the 
APA.  Further, the DPR lacks Necessity as it presents an unnecessary burden on laboratories that do 
not have access to the resources needed to implement the DPR. 

Summary:  

Suffice it to say, CAL has identified and provided the above comments highlighting a great many 

problems with the DPR.  Many others may exist, but CAL is unable to have access to all of the cross-

referenced documents proposed to be incorporated into the DPR through the TNI and other documents.  

The problems identified must be addressed before this regulatory package can move forward. We stand 

willing to work with ELAP on creating a reasonable and feasible laboratory accreditation program that 

works for both the regulators and the regulated communities. 

We thank you for your careful attention to the issues raised in this letter. 

Respectfully submitted, 

David Eugene Kimbrough, Ph.D. President, CAL 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
714/744 P Street
P.O. BOX 942732
SACRAMENTO, CA 94234-7320
(916) 657-2843

June 15,1999

The Honorable Hannah-Beth Jackson, Chair
Assembly Environmental Safety and Toxic Materials Committee
State Capitol, Room 2082
Sacramento, CA  95814

Dear Assemblymember Jackson:

SUPPORT OF SENATE BILL (SB) 1304

The Department of Health Services (Department) is pleased to sponsor SB 1304, which
makes statutory changes necessary to allow California’s existing environmental laboratory
accreditation program to become a recognized accrediting authority for the National
Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (NELAP).  NELAP, a program of the federal
Environmental Protection Agency, will provide a common set of accreditation standards for
environmental laboratories nationwide.

The Department currently accredits environmental laboratories that analyze food, drinking
water, wastewater, hazardous wastes, and contaminated soils and sediment for regulatory
compliance.  Under the current program, environmental laboratories that operate in multiple states
must obtain multiple acceditations, resulting in the expense and redundancy of multiple
proficiency testing studies and on-site assessments.  If California becomes a NELAP-recognized
accreditation authority, environmental laboratories accredited by California will automatically be
accredited in other NELAP-recognized states, providing a competitive edge for California
businesses while still maintaining the highest standards.  In addition, environmental laboratories
accredited in other NELAP-recognized states will automatically be accredited in California.

Participation in NELAP is entirely voluntary and environmental laboratories will have the
option of seeking NELAP accreditation according to the federal standards, or continuing to be
accredited for California only under the state standards.  NELAP-accredited laboratories will
always be required to meet the higher of the federal or California standards.

If California does not become NELAP-recognized, out-of state laboratories with NELAP
accreditation may find it no longer financially feasible to do business in California.  California’s
participation in NELAP will help ensure the highest environmental laboratory standards while at
the same time promoting a competitive business environment.

STATE OF CALIFORNIA—HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY  GRAY DAVIS, Governor
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The Honorable Hannah-Beth Jackson, Chair
Page 2
June 15, 1999

Please contact me at (916) 657-2843 if you have any questions or want further
information regarding SB 1304.

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

Charleen M. Milburn
Deputy Director
Legislative and Governmental Affairs
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INITIAL STATEMENT OF REASONS 

This emergency regulatory change is necessary to implement the requirements 
of Budget Act of 2000-2001 and the 1999 changes to the Health and Safety 
Code relating to the establishment of fees for National Environmental Laboratory 
Accreditation Program (NELAP).  The accreditation of environmental laboratories 
under NELAP is required by Senate Bill 1304 (Chapter 372, Statutes of 1999). 

This regulation change in Title 22, California Code of Regulations, implements 
Section 100862, Division 101, Part 1, Chapter 4, Article 3 of the Health and Safety 
Code.  The new statute enables the Department to recognize environmental 
laboratories in California under NELAP.  The new national program establishes 
nationwide standards for environmental laboratories (US EPA publication number 
EPA600/R-99/068, July 1999).  The new statute requires the establishment of a 
schedule of fees to fully support the new accreditation program in California. 

Laboratories accredited under this program are able to perform environmental 
testing in any state which has been recognized by the NELAP as an authorized 
accrediting authority.  To become qualified for NELAP accreditation, which is 
voluntary on the part of each laboratory, the laboratory must meet a number of 
uniform nationwide requirements.  Participation in the national program is 
expected to improve, on a nationwide basis, the quality of environmental 
laboratory analyses, and reduce or eliminate inconsistent regulatory standards 
and accreditation requirements which are currently required of laboratories which 
operate in more than one state. 

This regulation change establishes a schedule of fees to be paid by laboratories 
accredited under this program.  Because the statute requires that the program be 
self-supporting through fees, the establishment of the fee schedule is essential.  
The Budget Act for 2000-2001 (AB 1740, Chapter 52, Statutes of 2000), provision 2 
to Item 4260-001-0001, requires that the department promulgate emergency 
regulations to adjust fees that otherwise would not be sufficient to support a fully fee 
supported program at least at the 95% level.  Without the fees established in this 
regulation, the Department's NELAP accreditation program would not be fully 
supported by fees from the regulated laboratories and, consequently, could not be 
most effectively implemented. 

This change will help protect the health and safety of Californians by providing a 
mechanism enabling California laboratories to fully participate in the national 
program.  This provides recognition by California of national standards that are 
accepted throughout the nation. 

The Department's existing certification program for environmental laboratories 
remains essentially unchanged, since participation in NELAP is voluntary.  
However, if a laboratory selects the NELAP accreditation process, that laboratory 
no longer is required to maintain a separate departmental certification unless the 
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laboratory wishes to conduct environmental laboratory tests which are not 
covered by the NELAP standards. 

The specific regulation changes are as follows: 

(a) Add a new Article 16, National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation
Program, containing Section 64860. 

(b) Adopt a new section 64860 to provide for a schedule of fees payable by
applicants for and holders of NELAP accreditations, as required by Health and 
Safety Code Section 100862(a).  The NELAP program, which is voluntary on the 
part of laboratories, is more comprehensive and costly to administer than the 
existing departmental certification program.  The new fee schedule takes this into 
account and establishes fees that are expected to return funds sufficient to 
administer the NELAP program. 

In developing the fee schedule set forth in Section 64860(a), the Department has 
made the determination that there should be a basic or administrative fee of 
$3000.  This is approximately three times the basic administrative fee for 
certification under the existing state program.  The Department has observed, 
based on processing the applications and preparing for the site assessments as 
part of the NELAP program, that the program is spending two to three times the 
effort on the initial application and document review than it has in the past for the 
state certification program.  This is in part due to the lengthy documentation 
which is required by the federal NELAC standards.  As an example, for ELAP 
certification, quality assurance and good laboratory practices are covered, during 
the site visit, by a checklist of five or six pages.  For NELAP accreditation, the 
laboratory has to prepare a forty page checklist covering the same information 
which the program must review even before conducting the site assessment. 

Also, NELAP requires an accreditation renewal every twelve months, whereas 
departmental certification is only once every twenty-four months.  This adds to 
the overall basic administrative costs for NELAP.  In addition, NELAP 
applications are considerably more detailed than those of the Department, and 
an additional exchange of information with NELAP when applications are 
evaluated is required. 

In both the NELAP and departmental programs, on-site visits are conducted once 
every two years.  However, NELAP on-site visit protocols and documentation are 
much more detailed and complex.  Therefore, it was determined that Field of 
Testing (FoT) fees required by the statutes should be based on the 
complexity/work effort of evaluating and inspecting the equipment, methods and 
personnel involved in the various FoTs, rather than having the same fee for each 
category.  The Fields of Testing have been modified by the new changes in the 
Health and Safety Code.  The fee schedule for FoTs takes into consideration the 
various complexities of analyses required for laboratories to determine the 
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presence of environmental contaminants in the media being tested.  The costs to 
the Department to evaluate and monitor a laboratory’s ability to measure 
accurately environmental samples vary depending on the complexity of the FoTs. 

The new regulation establishes fee levels as follows: $750 for each FoT 
considered to be of simple complexity; $1000 for each FoT considered to be of 
medium complexity; and $1800 for each FoT considered to be of high 
complexity.  In order to determine appropriate fee levels, the Department took 
into account the historic data that it has obtained by conducting site assessments 
for the ELAP program over the last ten years, as well as the costs incurred in site 
assessments and application evaluations for a sample of laboratories that are 
currently in the process of applying for NELAP accreditation (see the later 
discussion under Fee Determination/Fiscal Impact Estimate).  Time records were 
kept of the number of hours required for site visits to these laboratories, and the 
laboratories were evaluated based on the complexity of the FoTs in the individual 
laboratories.  From prior departmental certification program experience it is 
known that, with biennial onsite visits, the ratio of first year costs to second year 
costs is about 100:55. In both programs, full on-site visits are being conducted 
once every two years.  Fees are collected on an annual basis.  The fee levels 
being established are based on the average annual cost for each two-year 
period.  An analysis of this sample of laboratories applying for NELAP 
accreditation, plus prior Departmental experience with the existing certification 
program, then, has demonstrated that the departmental staff should be able to 
function effectively with the funds derived through the new fee schedule. 

Simple complexity FoTs are those which can be measured by relatively easy-to-
conduct tests and measurements, using instruments that are less complicated 
and easier to calibrate.  Medium complexity FoTs are those which require more 
time and effort to accurately measure the potential level of hazardous 
contaminants, which require more sophisticated instrumentation, and more skill 
in operating and calibrating the measuring equipment.  High complexity Fots are 
those which demand the most sophisticated instrumentation, the most skilled 
instrument operators, and/or have the greatest degree of potential harm to health 
and safety if not measured to the highest degree of accuracy. The initial 
estimates of fees have been adjusted based on the experiences gained during 
the site assessments conducted with the laboratories which are seeking to be in 
the first group to receive NELAP accreditation.  The two FoTs which cover 
aquatic bioassay testing, N113 (Whole Effluent Toxicity of Wastewater) and 
N119 (Toxic Bioassay of Hazardous Waste) were initially assigned to the Low 
Complexity group.  After examining the data collected from the assessors it was 
noted that a bioassay laboratory was taking approximately 50% more time than a 
laboratory of comparable size which did not do aquatic bioassay, and this time 
was for an Environmental Specialist III, a higher grade position that of the usual 
Public Health Chemist II’s who do the majority of the site assessments.  Based 
on this observation the Department decided to reassign the aquatic bioassay 
FoTs from the Simple Complexity’ to the Medium Complexity. 
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In the Department's evaluations of the various Fots, to determine the appropriate 
levels of funding necessary to maintain adequate control for public health 
purposes, it was found that the low complexity Fots will cost approximately 75% 
of the cost of the medium complexity Fots.  The high complexity Fots, on the 
other hand, will cost approximately 80% more than the cost of overseeing the 
medium complexity Fots.  The total income to be achieved as a result of the 
collection of these fees, then, will approximate the total cost to the Department to 
administer the NELAP accreditation program in the state. 

A new subsection 64860(b) has been added to make it clear that the fees 
required to support the new NELAP activities must be paid to the Department 
before the accreditation is granted.  This is critical to the Department in order to 
have sufficient funds on hand to carry out the assessment and oversight activities 
required by the law.  Although H&S Code section 100862(a) already states that 
fees shall be paid prior to the granting of an accreditation, the Department 
believes that it will avoid unnecessary correspondence and communications with 
applicants, and resulting delays, if this is restated in the regulation for clarity 
purposes. 

Fee Determination/Fiscal Impact Estimate 

The Department believes there will be no major fiscal impact as a result of this 
regulation. Health & Safety Code Section 100860 state that fees payable to the 
Department from the regulated industry must be sufficient to support the 
certification and accreditation programs.  Although there will be an increase in 
departmental workload to meet NELAP accreditation standards and enforcement 
requirements, these costs will be offset by increased fees to be paid by laboratories 
which wish to become NELAP accredited.  Laboratories, which do not wish to 
become NELAP accredited, may continue to maintain their ELAP certification and 
will not have any increase in fees as a result of this regulation. 

This regulation does establish new fees, as authorized and required by the Health 
and Safety Code.  And the fees must, as provided in the statutes, be sufficient to 
recover the costs of administering the national accreditation program.  However, 
because the national accreditation program is not required, but is voluntary, any 
laboratory that does not wish to pay the new fees, which are higher than those 
required for the ELAP program, does not have to participate.  The fees established 
in Section 64860 are based on prior experience with California's certification 
program, which has been in existence since 1988, and with the initial evaluations of 
applicants for NELAP accreditation.  Many of the program functions are similar, so 
the prior cost experience of the Department is useful for making cost estimates for 
the new NELAP accreditation program.  In addition, the Department has been 
collecting workload figures from a group of laboratories that have already applied 
for the NELAP accreditation program.  These have aided in determining the basis 
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for the new fee schedules established in this regulation.  For NELAP accreditation 
the laboratory must pay a fee once a year, when it applies for re-accreditation, but 
the site assessment is conducted only every other year after the initial accreditation.  
There are still costs to the program in these intervening years in which there is no 
site assessment, because of such things as ongoing consultations, monitoring 
Proficiency Testing (PT) study results, complaint investigations, accreditation of 
amendments, and enforcement actions. 

The new schedule of fees for NELAP accreditation is similar to the schedule of 
fees used for the ELAP certified laboratories.  It consists of a base or 
administrative fee and a fee for each field of testing (FoT) or area of analyses.  
The NELAP base fee is about 3 times that of the ELAP base fee, in order to 
cover the increased cost to the program of utilizing the more detailed NELAC 
standards and in interacting with the NELAC organization and other state 
accrediting authorities. 

The NELAP FoT fees are divided into three groups, depending on the complexity 
of the analytical methods which are contained within that FoT.  The more 
complex FoTs require more scientific skills and expertise to perform the analyses 
and to document the results.  Consequently the more complex FoTs require 
more assessor time and skills to review and to verify the proper implementation 
of the methods within the FoTs.  There will be a corresponding higher fee for the 
more complex of FoTs (see attached listing of FoTs and their complexity in 
Appendix A).  As previously noted, the new fees are $3000 for the base fee and 
$750 for the FoTs of low complexity, $1000 for the FoTs of medium complexity, 
and $1800 for the FoTs of high complexity.  This fee schedule is based on the 
information gathered during the NELAP site assessments that the program has 
already conducted as part of accrediting the first group of laboratories.  Another 
consideration besides the time spent on the part of the assessors is that with the 
more complex FoTs, the assessors will be a PH Chemist III, an Environmental 
Specialist III, or a Research Chemist, with a higher salary than the PH Chemist 
II’s who will be conducting the more routine assessments. 

As of the middle of December (2000) the program has conducted site 
assessments on 18 laboratories (4 out of state, 14 within the state: reference 
Appendix B), which are seeking NELAP accreditation.  This group of laboratories 
is mainly the larger commercial laboratories, with an average of 10 Fields of 
Testing per laboratory, and the program has sent multiple assessors to each 
laboratory, as few as two with several smaller laboratories and as many as six to 
a larger laboratory.  The program has had a total of 60 visits by staff members on 
site assessments and spent about 3480 hours on the assessments (on-site 
assessments plus the office overhead).  Thus each assessor associated with a 
NELAP assessment is spending over 58 hours per visit.  Please refer to 
Appendix C. 
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To calculate the cost of these site assessments to the program the audit staff, 
which consist of Public Health Chemist II’s and III’s, and Environmental Specialist 
III’s, recorded the number of hours which were spent in pre-assessment and 
post-assessment activities, as well as the time spent on the on site assessment 
itself.  The hourly rate of pay for these staff members was multiplied by the 
number of hours sent on the laboratory to determine the assessment cost of the 
laboratory.  This assessment cost has been determined, from the department’s 
experience with the state certification program, to be 45% of the total cost of 
accrediting a laboratory.  This total cost of accreditation is then used to determine 
the fees charged to the laboratories (see attached breakdown of assessment 
cost for NELAP laboratories).  The costs have ranged from about $10,000 for a 
small laboratory with only one medium complexity FoT to over $50,000 for a 
large laboratory with 17 FoTs of all complexities.  The corresponding fees for 
these two laboratories are $4000 for the smaller and $25,900 for the larger.  The 
total assessment cost has been calculated to a little less than the new NELAP 
fees for the 18 laboratories which have been assessed.  Although fees are 
collected every year, and laboratory assessments are every other year.  During 
the non-assessment year the program still accrues cost, but not as much as 
during the site assessment.  Therefore over two years the revenues generated 
from these new fees will be sufficient to cover the cost of accrediting and 
maintaining the accreditation of a NELAP laboratory. 
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FINAL STATEMENT OF REASONS: COMMENTS AND RESPONSES 
 
The following is a list of the correspondence received by this Office regarding 
the emergency regulations: 
 

1. Akers, Stephanie C.: Severn Trent Services, January 14,2002 
2. Cassedy, Joan Walsh.: American Council of Independent Laboratories 

(ACIL), January 02, 2002 
3. Eaton, Andrew: MWH Laboratories, January 04, 2002 
4. Frederici, Raymond J.: Severn Trent Services, January 02,2002 
5. Freeman, Linda: Air Toxics Limited, January 07, 2002 
6. Fyles, D.: Axys Analytical Services, January 14, 2002  
7. Lichter, James J.: California Technology, Trade and Commerce Agency, 

January 04, 2002 
8. McCracken, Kristin: Severn Trent Services, January 14, 2002 
9. Schemmer, Pamela A.: Severn Trent Services, January 09, 2002  
10. Transue, Lila A.: Severn Trent Services, January 14, 2002 
11. Hoatson, Scott C.; Del Mar Analytical, December 31, 2001 

 
Comments received regarding emergency regulation for NELAP fees: 
 
1. Comments received supporting, in general, fee schedule from 2(WT), 3(WT)  

Several of these comments 3(WT) & 11(WT) feels fees should be reduced if a 
lab is covered by both NELAP and ELAP or if lab is applying for an 
amendment in an FOT already covered. 

 
Response:  We appreciate that the laboratories enrolled in the NELAP 
program are aware of the high cost of doing business in California.  It is 
true that California’s fees are higher than many other states, but there are 
other programs with fees higher still.  Also, other states have different 
methods to calculate the fees.  California law requires 100% fee support 
(Health and Safety Code Section 100860.1 “…It is the intent of the 
Legislature that the programs operated under this article be fully fee-
supported”.  And Health and Safety Code Section 100862 “(a) “…The fees 
shall be nonrefundable and set in regulations, and shall be sufficient to 
allow the NELAP program to be fully fee supported”). In keeping with this 
requirement, the Department must establish a fee that would fund the 
program costs for amendments, which are comparable to those incurred in 
an initial accreditation for a FOT. 
 
 As for laboratories that are accredited for similar analytes by both ELAP 
and NELAP, ELAP certification is required for a NELAP accredited 
laboratory only when that laboratory performs tests for FOT’s that are not 
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included in NELAC standards. The ELAP basic fee payment is exempt for 
such laboratories. 

 
2. Comments regarding the voluntary status of California NELAP accreditation 

requirements received from 1(WT) (point 1), 2(WT), 4(WT), 5(WT), 6(WT) 
9(WT). 

 
Response:  The California enabling legislation would have to be amended 
to eliminate the voluntary status of NELAP in California.  The NELAC 
standards are quite specific concerning the voluntary status of the federal 
program.  However, other states may require that NELAP accreditation be 
mandatory in that state. 
 
No laboratory in California is required to be accredited under the NELAP 
program.  The ELAP certification program is still available for those 
laboratories, which wish to do business in California.  Although a 
California laboratory which also wishes to do business in another NELAP 
accredited state must be California NELAP accredited, this is a 
requirement of NELAP and/or the other state, not a requirement 
established by the State of California 
 

3. Comments regarding desire for secondary accreditation fee to be lower than 
primary accreditation fee received from 1(WT)(point 2B) , 2(WT), 3(WT), 
4(WT), 5(WT), 6(WT), 7(WT) 8(WT).  This included comments that other 
states have lower secondary fees although NELAC standards require that 
most states (if not all) have the same fees. 

 
Response:  Their conclusions were based on the belief that a) secondary 
accreditations cost the State of California less to oversee than primary 
accreditations,  b) that the fee on secondary accreditations results in an 
economic disadvantage to the laboratory since, in most cases, a primary 
accreditation fee has already been paid to the  home state of the 
laboratory, c) that assessing the same fee is in violation of NELAC 
reciprocity standards, d) that California considers the costs of secondary 
accreditations different from that of primary accreditation, and e) that this 
could result in other states also charging the similar fees to California 
laboratories doing business out-of-state. 
 
a)  It is true that in many cases the cost to the Department of overseeing a 
secondary accredited laboratory will be less than the cost of a laboratory 
with a primary accreditation.  However, there is no intent to make all fees 
exactly equivalent to the costs for any particular laboratory.  There are 
many unpredictable conditions which can contribute to program costs.  It 
is conceivable that a secondary accreditation could result in significantly 
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greater costs than the costs of a primary accredited laboratory.  For 
example, if a laboratory fails to detect harmful contaminants, and 
California citizens are exposed to potential health hazards, the 
Department would be obligated to conduct investigations.  These could 
possibly lead to extremely high litigation costs, regardless of whether or 
not the laboratory is operating under a primary or a secondary 
accreditation.   
 
b)  Even though a primary accreditation fee may have been paid to the 
home state of a laboratory with secondary accreditation in California, not 
all home state fees are comparable.  As pointed out above and unlike 
California, some states do not attempt to set their basic fees at a level that 
fully recovers all program costs. 
 
c) There is no NELAC standard that specifies or limits the level of fee that 
an accrediting authority may assess on laboratories it issues either a 
primary accreditation or a secondary accreditation.  In fact, the NELAC 
standards specifically state “Accrediting authorities may adopt and impose 
laboratory accreditation fees” (NELAC Standard 1.5.2.3.3) with no 
restrictions imposed regarding fees for secondary accreditations. NELAC 
standard 6.2.1(c), speaking of reciprocity, states:  “All fees shall be paid by 
laboratories as required by the NELAP-recognized secondary accrediting 
authority.” 
 
d) Because of the potential for some extremely high costs in the event of 
the need for major investigations and/or court actions and the overall 
intent that all laboratories need to share in the program costs, but not 
necessarily in full proportion to the costs of overseeing an individual 
laboratory, we believe the State must keep the fee for secondary 
accreditations comparable to the fee for primary accreditations. 
 
e)  To the best of our knowledge, most, if not all, other NELAP accrediting 
authorities also assess the same fee (or a higher fee in the case of 
Oregon with respect to out-of-state accreditations) for secondary 
accreditations as for primary accreditations.  The fees assessed by the 
various states range up to thousands of dollars per year, depending on 
whether the state subsidizes the regulatory program in full or in part or 
funds the entire program through fees. 

 
For secondary as well as for primary accreditations, there is the potential 
for substantial additional costs in the event there are serious deficiency 
problems in which the California regulatory program must be involved. 

 



INFORMATIVE DIGEST  
California statutes govern the certification of environmental laboratories providing 
analytical data for regulatory purposes in California by the Environmental 
Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP).  These statutes were first adopted in 
1988 (AB 3739, Chapter 894), as Chapter 7.5, Division 1, Part 2, Health and Safety 
Code, Sections 100825 through 100920 (formerly Sections 1010 through 1029).  
The statutes were amended in 1989, 1991, 1993, 1996, 1999, 2000 and 2002. 

Regulations implementing the California statutes were first adopted as Section 
64801 through 64827, Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 19, California Code of 
Regulations in 1994. 
 
Section 100862, added to H&SC by SB 1304 (Chapter 372, Statutes of 1999), 
specifically requires the establishment of fees to enable environmental laboratories 
in California to participate on a voluntary basis in the National Environmental 
Laboratory Accreditation Program (NELAP).  NELAP accredited laboratories are 
required to fully support the NELAP accreditation costs through fees. 
 
Section 100860.1, was added to the Health and Safety Code (H&SC) by SB 2203 
(Chapter 733, Statutes of 2000) to continue to have the authority to collect fees stay 
in statute until such time that the regulations which would contain the authority to 
collect fees were adopted.  
 
The National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation  Conference (NELAC) is the 
standard setting body whose standards and procedures serve as the basis for 
NELAP recognition and requirements.  NELAC standards and procedures are 
specified in United States Environmental Protection Agency publication EPA 600/R-
99/08, July 1999.  There are no fees specified in the NELAC standards.  The 
NELAC standards in Sections 4.1.6 and 6.2.1, provide that an accrediting authority, 
where required, shall establish the level and timing of fees to be paid by 
laboratories. However, California Health & Safety Code Section 100862 mandates 
the establishment of such fees to fully support the program. 
 
The Department has been approved by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency’s National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program to be the 
Approved Accrediting Authority for the State of California.  California is required to 
maintain consistency with federal laws and regulations governing certain aspects of 
the activities of environmental testing laboratories.  This proposed regulation 
change is consistent with the NELAP requirements and is not inconsistent with 
other related federal requirements. 
 
Budget Act for 2004-2005 (SB 1113, Chapter 208, Statutes of 2004), in provision 1 
to Item 4260-001-0001, provides that the department shall promulgate emergency  
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INFORMATIVE DIGEST  
California statutes govern the certification of environmental laboratories providing 
analytical data for regulatory purposes in California by the Environmental 
Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP).  These statutes were first adopted in 
1988 (AB 3739, Chapter 894), as Chapter 7.5, Division 1, Part 2, Health and Safety 
Code, Sections 100825 through 100920 (formerly Sections 1010 through 1029).  
The statutes were amended in 1989, 1991, 1993, 1996, 1999, 2000 and 2002. 

Regulations implementing the California statutes were first adopted as Section 
64801 through 64827, Title 22, Division 4, Chapter 19, California Code of 
Regulations in 1994. 
 
Section 100862, added to H&SC by SB 1304 (Chapter 372, Statutes of 1999), 
specifically requires the establishment of fees to enable environmental laboratories 
in California to participate on a voluntary basis in the National Environmental 
Laboratory Accreditation Program (NELAP).  NELAP accredited laboratories are 
required to fully support the NELAP accreditation costs through fees. 
 
Section 100860.1, was added to the Health and Safety Code (H&SC) by SB 2203 
(Chapter 733, Statutes of 2000) to continue to have the authority to collect fees stay 
in statute until such time that the regulations which would contain the authority to 
collect fees were adopted.  
 
The National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation  Conference (NELAC) is the 
standard setting body whose standards and procedures serve as the basis for 
NELAP recognition and requirements.  NELAC standards and procedures are 
specified in United States Environmental Protection Agency publication EPA 600/R-
99/08, July 1999.  There are no fees specified in the NELAC standards.  The 
NELAC standards in Sections 4.1.6 and 6.2.1, provide that an accrediting authority, 
where required, shall establish the level and timing of fees to be paid by 
laboratories. However, California Health & Safety Code Section 100862 mandates 
the establishment of such fees to fully support the program. 
 
The Department has been approved by the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency’s National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program to be the 
Approved Accrediting Authority for the State of California.  California is required to 
maintain consistency with federal laws and regulations governing certain aspects of 
the activities of environmental testing laboratories.  This proposed regulation 
change is consistent with the NELAP requirements and is not inconsistent with 
other related federal requirements. 
 
Budget Act for 2004-2005 (SB 1113, Chapter 208, Statutes of 2004), in provision 1 
to Item 4260-001-0001, provides that the department shall promulgate emergency  
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5.4 Environmental Methods and Method Validation 
All references to Calibration Laboratories and Calibration Methods in ISO/lEG 17025:2005 in these 
Clauses are not applicable to environmental testing. 

5.4.1 General (ISO/lEG 17025:2005, Clause 5.4. 1) 

The laboratory shall use appropriate methods and procedures for all tests and/or calibrations within its scope. 
These include sampling, handling, transport, storage and preparation of items to be tested and/or calibrated, 
and, where appropriate, an estimation of the measurement uncertainty as well as statistical techniques for 
analysis of test and/or calibration data. The laboratory shall have instructions on the use and operation of all 
relevant equipment, and on the handling and preparation of items for testing and/or calibration, or both, where 
the absence of such instructions could jeopardize the results of tests and/or calibrations. All instructions, 
standards, manuals and reference data relevant to the work of the laboratory shall be kept up to date and shall 
be made readily available to personnel (see 4.3). Deviation from test and calibration methods shall occur only if 
the deviation has been documented, technically justified, authorized, and accepted by the customer. 

NOTE: International, regional or national standards or other recognized specifications that contain sufficient 
and concise information on how to perform the tests and/or calibrations do not need to be supplemented or 
rewritten as internal procedures if these standards are written in a way that they can be used as published by 
the operating staff in a laboratory. It may be necessary to provide additional documentation for optional steps in 
the method or additional details. 

5.4.2 Selection of Methods (ISO/lEG 17025:2005, Clause 5.4.2) 

The laboratory shall use test and/or calibration methods, including methods for sampling, which meet the needs 
of the customer and which are appropriate for the tests and/or calibrations it undertakes. Methods published in 
international, regional or national standards shall preferably be used. The laboratory shall ensure that it uses 
the latest valid edition of a standard unless it is not appropriate or possible to do so. When necessary, the 
standard shall be supplemented with additional details to ensure consistent application. When the customer 
does not specify the method to be used, the laboratory shall select appropriate methods that have been 
published either in international, regional or national standards, or by reputable technical organizations, or in 
relevant scientific texts or journals, or as specified by the manufacturer of the equipment. Laboratory-developed 
methods or methods adopted by the laboratory may also be used if they are appropriate for the intended use 
and if they are validated. The customer shall be informed as to the method chosen. The laboratory shall 

confirm that it can properly operate standard methods before introducing the tests or calibrations. If the 

standard method changes, the confirmation shall be repeated. The laboratory shall inform the customer when 
the method proposed by the customer is considered to be inappropriate or out of date. 

5.4.3 Laboratory-Developed Methods (ISO/lEG 17025:2005, Clause 5.4.3) 

The introduction of test and calibration methods developed by the laboratory for its own use shall be a planned 

activity and shall be assigned to qualified personnel equipped with adequate resources. Plans shall be updated 
as development proceeds and effective communication amongst all personnel involved shall be ensured. 

5.4.4 Non-Standard Methods (/SO/lEG 17025:2005, Clause 5.4.4) 

When it is necessary to use methods not covered by standard methods, these shall be subject to agreement 

with the customer and shall include a clear specification of the customer's requirements and the purpose of the 

test and/or calibration. The method developed shall have been validated appropriately before use. 
NOTE: For new test and/or calibration methods, procedures should be developed prior to the tests and/or 
calibrations being performed and should contain at least the following information: 

a) appropriate identification;

b) scope;

c) description of the type of item to be tested or calibrated;

d) parameters or quantities and ranges to be determined;



 

e) apparatus and equipment, including technical performance requirements;

f) reference standards and reference materials required;

g) environmental conditions required and any stabilization period needed;

h) description of the procedure, including affixing of identification marks, handling, transporting, storing and
preparation of items, checks to be made before the work is started, checks that the equipment is working properly
and, where required, calibration and adjustment of the equipment before each use, the method of recording the
observations and results, any safety measures to be observed;

i) criteria and/or requirements for approval/rejection;

j) data to be recorded and method of analysis and presentation;

k) the uncertainty or the procedure for estimating uncertainty.

5.4.4.1 The note in 5.4.4 above, which includes a - k, shall be considered during the development of the 
method. 

5.4.4.2 The laboratory shall ensure that once the method has been developed, a Standard Operating 

Procedure as outlined in 4.2.8.5 f shall be written. 

5.4.5 Validation of Methods (ISO!JEC 17025:2005, Clause 5.4.5) 

5.4.5.1 Validation is the confirmation by examination and the provision of objective evidence that the particular 
requirements for a specific intended use are fulfilled. 

5.4.5.2 The laboratory shall validate non-standard methods, laboratory-designed/developed methods, standard 
methods used outside their intended scope, and amplifications and modifications of standard methods to confirm that 
the methods are fit for the intended use. The validation shall be as extensive as is necessary to meet the needs of the 
given application or field of application. The laboratory shall record the results obtained, the procedure used for the 

validation, and a statement as to whether the method is fit for the intended use. 

NOTE 1: Validation may include procedures for sampling, handling and transportation. 

NOTE 2: The techniques used for the determination of the performance of a method should be one of, or a 

combination of, the following: 

- calibration using reference standards or reference materials;
- comparison of results achieved with other methods;
- interlaboratory comparisons;
- systematic assessment of the factors influencing the result;
- assessment of the uncertainty of the results based on scientific understanding of the

- theoretical principles of the method and practical experience.

-
NOTE 3: When some changes are made in the validated non-standard methods, the influence of 
such changes should be documented and, if appropriate, a new validation should be 
carried out. 

5.4.5.3 The range and accuracy of the values obtainable from validated methods (e.g. the uncertainty of the 
results, detection limit, selectivity of the method, linearity, limit of repeatability and/or reproducibility, robustness 
against external influences and/or cross-sensitivity against interference from the matrix of the sample/test 
object), as assessed for the intended use, shall be relevant to the customers' needs. 

NOTE 1: Validation includes specification of the requirements, determination of the characteristics of the 
methods, a check that the requirements can be fulfilled by using the method, and a statement on the validity. 



 

NOTE 2: As method-development proceeds, regular review should be carried out to verify that the needs of the 
customer are still being fulfilled. Any change in requirements requiring modifications to the development plan 
should be approved and authorized. 

NOTE 3: Validation is a/ways a balance between costs, risks and technical possibilities. There are many cases 
in which the range and uncertainty of the values (e.g. accuracy, detection limit, selectivity, linearity, 
repeatability, reproducibility, robustness and cross-sensitivity) can only be given in a simplified way due to lack 
of information. 

5.4.5.4 All methods used by the laboratory, whether non-standard or standard (reference) methods shall be 
validated before use to ensure that the laboratory has the capability of using the method for its intended use. 
See Section 1.5. of each of the technical modules (Volume 1, Modules 3 through 7) for specific validation 
requirements. Non-standard methods must comply with 5.4.5.1 - 5.4.5.3 above, in addition to specific 
requirements in Section 1.5 of the technical modules. 

5.4.6 Estimation of Analytical Uncertainty 

Clause 5.4.6 of the ISO//EC/IEC 17025:2005 concerning calibration testing does not apply. The following 
requirement replaces the /SO//EC Clause. Environmental testing laboratories shall have a procedure(s) for 
estimating analytical uncertainty. Quality control measurement data may be used to determine analytical 
uncertainty. 

5.4.6.1 A calibration laboratory, or a testing laboratory performing its own calibrations, shall have and shall 
apply a procedure to estimate the uncertainty of measurement for all calibrations and types of calibrations. 

5.4.6.2 Testing laboratories shall have and shall apply procedures for estimating uncertainty of measurement. 
In certain cases the nature of the test method may preclude rigorous, metrologically and statistically valid, 
calculation of uncertainty of measurement. In these cases the laboratory shall at least attempt to identify all the 
components of uncertainty and make a reasonable estimation, and shall ensure that the form of reporting of the 
result does not give a wrong impression of the uncertainty. Reasonable estimation shall be based on 
knowledge of the performance of the method and on the measurement scope and shall make use of, for 
example, previous experience and validation data. 

NOTE 1: The degree of rigor needed in an estimation of uncertainty of measurement depends on 
factors such as: 

- the requirements of the test method;
- the requirements of the customer;
- the existence of narrow limits on which decisions on conformity to a specification are based.
-

NOTE 2: In those cases where a well-recognized test method specifies limits to the values of the major sources 
of uncertainty of measurement and specifies the form of presentation of calculated results, the laboratory is 
considered to have satisfied this clause by following the test method and reporting instructions (see 5.10). 

5.4.6.3 When estimating the uncertainty of measurement, all uncertainty components which are of importance 
in the given situation shall be taken into account using appropriate methods of analysis.  

NOTE 1: Sources contributing to the uncertainty include, but are not necessarily limited to, the reference 
standards and reference materials used, methods and equipment used, environmental conditions, properties 
and condition of the item being tested or calibrated, and the operator. 

NOTE 2: The predicted long-term behaviour of the tested and/or calibrated item is not normally taken into 
account when estimating the measurement uncertainty. 

NOTE 3: For further information, see /SO 5725 and the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement 
(see Bibliography). 

5.4.7 Control of Data (ISO/lEG 17025:2005, Clause 5.4.7) 

5.4.7.1 Calculations and data transfers shall be subject to appropriate checks in a systematic manner. 



 

5.4.7.2 When computers or automated equipment are used for the acquisition, processing, recording, reporting, 
storage or retrieval of test or calibration data, the laboratory shall ensure that: 

a) computer software developed by the user is documented in sufficient detail and is suitably
validated as being adequate for use;

b) procedures are established and implemented for protecting the data; such procedures shall include, but not
be limited to, integrity and confidentiality of data entry or collection, data storage, data transmission and data
processing;

c) computers and automated equipment are maintained to ensure proper functioning and are provided with the
environmental and operating conditions necessary to maintain the integrity of test and calibration data.

NOTE: Commercial off-the-shelf software (e.g. word processing, database and statistical programmes) in 
general use within their designed application range may be considered to be sufficiently validated. However, 
laboratory software configuration/modifications should be validated as in 5.4. 7.2 a). 
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TNI STANDARDS LICENSE AGREEMENT 
 

Single Use Version 
 

This License Agreement is between The NELAC Institute, (TNI), and you, the individual or entity that 

purchased a TNI Standard.  

 
IMPORTANT - READ CAREFULLY BEFORE DOWNLOADING OR COPYING TO YOUR COMPUTER 

ANY FILE(S) CONTAINED HEREWITH. 

 

THE STANDARD(S) AND OTHER INFORMATION PROVIDED HEREWITH ARE COPYRIGHT 

PROTECTED. BY DOWNLOADING ANY FILE PROVIDED HEREWITH TO YOUR COMPUTER, YOU ARE 

ACCEPTING AND AGREEING TO THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT. IF YOU ARE NOT 

WILLING TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT, PRIOR TO DOWNLOADING 

OR COPYING TO YOUR COMPUTER ANY FILES(S), YOU MUST DECLINE ACCESS TO SUCH 

MATERIALS. 

 

1. GRANT OF LICENSE: Subject to the provisions contained herein and to the payment of all applicable fees, 

TNI grants you a nonexclusive, non-transferable license to the materials contained herewith (the Standards). Your 

licensed rights to the Standards are limited to the following: 

 

(a) This License Agreement does not convey to you an interest in or to the Standards, but only a limited right of use 

revocable in accordance with the terms of this License Agreement. This License Agreement covers the following 

Standards: 

 

Environmental Laboratory Sector 

 

Volume 1 - Management and Technical Requirements for Laboratories Performing Environmental Analysis 

(comprising 7 modules) 

Volume 2 - General Requirements for Accreditation Bodies Accrediting Environmental Laboratories 

(comprising 3 modules) 

  

Field Sampling and Measurement Organization Sector 

 

Volume 1 - General Requirements for Field Sampling and Measurement Organizations 

Volume 2 - General Requirements for Accreditation Bodies Accrediting Field Sampling and Measurement 

Organizations 

 

TNI grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable, personal, limited license to use the standards according to the 

terms of this License Agreement. 

 

(b) You may install one copy of the Standards on, and permit access to it by, a single computer owned, leased or 

otherwise controlled by you. In the event that computer becomes dysfunctional, such that you are unable to access 

the Standard, you may transfer the Standard to another computer, provided that the Standard is removed from the 

computer from which it is transferred and the use of the Standard on the replacement computer otherwise complies 

with the terms of this Agreement. Neither concurrent use on two or more computers nor use in a local area network 

or other network is permitted. You shall not merge, adapt, translate, modify, rent, lease, sell, sublicense, assign or 

otherwise transfer any of the Standards, or remove any copyright notice appearing on any of the Standards. You may 

copy the Standards only for backup purposes. You may not copy, install, or use these standards in any manner that 

allows its use by more than one concurrent user, or on more than one stand-alone computer. You may not copy the 

standards on a network. You may view the standards on screen and may print a single paper copy.   

 

(c) You acknowledge and agree that the Standards are proprietary to the Copyright holders identified on the front 

page of the Standards, and are protected under U.S. copyright law and international copyright treaties. You further 
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acknowledge and agree that all right, title and interest in and to the Standards, including all intellectual property 

rights, are and shall remain with the Copyright holders. 

 

2. LIMITED WARRANTY: 

 

(a) TNI warrants for your benefit alone that TNI and the Copyright holders can license the Standards and all 

copyright and trademarks related thereto or therein. 

 

(b) THE EXPRESS WARRANTIES SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION 2 CONSTITUTE THE ONLY 

WARRANTIES WITH RESPECT TO THE STANDARDS AND THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE NO 

OTHER REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR 

IMPLIED (EITHER IN FACT OR BY OPERATION OF LAW) WITH RESPECT TO ANY OF THE 

STANDARDS, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WITH RESPECT TO THE SUFFICIENCY, 

ACCURACY OR UTILIZATION OF, OR ANY INFORMATION OR OPINION CONTAINED OR REFLECTED 

IN, ANY OF THE STANDARDS. THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL 

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

NO OFFICER, DIRECTOR, EMPLOYEE, MEMBER, AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE OR PUBLISHER OF THE 

COPYRIGHT HOLDER IS AUTHORIZED TO MAKE ANY MODIFICATION, EXTENSION, OR ADDITION 

TO THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. 

 

3. INDEMNIFICATION: 

 

The Copyright holders, or any of their respective directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives or members 

(the Indemnified Parties) shall have no liability for, and you shall defend, indemnify and hold each of the 

Indemnified Parties harmless from and against, any claim, loss, demand, liability, obligation and expenses 

(including reasonable attorneys' fees) based upon or arising out of any injury or damage, or any product liability 

claim, including but not limited to, any personal or bodily injury or property damage, arising out of, pertaining to, or 

resulting in any way from, the use or possession of any of the Product by you and/or any of your directors, officers, 

employees, representatives, agents or contractors. 

 

4. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: 

 

a) You acknowledge that each of the Copyright holder’s obligations and liabilities with respect to the Standards are 

exhaustively defined in this Agreement. You are responsible for the consequences of any use of any of the Standards 

(whether or not such use was consistent with the license granted hereunder) created therefrom. Whether or not the 

Copyright holders have been advised of their possibility, neither the Copyright holders nor TNI nor any of its 

representatives or agents, directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives or members, shall be liable, whether 

under contract, tort (including negligence) or otherwise, for any indirect, special, punitive, incidental or 

consequential loss, damage, cost or expense of any kind whatsoever and howsoever caused, that may be suffered by 

you or any of your directors, officers, employees, agents, representatives or contractors or any third party. 

 

b) If at any time an allegation of infringement of any rights of any third party is made, or in the Copyright holder’s is 

likely to be made, with respect to any of the Standards, the Copyright holders may, at its option and at its own 

expense (i) obtain for you the right to continue using the Standard, (ii) modify or replace the Standards or any 

portion thereof so as to avoid any such claim of infringements, or (iii) refund to you the License Fee. the Copyright 

holders shall have no liability to you if any claim of infringement would have been avoided except for your refusal 

to use any modified or replacement Standard supplied or offered to be supplied pursuant to this Section 4(b) or to 

otherwise cease using the Standard. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement, and except as set forth 

in Section 4(b) hereof, the Copyright holders liability to you for damages pursuant to this Section 4(b), if any, shall 

not exceed the amounts of the License Fee paid by you for the Standards subject to any such claim. 

 

c) Section 4(b) state the entire liability of the Copyright holders with respect to the infringement or alleged 

infringement of any third party rights of any kind whatsoever by any of the Standard. 

 

5. TERMINATION: This Agreement may be terminated immediately by TNI upon breach of any provision of this 

Agreement by you. Upon any termination of this Agreement, you shall immediately discontinue the use of the 
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Standards and shall within ten (10) days certify in writing to TNI that the Standards have been deleted from your 

computer and have been eliminated from your premises. 

 

6. GOVERNING LAW; ATTORNEY’S FEES: This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of 

Texas without reference to its conflict of laws provisions and you further consent to jurisdiction by the state and 

federal courts sitting in the State of Texas. 

 

7. MISCELLANEOUS: This Agreement constitutes the complete and exclusive agreement between TNI and you 

with respect to the subject matter hereof, and supercedes all prior oral or written understandings, communications or 

agreements not specifically incorporated herein. This Agreement may not be modified except in writing duly signed 

by an authorized representative of TNI and you. If any provision of this Agreement is held to be unenforceable for 

any reason, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable, and such decision 

shall not affect the enforceability (i) of such provision under other circumstances, or (ii) of the remaining provisions 

hereof under all circumstances. Headings shall not be considered in interpreting the Agreement. 

 

8. EXPORT: You may not load or export or re -export any of the Product or any underlying information or 

technology except in full compliance with all United States and other applicable laws and regulations. 

 

BY ACCESSING THE PRODUCT, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THE TERMS OF 

THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY ITS TERMS. 
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SENT BY ELECTRONIC MAIL 
 
January 11, 2019 
 
David Eugene Kimbrough, Ph.D. 
Coalition of Accredited Laboratories 
  
Mr. Kimbrough:  
 
SUBJECT: PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST RECEIVED ON JANUARY 3, 2019  
 
This letter serves as the State Water Resources Control Board Environmental 
Laboratory Accreditation Program’s (ELAP) response to your California Public Records 
Act request received on January 3, 2019.  Your request is for California ELAP to provide 
a copy of:  

• International Organization of Standards, ISO/IEC 17011: 2004 or 2017  
Conformity assessment -- General requirements for accreditation bodies 
accrediting conformity assessment bodies and ISO/IEC 17000:2004 
Conformity assessment -- Vocabulary and general principles  

 
All ISO publications are protected by copyright. The copyright ownership of ISO is 
clearly indicated on every ISO publication. Any unauthorized use such as copying, 
scanning or distribution is prohibited. Release of this document to you from California 
ELAP would be a violation of the copyright law. 
 
You may purchase a copy of ISO/IEC 17011 and 17000 through the website located at 
www.iso.org Alternatively, you may review ISO/IEC 17011:2004 in the Los Angeles 
Field Office located at 500 N. Central Avenue, Suite 500, Glendale, CA 91203, but you 
cannot copy the document or take it out of our office. California ELAP does not have a 
copy of ISO/IEC 17000.   
 
If you have any additional questions, contact me at (916) 341-5175 or 
christine.sotelo@waterboards.ca.gov 
 
Regards, 

 
Christine Sotelo, Chief  
Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program   

http://www.iso.org/
mailto:christine.sotelo@waterboards.ca.gov


 

 
 
 

SENT BY ELECTRONIC MAIL 
 
January 16, 2019 
 
David Eugene Kimbrough, Ph.D. 
Coalition of Accredited Laboratories 
  
Mr. Kimbrough:  
 
SUBJECT: PUBLIC RECORDS ACT REQUEST RECEIVED ON JANUARY 14, 2019  
 
This letter serves as the State Water Resources Control Board Environmental 
Laboratory Accreditation Program’s (ELAP) response to your California Public Records 
Act request received on January 14, 2019.  Your request is for California ELAP to 
provide a copy of The NELAC Institute, Volume 1: Management and Technical 
Requirements for Laboratories Performing Environmental Analysis (2016). 
 
All TNI documents are protected by copyright. Any unauthorized use such as copying, 
scanning or distribution is prohibited. Release of this document to you from California 
ELAP would be a violation of the copyright law. 
 
You may purchase a copy of the standard from the TNI website located at 
https://www.nelac-institute.org.  ELAP has negotiated a free 6-month membership to 
TNI for California laboratories which includes member rates on documents and 
trainings. Email TNI's Executive Administrator, Suzanne Rachmaninoff, at 
suzanne.rachmaninoff@nelac-institute.org to request membership. Alternatively, you 
may review the standard in the Los Angeles Field Office located at 500 N. Central 
Avenue, Suite 500, Glendale, CA 91203, but you cannot copy the document or take it 
out of our office.  
 
If you have any additional questions, contact me at (916) 341-5175 or 
christine.sotelo@waterboards.ca.gov 
 
Regards, 

 
Christine Sotelo, Chief  
Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program   

https://www.nelac-institute.org/index.php
mailto:christine.sotelo@waterboards.ca.gov
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Fiscal Year Business Unit Department 

2019-20 3940/ State Water Resources Control Board/ 

4265 California Department of Public Health 

Budget Request Name Program 

3940-014-BCP-2019-GB 3565-Drinking Water 

4265-006-BCP-2019-GB 4045-Public and Environmental Health 

Budget Request Description 

Increased Drinking Water Laboratory Services 

Budget Request 

Priority No. 

Subprogram 

N/A 

4045059-Environmental Health 

The State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) requests $837,000 in 2019-20 and $782,000 
annually thereafter from the Safe Drinking Water Account for an interagency agreement with the California 
Department of Public Health (Public Health) to meet the primacy agreement with the United States 
Environmental Protection Agency and, in support of those activities, meet new laboratory standards. 

Public Health requests a corresponding increase in reimbursement authority and 4 permanent positions. 

Requires Legislation 

D Yes IZ! No 

Does this BCP contain information technology (IT) 
components? D Yes IZ! No 

If yes, departmental Chief Information Officer must sign. 

Code Section(s) to be Added/Amended/Repealed 

Department CIO Date 

For IT requests, specify the project number, the most recent project approval document (FSR, SPR, S1 BA, 
S2AA, S3SD, S4PRA), and the approval date. 

Project No. Project Approval Document: Approval Date: 

If proposal affects another department, does other department concur with proposal? IZ! Yes D No 

Attach comments of affected department, signed and dated by the department director or designee. 

Prepared By Date Reviewed By Date 

Department Director Date Agency Secretary Date 

Department of Finance Use Only 

Additional Review: □ Capital Outlay □ ITCU □ FSCU □ OSAE □ CALSTARS □ Dept.of Technology 

PPBA Origlnal Signed By

Sergio Aguilar
Date submitted to the Legislature 

JAN 1 0 2019 



BCP Fiscal Detail Sheet 
BCP Title: Interagency Agreement with the California Department of Public Health, Drinking Water Name- 3940-014-BCP-2019-GB 
and Radiation Laboratory 

Budget Request Summary FY19 
CY BY BY+1 BY+2 BY+3 BY+4 

Operating Expenses and Equipment 

5340 - Consulting and Professional Services -

Interdepartmental 

Total Operating Expenses and Equipment 

Total Budget Request 

Fund Summary 
Fund Source - State Operations 

0306 - Safe Drinking Water Account 

Total State Operations Expenditures 

Total All Funds 

J O . 

$0 

$0 

$0 

837 

$837 

$837 

837 

$837 

$837 

782 

$782 

$782 

782 

$782 

$782 

782 

$782 

$782 

782 

$782 

$782 

782 

$782 

$782 

782 

$782 

$782 

782 

$782 

$782 

782 

$782 

$782 

Program Summary 
Program Funding 

3565 - Drinking Water Quality 

Total All Programs $0 

837 

$837 

782 

$782 

782 

$782 

782 

$782 

782 

$782 



BCP Fiscal Detail Sheet 
BCP Title: Expanded Drinking Water Laboratory Services for the State Water Resources Control 

Board 
BR Name: 4265-006-BCP-2019-GB 

Budget Request Summary FY19 

CY BY BY+1 BY+2 BY+3 BY+4 

Personal Services 

Positions - Permanent 0.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 

Total Positions 0.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 

Salaries and Wages 

Earnings - Permanent 0 365 365 365 365 365 

Total Salaries and Wages $0 $365 $365 $365 $365 $365 

Total Staff Benefits 0 196 196 196 196 196 

Total Personal Services $0 $561 $561 $561 $561 $561 

Operating Expenses and Equipment 

5301 - General Expense 0 79 79 79 79 79 

5302 - Printing 0 7 7 7 7 7 

5304 - Communications 0 5 5 5 5 5 

5320 - Travel: In-State 0 41 41 41 41 41 

5322 - Training 0 8 8 8 8 8 

5324 - Facilities Operation 0 42 42 42 42 42 

5340 - Consulting and Professional Services -
0 25 25 25 25 25 

External 
0 25 25 25 25 

5344 - Consolidated Data Centers 0 14 14 14 14 14 

5368 - Non-Capitai Asset Purchases -
0 55 0 0 0 0 

Equipment 
0 55 0 0 0 0 

Total Operating Expenses and Equipment $0 $276 $221 $221 $221 $221 

Total Budget Request $0 $837 $782 $782 $782 $782 

Fund Summary 
Fund Source - State Operations 

0995 - Reimbursements 0 837 782 782 782 782 

Total State Operations Expenditures $0 $837 $782 $782 $782 $782 

Total All Funds $0 $837 $782 $782 $782 $782 

Program Summary 
Program Funding 

4045059 - Environmental Health 0 837 782 782 782 782 



Total All Programs $0 $837 $782 $782 $782 $782 



BCP Title: Expanded Drinking Water Laboratory Services for the State Water Resources 

Control Board 
BR Name: 4265-006-BCP-2019-GB 

Personal Services Details 

Salary information 

Positions 

5581 - Research Scientist II 

K K Q i Research Scientist II 

^^^^ • 2019) 

(Eff. 07-01-2019) 

l(Eff. 07-01-

Min Mid Max CY 

0.0 

0.0 

BY 

1.0 

3.0 

BY+1 

1.0 

3.0 

BY+2 

1.0 

3.0 

BY+3 

1.0 

3.0 

BY+4 

1.0 

3.0 

Total Positions 0.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 

Salaries and Wages CY BY BY+1 BY+2 BY+3 BY+4 

5581 - Research Scientist II 

( - ^ Q . Research Scientist II 

^^^^ " 2019) 

(Eff. 07-01-2019) 

1 (Eff. 07-01-

0 

0 

85 . 

280 

85 

280 

85 

280 

85 

280 

85 

280 

Total Salaries and Wages $0 $365 $365 $365 $365 $365 

Staff Benefits 

5150900 - Staff Benefits - Other 0 196 196 196 196 196 

Total Staff Benefits $0 $196 $196 $196 $196 $196 

Total Personal Services $0 $561 $561 $561 $561 $561 
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A. Budget Request Summary

The State Water Board requests $837,000 in 2019-20 and $782,000 in ongoing resources from the
Safe Drinking Water Account to fund 4.0 positions and laboratory equipment under an interagency
agreement with the California Department of Public Health (Public Health). The interagency agreement
identifies additional activities required by the State Water Board to fulfill the primacy agreement with the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and, in support of those activities, increase
laboratory capabilities through implementation of The National Environmental Laboratory Accreditation
Conference Institute (TNI) Standard. The requested positions and reimbursement authority are needed
for Public Health's Drinking Water and Radiation Laboratory (DWRL) to meet these added State Water
Board requirements. The interagency agreement will primarily be for Public Health to provide services
and analytical capabilities related to expert technical assistance, inter-laboratory calibration sample
results, method development and validation, and water quality results for every constituent specified in
Title 22, Chapter 15 as required for drinking water primacy. Additional resources will also be necessary
to investigate and develop new analytical methods for contaminants of emerging concern. All of the
services provided will be structured around a quality management system framework (TNI Standard).

B. Background/History

On July 1, 2014, the Division of Drinking Water, and its authority to enforce the Safe Drinking Water
Act, was transferred from Public Health to the State Water Board. The United States Environmental
Protection Agency granted primacy to the State Water Board for enforcement of the Safe Drinking
Water Act (SOWA) in California through a primacy agreement. Among other requirements, the primacy
agreement requires the State Water Board to have the ability to analyze every contaminant listed under
the SOWA and have access to a reference laboratory as necessary. Public Health serves as the State
Water Board's Principal Laboratory in accordance with requirements of the primacy delegation
agreement for the drinking water regulatory program from EPA. The State Water Board identified 51
additional constituents that DWRL did not previously have the capacity to perform. These 51
constituents require 25 separate analytical methods which require method validation, measurement of
limits of detection and quantitation, evaluation of precision and bias, evaluation of selectivity, and
proficiency testing.

The State Water Board is developing regulations requiring all California environmental testing
laboratories comply with TNI Standards. This rulemaking is expected to be completed in late 2019 or
early 2020, with an anticipated effective date in 2020. The interagency agreement stipulates that the
Public Health laboratory meet the TNI Standards. This proposal provides resources for Public Health to
meet the TNI Standard required to support the analytical services provided to the State Water Board.
The TNI Standards provide a nationally recognized uniform basis to evaluate laboratory procedures
and competency (through management and technical requirements) thereby ensuring data of known
and documented quality. The TNI Standard, which includes quality management systems, is a
formalized system that documents processes, procedures, and responsibilities for achieving quality
policies and objectives. Quality management systems help coordinate and direct an organization's
activities to meet customer and regulatory requirements, and improve its effectiveness and efficiency
on a continuous basis. EPA has formally determined that the implementation of the TNI Standard is
equivalent to meeting the federal drinking water primacy requirements.

C. State Level Considerations

The State Water Board, through the Division of Drinking Water, is the public agency responsible for 
protecting public health by enforcing the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act and related 
regulations. This work helps to ensure the safety of the drinking water supplied by public water 
systems. The availability of a full range of drinking water analytical services and laboratory support is 
critical to this work, especially during periods of emergency and natural disasters, such as fires, floods 
and earthquakes. 

Having access to a full range of laboratory analytical services is an important element in the State 
Water Board carrying out core responsibilities in support of its legislative mandates. The TNI Standard 
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ensures the production of data of known and documented quality and has been adopted by eleven 
other state drinking water principal laboratories around the country and by six EPA regional 
laboratories. Public Health's DWRL adherence to TNI standards demonstrates that the State Water 
Board holds its Principal Laboratory to the same industry standard required of other environmental 
laboratories regulated by the State. DWRL will be more effective as a reference laboratory by using the 
TNI Standard and will serve as a better training facility for State Water Board Drinking Water Program 
field staff and Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program auditors, as well as for the California 
environmental laboratory community, including many local public health laboratories. 

D. Justification

This proposal provides the resources for Public Health to conduct the additional activities needed by 
the State Water Board to carry out the mission of ensuring compliance with the Safe Drinking Water Act 
and related work. That work consists of training field engineers and ELAP auditors in laboratory 
practices and analytical chemistry, providing detailed instruction in laboratory audits and issues to focus 
attention while reviewing standard laboratory practices (especially radiochemistry), consultation with 
ELAP under the new TNI Standard, and participation in the Environmental Laboratory Technical 
Advisory Committee. 

This proposal provides resources necessary to meet an expanded range of water quality analyses and 
the development of new analytical methods for regulatory standards and method validation. When 
promulgating state drinking water standards, the State Water Board must identify analytical methods 
that detect a particular constituent at low levels sufficient to protect public health. 

This proposal provides the resources for Public Health to conduct the additional activities requested by 
the State Water Board under an expansion of its contract with Public Health to provide drinking water 
analytical services. These activities significantly change the Quality Management System and Quality 
Assurance for the State's Principal Laboratory, resulting in compliance with a nationwide consensus 
standard for environmental laboratory accreditation, and specifically, requirements that will be 
applicable to all California environmental laboratories. 

To ensure compliance with accreditation standards, the State Water Board will require Public Health to 
be inspected by a third-party laboratory auditor. DWRL is currently audited by the EPA Region IX 
Laboratory, using the EPA Drinking Water Certification Manual as the accreditation standard. The 
interagency agreement requests that DWRL maintain accreditation, but replace the Drinking Water 
Certification Manual with the 2016 TNI Standard as the basis for the accreditation standard in 
compliance with federal primacy requirements. Providing the minimum criteria to fulfill primacy 
requirements and the TNI Standard varies greatly from how DWRL has previously managed the 
laboratory operations. The new Standard features the following enhancements: 

• Numbers of applications, reviews, inspections and requirements
o Application for assessment annually instead of every three years
o On-site audits every other year instead of every three years
o Analysis of proficiency testing (PT) twice a year for each technology and matrix

(Note: State Water Board ELAP plans to require PT testing annually for CA laboratories)

• Quality System - New quality assurance (QA) program and details planning, implementation,
assessment, improvement of work, and will include the following:

o Requires a Quality Manual (QM)
o A full-time Quality Manager (independent and reporting directly to management) with

management roles and responsibilities delineated as well as commitment to QS
o Requires document control procedures (review/revision process)
o Specifies service to clients (annual surveys, notifications, complaint resolution procedure)
o Requires control of records (identification, collection, filing storage)
o Requires both internal & external audits
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o Requires ethics training and data integrity procedures
• Technical requirements specified:

o Proficiency testing (PT)
o Applying to all chemical testing
o Applying to all microbiological testing
o Applying to all radiochemical testing
o Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
o Personnel training and competency assessment (personnel qualifications, tracking of

training/proficiency)
o Calibration requirements including documentation of instrument maintenance and supp0rt
o Measurement traceability (traceability of standards and reagents)
o Sample traceability (collection and handling of samples)
o Quality Control (QC) requirements including tracking instrument and method performance

To implement these enhanced standards, maintain accreditation, and develop the capability to test for 
the added constituents, this proposal requests two Research Scientist (RS) Ill (Chemical Sciences), a 
Research Scientist Ill (Microbiological Sciences), and a Research Scientist II (Chemical Sciences). 

One RS Ill (Chemical Sciences) will serve as the laboratory's TNI Quality Manager with a wide range of 
responsibilities related to compliance with the TNI Standard (such as developing and implementing the 
Quality System (QS), Quality Manual (QM), document control system, accreditation activity scheduling, 
tracking and management, training staff and management on TNI Standard/systems/ethics and data 
integrity). Once accreditation is obtained under the TNI Standard, the Quality Manager will have the 
ongoing responsibility of maintaining and implementing the Quality System. Specifically, the Quality 
Manager will conduct annual audits of every analytical method the laboratory performs in chemistry, 
microbiology and radiochemistry. The Quality Manager will also be responsible for updating all 
documents and for maintaining and retrieving records pertaining to the Quality System year-round. 
Lastly, the Quality Manager will coordinate with the assessors and accreditation bodies relative to 
laboratory audits, prepare annual applications, and manage the bi-annual external audits (or lab 
inspections). DWRL has maintained its certification status without interruption and currently holds 
certificates for Chemical, Microbiological, and Radiochemical Analyses of Drinking Water. Achieving 
additional certification under the 2016 TNI Standard requires the development and implementation of a 
specific Quality System, which must be tailored to DWRL operations and processes, as well as on
going TNI compliance with staff scientists. This proposal provides the resources needed to comply with 
the TNI Standard for all constituents formerly accredited by US EPA Region IX and the resources 
needed to develop test methods for additional constituents. 

One RS Ill (Chemical Sciences) and one RS II (Chemical Sciences) will be responsible for achieving 
and maintaining compliance with the chemistry technical standard (Quality Systems for Chemical 
Testing) for all of the organic, inorganic, and general water quality contaminants, constituents and 
parameters identified in the State Water Board contract scope of work. Specifically, these two positions 
will acquire necessary knowledge of requirements, prepare documents such as SOPs for all methods, 
instruments and procedures, validate method including documentation of detection and reporting limits, 
linear range, potential interferences, ruggedness, demonstrate initial and continuing capabilities, 
conduct internal chemistry audits, conduct proficiency testing for initial and continuing accreditation, 
calibrate instruments, verify equipment functioning, data-entry into tracking system, and serve as 
subject matter experts for chemistry laboratory audits with TNI assessors. In addition to achieving and 
maintaining compliance with the TNI chemistry technical standard, the RS Ill and II will also develop 
and set up 25 new methods and 51 chemicals. Once these methods are set up, the RSs will perform 
sample analysis for the State Water Board and other clients as part of their on-going analytical duties 
servicing this contract. Additionally, the RS will provide expertise and training pertaining to TNl
compliant chemical testing and procedures for both drinking water engineers and ELAP auditors. 

The RS Ill (Microbiological Sciences) will be responsible for achieving and maintaining compliance with 
the microbiology technical standard (Quality Systems for Microbiological Testing) for all of the microbial 
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contaminants, constituents and parameters identified in the State Water Board scope of work. Included 
in these responsibilities wrll be determination of fecal indicator bacteria, heterotrophic plate count, 
enterococcus methods, establishing qualifications through analyzing PT samples, initial and ongoing 
demonstrations of capability, analyzing samples, preparation of documents required for accreditation 
applications, and representation of Public Health as a subject matter expert during TNI laboratory 
audits and inspections. In addition to achieving and maintaining compliance with the TNI microbiology 
technical standard, the RS Ill will perform microbiological sample analysis as part of ongoing analytical 
duties for this contract. The RS Ill will also provide expertise and training pertaining to TN I-compliant 
microbiology testing and procedures for both drinking water engineers and ELAP auditors. 

In addition to the personnel resources, this request includes the costs for an ongoing external contract 
($25,000) for a third-party laboratory assessor and on-site auditing required every other year to 
maintain TNI accreditation. Additional, one-time, equipment is needed in the amount of $55,000 for 
method development, validation, and ongoing laboratory analysis for the added constituents. Additional 
ongoing training ($8,000) is needed on standard and reference analytical methods. Added, ongoing, 
technical/scientific laboratory supplies ($65,000 for reagents and other consumables, equipment 
service, column replacement, waste disposal, equipment repair, etc.) are also needed to develop, 
validate, and continue with ongoing laboratory analysis for the additional methods requested by the 
State Water Board. 

Satisfying the requirements of the State Water Board contract also has advantages for both Public 
Health and its clients and partners related to drinking water testing and methods. In particular, Public 
Health's DWRL will be more useful and relevant as a drinking water reference laboratory if it is 
consistent with the accreditation requirements and procedures of the California environmental 
laboratory community. DWRL is a training resource for State Water Board field engineers and ELAP 
auditors. DWRL has assisted in laboratory audits. Familiarization with the nationwide accreditation 
standard and TNI Assessor audit practices will improve the relevance and integration of DWRL and its 
technical expertise. Similarly, DWRL would be better qualified to consult with ELAP and participate 
knowledgeably in the Environmental Laboratory Technical Advisory Committee. Lastly, increasing the 
scope of drinking water constituents that can be analyzed will position the Public Health laboratory to 
provide even stronger support to drinking water safety in California. 

E. Outcomes and Accountability

The primary outcome of this proposal is that analytical work performed by Public Health under the
interagency agreement will meet required quality standards so that the results can be effectively used
to carry out the mission of the State Water Board, Drinking Water Division, to effectively regulate public
water systems, and to enforce the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act. Additionally, Public
Health will be able to perform analysis for the full range of constituents necessary for the Stater Water
Board to carry out its duties.

Projected Outcomes 

Workload Measure 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 

Recruit Quality Manager, analytical chemists and X 
microbiologist 

Receive training on standard and reference X X 

analytical methods 

Develop Quality System (QS), write Quality X X X X 
Manual (QM) and compliant SOPs 

Develop training materials and provide training on X X X X X 
TNI Standard, management practices, ethics and 
data integrity 

Conduct internal audits of chemistry, microbiology X X X X X 
and radiochemistry 

Prepare applications (submit pre-audit package X X X X 
on staff, equipment, PTs, SOPs and QM); 
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coordinate and host external audits/inspections 

Develop and validate lab developed tests (LDT) 

Demonstrate capabilities, detection/reporting 
limits and analyze PT samples successfully 

Analyze drinking water samples for State Water 
Board and other clients 

Train scientists, engineers, and lab auditors in TNI 
compliant drinking water methods and laboratory 
practices 

F. Analysis of All Feasible Alternatives

X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X X X 

Alternative 1: Support Public Health with resources to plan, develop, implement, maintain and fulfill
the minimum primacy agreement requirements as mandated by the US EPA, increase laboratory
capabilities through implementation of the TNI Standard and maintain accreditation as a TNI accredited
laboratory.

Cost: $837,000 in fiscal year 2019-20 and $782,000 ongoing starting fiscal year 2020-21. 

Pro: 

• With these positions, Public Health will be able to provide the additional laboratory capacity to
meet the program needs of Division of Drinking Water Programs and implement TNI Standards
across their laboratory procedures quality assurance systems to meet primacy requirements.

• Public Health will be able to fully document all processes that are part of their analytical
services. This is critical to ensure the accuracy and defensibility of the data generated. This is
important since Public Health generates analytical data used by Division of Drinking Water to
make critical program decisions and support investigate and enforcement actions.

• Supports California's robust drinking water regulations by supporting the reporting of low
concentration reporting level and the completion of special studies that are often time-sensitive
especially in emergencies and cases of drinking water contamination.

Con: 
• Creates additional workload and regulatory burden for the laboratory.

Alternative 2: Use current Public Health Research Scientists positions to plan, develop, 
implement and maintain the quality assurance system for TNI certification. 

Cost: No increase in cost/year. 

Pro: 

• Cost savings. No increase in cost.

Con: 

• This would require that other important services provided by Public Health be curtailed or
discontinued.

• Important analytical work would be delayed or not occur.

• Public Health may lose accreditation for some constituents resulting in the need to go through
intensive laborious corrective action and the re-accreditation process

• Developing the Quality System, documentation and implementation would all be delayed.

• Protracted transition to the QA system would cause confusion and the lack of a Quality Manager
would hamper adoption.
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Alternative 3: Do not approve this proposal. 

Pro: 

• Does not require additional staff resources.

Con: 

• Public Health will not be able to implement the additional requirements of the interagency
agreement with the State Water Board to implement and utilize a quality management system,
nor comply with the TNI Standard.

• Public Health will not be able to implement methods to analyze the added constituents that the
State Water Board needs to be tested.

• The Public Health drinking water laboratory will not be held to the same standard that is being
required of other California drinking water laboratories.

• Public Health will not be optimally effective as a drinking water reference laboratory.

G. Implementation Plan

The State Water Board is currently developing the next interagency agreement with Public Health
which will include the work required to meet the TNI Standards and provide the additional analytical
capability. The interagency agreement will be in place for 2019-2020. The following activities are
expected of Public Health upon approval of concept.

Activity 

Recruit Quality Manager and Research Scientists, train Research Scientists in lab operations and water 
analyses in chemistry and microbiology 

Research Chemists develop and implement methods for new chemical constituents and Research 
Microbiologist implements methods for microbiological contaminants 

Lab analysts & supervisors prepare TNI compliant standard operating procedures (SOPs); supervisors 
prepare SOPs for laboratory operations and procedures, logbooks, forms and recordkeeping 

Quality Manager receives TNI training; Quality Manager (Supervisors/Manager) develop Quality System 
and write Quality Manual (details internal/external communications, lab operation changes, management 
review, data integrity, document control, complaints, proof of implementation, personnel, facilities, 
methods and validation, calibration, traceability, sampling sample handling, quality assurance, and 
results reporting); entire lab reviews/studies quality manual 

Quality Manager develops training materials and provides staff training on the TNI Standard, SOPs, 
Ethics, etc.; laboratory staff receive technical training 

Laboratory undergoes management review; analysts and supervisors and quality manager revise and 
finalize SOPs; initial laboratory assessment/gap assessment conducted 

Implementation, coordination, and tracking of the quality system; demonstrations of capability 
established; proficiency testing; internal audits of all methods; yearly management review; ensure that 
standard met by corrective action 

TNI assessment for purposes of accreditation; accreditation conferred jointly by TNI assessment team 
and US EPA 

H. Supplemental Information

NA

Timeline 

FY 2019-20 

FY 2019-21 
and onqoinq 

FY 2019-20 

FY 2019-20 

FY 2019-20 

FY 2019-20 

FY 2020-21 

FY 2020-21 
and ongoing 

PAGE 11-7 



STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Budget Change Proposal - Cover Sheet 

DF-46 (REV 08/17) 

I. Recommendation 

Alternative 1: Support Public Health with resources to plan, develop, implement, maintain and fulfill 

the minimum primacy agreement requirements as mandated by the United States Environmental 

Protection Agency, increase laboratory capabilities through implementation of the TNI Standard and 

maintain accreditation as a TNI accredited laboratory. 
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STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

FISCAL YEAR 2019-20 

BUDGET CHANGE PROPOSAL 

Attachment I 

CDPH/DDW AGENCY AGREEMENT 

Positions Workload Workload Standard Basis for Standard 

Requested FY 

2019-20 

(# of Positions & /wwQrk nutvt (Activities and hours) 
classification) ^ ^ ' 

Position #1 1800 hours = 1.0 Positions 

1 Research 
Scientist 111 
(Chemical 
Sciences) 

(1) 

Position #1 

Search for and compare existing methodologies 
for the measurement of HMX in water 

Set up and evaluate candidate method 
performance including separation and detection 
conditions 

Determine sensitivity, detection and reporting 
limit, linear dynamic range, reproducibility, and 
evaluate potential interferences/ruggedness 

Validate HMX method according to TNI Standard 

Successfully analyze proficiency testing (PT) 
samples for HMX 

Write Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) and 
perform initial demonstration of capability (IDOC) 

Maintain proficiency, instruments, materials, and 
reagents needed to analyze HMX in water 

Represent CDPH as a subject matter expert for 
HMX analysis during TNI audits and inspections 
and prepare corrective actions as needed 

• Search for and compare existing 
methodologies for the measurement of 
HMX in water f100 hr) 

• Set up and evaluate candidate method 
performance including separation and 
detection conditions (1 CD hr) 

• Determine sensitivity, detection and 
reporting limit, linear dynamic range, 
reproducibility, and evaluate potential 
interferences/ruggedness (100 hr) 

• Validate HMX method according to TNI 
Standard (100 hr) 

• Successfully analyze proficiency testing 
(PT) samples for HMX (100 hr) 

• Write Standard Operating Procedure 
(SOP) and perform initial demonstration 
of capability (IDOC) (100 hr) 

• Maintain proficiency, instruments, 
materials, and reagents needed to 
analyze HMX in water (100 hr) 

Based on past laboratory 
experience in developing and 
validating similar complexity 
laboratory test methodologies 
and TNI laboratory standards 

1 



STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

FISCAL YEAR 2019-20 

BUDGET CHANGE PROPOSAL 

Attachment I 

Positions 

Requested FY 

2019-20 

CDPH/DDW AGENCY AGREEMENT 

Workload Workload Standard Basis for Standard 

Analyze samples for SWRCB or other clients for 
HMX using the validated and documented 
procedure 

Conduct all the above procedures for 
measurement of ethylene glycol in water 

• Represent CDPH as a subject matter 
expert for HMX analysis during TNI 
audits and inspections and prepare 
corrective actions as needed (100 hr) 

• Analyze samples for SWRCB or other 
clients for HMX using the validated and 
documented procedure (100 hr) 

• Conduct all the above procedures for 
measurement of ethylene glycol in water 
(900 hr) 

Position #2 Position #2 

1 Research 
Scientist III 
(Chemical 
Sciences) 

(2) 

Implement EPA Method 521 for measurement of 
nitrosamines in DWRL 

Set up and evaluate method performance 
including separation and detection conditions 

Determine sensitivity, detection and reporting 
limit, linear dynamic range, reproducibility, and 
evaluate potential interferences/ruggedness 

Validate nitrosamines method according to TNI 
Standard and successfully analyze proficiency 
testing (PT) samples for nitrosamines 

• Implement EPA Method 521 for 
measurement of nitrosamines in DWRL 
(100 hr) 

• Set up and evaluate method 
performance including separation and 
detection conditions (100 hr) 

• Determine sensitivity, detection and 
reporting limit, linear dynamic range, 
reproducibility, and evaluate potential 
interferences/ruggedness (100 hr) 

• Validate nitrosamines method according 
to TNI Standard and successfully 

Based on past laboratory 
experience in developing and 
validating similar complexity 
laboratory test methodologies 
and TNI laboratory standards. 

2 



STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

FISCAL YEAR 2019-20 

BUDGET CHANGE PROPOSAL 

Attachment I 

CDPH/DDW AGENCY AGREEMENT 

Positions Workload Workload Standard Basis for Standard 

Requested FY 

2019-20 

• Write Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) and analyze proficiency testing (PT) samples 
perform initial demonstration of capability (IDOC) for nitrosamines (100 hr) 

• Maintain proficiency, instruments, materials, and • Write Standard Operating Procedure 
reagents needed to analyze nitrosamines in water (SOP) and perform initial demonstration 

of capability (ID0C)(100 hr) 

• Represent CDPH as a subject matter expert for 
nitrosamine analysis during TNI audits and • Maintain proficiency, instruments, 
inspections and prepare corrective actions as materials, and reagents needed to 
needed analyze nitrosamines in water (200 hr) 

• Represent CDPH as a subject matter 
expert fornitrosamine analysis during 
TNI audits |tnd inspectbns and prepare 
corrective actions as needed (100 hr) 

• Analyze samples for SWRCB or other 
clients for nitrosamines using the 
validated and documented procedure 
(100 hr) 

• Conduct all the above procedures for 
measurement of perfluoro compounds in 
water (900 hr) 

• Analyze samples for SWRCB or other clients for 
nitrosamines using the validated and documented 
procedure 

• Conduct all the above procedures for 
measurement of perfluoro compounds in water 



STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

FISCAL YEAR 2019-20 

BUDGET CHANGE PROPOSAL 

Attachment I 

CDPH/DDW AGENCY AGREEMENT 

Positions Workload Workload Standard Basis for Standard 

Requested FY 

2019-20 

Position #3 

• Search for and compare existing methodologies 
for the measurement of RMX and TNT in water 

1 Research • Set up and evaluate candidate method 
Scientist II performance including separation and detection 
(Chemical conditions 
Sciences) 

(3) • Determine sensitivity, detection and reporting 
limit, linear dynamic range, reproducibility, and 
evaluate potential interferences/ruggedness 

• Validate RDX and TNT method according to TNI 
Standard 

• Successfully analyze proficiency testing (PT) 
samples for RDX and TNT 

• Write Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) and 
perfomn initial demonstration of capability (IDOC) 

• Maintain proficiency, instruments, materials, and 
reagents needed to analyze RDX and TNT in 
water 

• Represent CDPH as a subject matter expert for 
RDX and TNT analysis during TNI audits and 
inspections & make corrective actions as needed 

Position #3 

• Search for and compare existing Based on past laboratory 
methodologies for the measurement of experience in developing and 
RMX and JHT in water (100 hr) validating similar complexity 

laboratory test methodologies 

• Set up and evaluate candidate method and TNI laboratory standards, 
performance including separation and 
detection conditions (100 hr) 

• Determine sensitivity, detection and 
reporting limit, linear dynamic range, 
reproducibility, and evaluate potential 
interferences/ruggedness (100 hr) 

• Validate RDX and TNT method 
according to TNI Standard (100 hr) 

• Successfully analyze proficiency testing 
(PT) samples for RDX and TNT (100 hr) 

• Write Standard Operating Procedure 
(SOP) and perform initial demonstration 
of capability (IDOC)(100 hr) 

• Maintain proficiency, instruments, 
materials, and reagents needed to 
analyze RDX and TNT in water (100 hr) 

• Represent CDPH as a subject matter 
expert for RDX and TNT analysis during 

4 



Positions 
Requested FY 

2019-20 

1 Research 
Scientist Ill

(Microbiological 
Sciences) 

(4) 

STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 
FISCAL YEAR 2019-20 

BUDGET CHANGE PROPOSAL 

CDPH/DDW AGENCY AGREEMENT 

• Analyze samples;fe>f SWRCS'or other clients for
RDX and TNT .. >F> ..

.. 

• ·· Conduct al.I the �ove'zpr:e>eedures for
.. measurerrient:of formaldehyde in �ater 

Position '1#4 . ·.
• Receive training OIJ;.�p16 TNI EL Standard - TNI

Accreditation, Quality' System, Ethics and Data 
Integrity' 

, ..... 

• Developmenfbf Qualify Manual related to
microbiology · ·· ' 

• Prepare TNI-Compliant Standard Operating
Procedures. (SQ�s)J<:>r all !'Jlicrobiology laboratory
test methods · · · ··

• Set up and evaluate microbiology method
performance - determine reproducibility and
detection limits 

• Validate-microbiology methods according to TNI
Standard 

• Successfully analyze proficiency testing (PT)
samples for microbiology methods 

5 

Workload Standard 

TNI audits and inspections &,make 
corrective actfons as needeg(100 hr) 

• Analyze sample� for SWRCB or other
client_s forRDXand TNT(1Q0 hr) 

. . 
', :, 

• Conduct alf the above procedures for
measurement.of formaldehyde in water 
(900 hr) 

. Position #4 . . . . .. 
... .. • Receive training on 201�TNI EL

Standard - TNI Accredit�tlorr,:,Ouality 
System, Ethics and Data (nt�grlty (200 
hr) .. . '< ... 

• Development of Quality Manual related
to microbiology (200 hr) 

• Prepare TNI-Compliant Standard
Operating Pr<:>eedures (SOPs) for all
microbiology laboratory test methods 
(200 hr) 

• Set up and evaluate microbiology
· method performance - determine

reproducibility and detection·limits (200
hr)

• Validate microbiology methods according
to TNI Standard (200 hr) 

Attachment I 

Basis for Standard 

Based on. pasflaboratory 
experience in developing and 
validating similar complexity 
laboratory test methodologies 
and TNI laboratory standards. 



Attachment I 

STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD 

FISCAL YEAR 2019-20 

BUDGET CHANGE PROPOSAL 

Positions 

Requested FY 

2019-20 

CDPH/DDW A G E N C Y AGREEMENT 

Workload Workload Standard Basis for Standard 

• Maintain proficiency, instruments, materials and 
reagents for microbiology methods 

• Represent CDPH as a subject matter expert in 
microbiology methods for all audits and 
Inspections and make corrective actions 

• Analyze samples for SWRCB or other clients for 
all microbiology methods 

Successfully analyze proficiency testing 
(PT) samples for microbiology methods 
(200 hr) 

Maintain proficiency, instruments, 
materials and reagents for microbiology 
methods (200 hr) ; 

Represent CDPH as a subject matter 
expert in microbiology methods for all 
audits and Inspections and make 
corrective actions (200 hr) 

Analyze samples for SWRCB or other 
clients for all microbiology methods (200 
hr) 

6 



Caiifbrnia Departanent of Public Healdi 

Center for Environmental Health 

Division of Radiation Safety & Environmental Management 
Drinking Water and Radiation Laboratory Branch 

OUieeTaetiniasn 

(Typingf 
Researri)! Scientist Manager 

(Cherracai Serv ices) 

OUfO«NT7-23-rB 

Chemistry & RadioohentEstry SecSon 

Resesrdr Sdenlist Supervisor B 

(Chemical Sciences) 

IVficratHology & Biomonitoring SecSort 

Research ScienSst Supwvisor 11 

(Chemical SclKices) 

WiSliam Draper, pn.D, Branch Chls{ 
Drinking Water & Radtelkin Lsbonatoiy Bcandr 



CaEifomta Department of Public Health 

Center for Environmental Health 

Division of Radiation Safety & Environmental Management 

DrlnMng Water and Radiation Laboratory Branch 

Chemistiy and Radiochemistry Section 

Chemis&y Unit 

R e s e a c h Sctenlist Supervisor IE 

(Chemicat Sc iences ) 

Resean* SderSst Supwvlsgr I 
(Chenfcal Setatices) 

Rmsanrii Sd«nfetHl (CS) Rmsanrii Sd«nfetHl (CS) 

RflseareftSciwiSstBECS) Staff Chemist RflseareftSciwiSstBECS) Staff Chemist 

Research Sdsnlst (CS) RassanfftSdontisti (CS) Research Sdsnlst (CS) RassanfftSdontisti (CS) 

I RadiQchemfetty Uldt 

Reeewdt $der»st Soperosw 1 
(ChamkstScianns) 

Research Sdentlst a (CS) Research Sdenffst III (CS) 

Public H e ^ L ^ Tech 

waiam Draper, Ph.D., Branch Chle* 
Ohnlang water « RatSrafOT Laboratory Branch 



California Department of Public Health , 

Center for Environmental Health 
Division of Radiation Safely & Environmental Management 

Drinking Water and Radiation Laboratory Branch 

Microbiology and Biomonitoring Section 

Mfcfoaology & Biomonitoring SecSon 

Soufiyem Caiiforna Section 

Research ScienfiS Supervisor H 

(Chemical Sciences) 

r BioinanilofiingURie 

Reseen* Scioriist SujwtviBor I 
{Chemical Sasmas) 

inkfobMogy and Piugram Support 

Unit 

Research Soenlist Superriscr I 

(Mkrobiotogyl Sdences). 

Resean* SeienBst III (CS) 

Associate Gowammensl 

Presram Analyst 

Contract Emptoyae : 

Clinical Specialist ' 

UC Davis Dept of PubSc F 

Health Sctecees | 

Research Sdettist III (CS) 

Research Sctenlist H (CS) Research Scteifflst II Research Sctenlist H (CS) Research Scteifflst II 

Contract Employee 

Envlronmensl Health & 

Safety Specialist HI 

UC Davis Dept (ffPubRc 

Health Sciences 

Research Sdenfist II (CS) Research Sden&tnjhilS) 

(LT) 06,50-2019 

Research Sden&tnjhilS) 

(LT) 06,50-2019 

Laboratory Assistant ResoorrfiSetenSsfn(MS) Laboratory Assistant ResoorrfiSetenSsfn(MS) 

William Draper, Ph .0 , Branch Chief 

Drinking Water & RadiaSon LalMratory Branch 



California Department of Public Health 

Center for Environmental Health 

Division of Radiation Safety & Environmental Management 
Drinking Water and Radiation Laboratory Branch 

PROPOSED 7-23-18 

Office Tectinidan 

(Typing) 
Research Scientist Manager 

(Chemical Services} (Chemical Services} 
Researcti ScienestJIl (CS) 

PROPOSED 

Chemistry & Radiochemistry Section 

Research Scientist Supenrisor II 

(Chemical Sciences) 

Microbiology & Biomonitoring Section 

Researdi Scientist Supervisor il 

(Chemical Sciences) 

1 

William Draper, Ph.D., Branch Ctiief 

Drinking Water & Radiaticsi Latxsratory Brancti 



^C©PH 

California Department of Public Health 

Center for Environmental Health 

Division of Radiation Safety & Environmental Management 
Drinking Water and Radiation Laboratory Branch 

Chemistry and Radiochemistry Section 

Research Scientist Supervisor II 

(Chemical Sciences) 

Chemistry Unit 
Radiochemistry Unit 

Research Sderrtist Supervisor I 

(Chemical Sciences) 
Research Sdenfist Sipervrsor i 

(Chemical Sciences) 

Research Scientist III (CS) Research ScienSst 11 (CS) Research Scientist III (CS) Research ScienSst 11 (CS) 

Research Scientist 11 (CS) Staff Chemist 

Research Scientist (CS) Research SdenSst 1 (CS) Research Scientist (CS) Research SdenSst 1 (CS) 

Research Sdenfist II (CS) Research Sdenfist III (CS) Research Sdenfist II (CS) Research Sdenfist III (CS) 

Research Sdenfist 1 (CS) 
Public Health Lab Tech 

Research Sdenfist 1 (CS) 
Public Health Lab Tech 

Researdi Sdenffstlll (CS) 

, PROPOSED 

Research Sdenfist II (OS) 

PROPOSED 

Researdi Sdenffstlll (CS) 

, PROPOSED 

Research Sdenfist II (OS) 

PROPOSED 

2 

William Draper, Ph.D., Brandi Chief 

Drinking Water & Radtafion Laboratory Branch 



PubTtefteafifa 

California Department of Public Health 

Center for Environmental Health 

Division of Radiation Safety & Environmental Management 
Drinking Water and Radiation Laboratory Branch 

Microbiology and Biomonitoring Section 

Microbiology & Biomonitoring Section 

Southern California Secfion 

Research Sdentist Supervisor II 

(Chemical Sciences) 

Research Sdentist IV 

(Chemical Sdences 

Biomonitoring Unit 

Research Scientist Supervisor I 

(Chemical Sciences) 

Microtriology and Program 

Support Unit 

Research Sdenfst Supervisor I 

(Microbiologyi Sdences) 

Research Scientist til (CS) Research Sdentist III (CS) Research Scientist til (CS) Research Sdentist III (CS) 

Research Sciendstll (CS) Research Sdenfist II Research Sciendstll (CS) Research Sdenfist II 

Assodate Governmental 

Contract Employee ! 

Environmental Health & j 

Safety Spedatist ill , 

UC Davis Dept. of Public • 

Health Sdences ! 

Program Analyst 

Contract Employee ! 

Environmental Health & j 

Safety Spedatist ill , 

UC Davis Dept. of Public • 

Health Sdences ! 

Contract Employee 

ainicai Specialist 

UC Davis Dept of Public 

Health Sciences 

3 

Research Sdentist II (CS) 
Research Sdentist 11 (MS) 

(LT) 06-30-2019 
Research Sdentist II (CS) 

Research Sdentist 11 (MS) 

(LT) 06-30-2019 

I.aboratory Assistant 

Research Scientist II (MS) 

federal Special Projed I.aboratory Assistant 

Research Scientist II (MS) 

federal Special Projed 

Research Soienlist 111 (MS) 

PROPOSED 

WiHIarn Draper. Ph.D„ Branch Chief 

Drinking Water & Radiation Laboratory Branch 
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White Paper #2: The Impact of TNI on Government Owned  

Laboratories  in California, Florida, and New York 
 

By David Kimbrough, Pasadena Water & Power 

 

When the States of Florida and New York required all laboratories to be 

NELAP/TNI compliant the number of government owned laboratories decreased 

while when California allowed laboratories to choose to the use TNI, the number 

of government owned laboratories increased. 

 

Presented to the Environmental Laboratory Technical Advisory Committee,  

June 15, 2016 

 

1. Background 

 

In 2015 the State Water Resources Control Board established The Expert Review 

Panel (ERP) was created to address the many shortcomings of the previous 

management of the Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP).  

The ERP made a number of recommendations, one of which was for ELAP to 

adopt a new Accreditation Standard.  Here is what the ERP wrote: 

 

“Adopt laboratory accreditation standards:  The use of an appropriate 

accreditation standard by which laboratories are assessed is critical to ELAP’s 

credibility, to the usability of the data generated, and to the general success of 

the program. The laboratory standards ELAP is using are insufficient and out of 

date. The State should adopt an existing, external set of accreditation standards 

as an immediate remedy and, in the future, refine it to enhance alignment with 

State-specific needs.  The accreditation standards chosen must include quality 

system and method-based requirements.”  

 

No one to date has disagreed with the general point, ELAP’s Accreditation 

Standard, which is its regulations, is badly out of date.  The portion of ELAP’s 

regulations dealing with data quality is very thin.  No one has disagreed that 

ELAP needs a new Accreditation Standard.  The main area of contention to 

date has been whether a new Accreditation Standard really needs to include a 

Quality System and if so, how that Quality System should be structured. 

 

The ERP provided Three Options, or general approaches, for how to develop a 

Quality System.  The ERP has suggested that accreditation requirements found in 

the documents of The NELAC Institute (TNI) would be helpful to ELAP, either in 

part or in their entirety, as a basis for the Quality System component of the new 

Accreditation Standard.  Since the ERP’s report has been released this one part 

of the ERP report has been the source of considerable controversy.  Many 



 

 

laboratories have objected to the use of TNI as the basis for the Quality Systems 

component of a new Accreditation Standard.  They argue that the 

requirements found in the TNI documents are vague, ambiguous, and onerous.  

Further they do not little if anything to improve data quality.  They also note that 

the documents contain a vast number of requirements that produce an undue 

burden on laboratories.  For example, in just Volume 1, Module 2 alone there are 

231 separate management requirements and 300 technical requirements which 

every laboratory, no matter how large or small, must comply with.  There many 

more requirements found in the other modules of Volume 1 and 2.  While this is a 

considerable amount of work for any laboratory to comply with, it is particularly 

a problem for smaller laboratories.  80% of laboratories accredited by ELAP have 

five staff members or fewer and many do not even have full time dedicated 

laboratory staff member.  Many smaller treatment facilities have certified 

operators and other staff who share the laboratory work.   

 

Most of the discussion to date has been about the potential impact of using TNI 

quality systems as part of the Accreditation Standard on smaller laboratories.  

There has been little discussion about the actual impact of the use of TNI on real 

laboratories where TNI quality systems have already been implemented.  

Among first states to adopt TNI were California, Florida, and New York.  So in an 

attempt to measure the real effects of TNI in practice a study was conducted to 

assess the impact of TNI on laboratories owned by governments in these three 

states. 

 

2. Study Design 

 

The approach of this study was to examine the number of accredited 

laboratories owned by governments in a state where TNI quality systems were 

implemented and how those numbers changed over the years and compare 

that to the change in numbers of government owned laboratories in a state 

where TNI quality systems were not required. 

 

In 2000 the State of Florida adopted the November 1998 National Environmental 

Accreditation Conference (NELAC, the predecessor of TNI) and adopted the 

2003 NELAC requirements in 2002.  California likewise authorized ELAP to adopt 

regulations to enforce the 1998 NELAC requirements.  Other state laboratory 

accreditation programs did the same thing, such as New York and California. 

 

Some states, like Florida and New York, required all laboratories to comply with 

the TNI quality systems requirements.  Other state programs, such as California 

and Louisiana allowed each laboratory to choose whether they wanted to use 

the TNI quality system or not.  Virginia and Wisconsin require commercial 

laboratories to use TNI quality system but not non-commercial laboratories. 

 



 

 

So Florida and New York represent good test cases for the impacts of requiring 

TNI requirement on smaller government owned laboratories.  More importantly 

the Florida Department of Environmental Protection maintains two databases 

that are available on line. One is a list of all currently accredited laboratories, 

the “Active” database.  The other database includes all laboratories which 

were once accredited by the Florida Department of Health (FDOH) but are no 

longer.  New York likewise has an on-line database for currently accredited 

laboratories and the author of this report has a database of TNI (NELAP) 

accredited laboratories from 2001. 

 

California represents the other extreme; no government owned laboratories 

were required to use the TNI quality system and none chose to do so.  The 

California Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (ELAP) has a 

database of currently accredited laboratories.  This can be compared to past 

versions of that database.  The author has a database of California ELAP 

laboratories from 2001 and downloaded both the list of currently accredited 

laboratories and a database from 2008. 

 

By comparing the how the number of government owned laboratories 

changed between these three states, the actual impact of requiring the use of 

the TNI quality system on government owned laboratories can be assessed. 

 

 

3. Results 

 

a. Florida 

 

The Florida DOH databases contain the dates of when the status of a laboratory 

was changed, e.g. from “State” to “NELAP” or “State” to “Inactive” for each 

Field of Accreditation that the laboratory had.  Addresses and telephone 

numbers were also available in both databases.  Laboratories physically located 

in the State of Florida and those without are both included.  These databases 

were created in March of 2002 and records of changes in status prior to that are 

not available. 

 

https://fldeploc.dep.state.fl.us/aams/index.asp 

 

There are a total of 376 laboratories in the Inactive database and 368 in the 

Active database.  There were 202 Inactive laboratories which were physically 

located in Florida as were 233 Active laboratories.  89 of these inactive 

laboratories are associated with local municipalities and other government 

agencies, mostly laboratories associated with sewage treatment plants but also 

drinking water facilities, county and state public health laboratories, and 

university laboratories.  Among the active laboratories located in Florida, there 

https://fldeploc.dep.state.fl.us/aams/index.asp


 

 

were 109 utility owned (both public and private), 77 commercial, 21 

Environmental Pollution laboratories, 11 Department of Health (State or County) 

laboratories, six university laboratories, three Federal laboratories, and 12 

“others”.  Non-government laboratories on the inactive list included bottled 

water companies (Zephyrhills Spring Water Company), private utilities (The 

Villages Environmental Laboratory), commercial laboratories (Advanced 

Environmental Laboratories, Inc. – Gainesville), in-house laboratories (Tropicana), 

and so forth. 

 

Not all of these inactive laboratories actually ceased to exist or even lost 

accreditation.  This could be determined by determining which county the 

Inactive laboratory was physically located and then checking all laboratories in 

that county in the Active database.  Some laboratories had simply changed 

their names, or moved to new locations, or were purchased by other 

laboratories, or were consolidated after a parent company was purchased.  

Zephyrhills Spring Water Company was purchased by a larger firm which already 

had a laboratory at another facility.  Advanced Environmental Laboratories, Inc. 

– Gainesville simply moved a few blocks away and got a new certificate 

number. 

 

However those reasons rarely apply to the government laboratories listed, 

although it did in some cases.  Port St. Lucie Utility Systems Department 

Laboratory(E56489) was listed as inactive but had simply been renamed and 

given a new Department of Health (DOH) certificate number (E56718).  In 

another case the City of Cocoa had had two laboratories, one for their 

wastewater treatment plant and one for their drinking water plant.  After NELAP 

was implemented, the two were consolidated and the wastewater laboratory 

was closed.  There were 10 government owned laboratories that were either 

moved, had a name change, or were consolidated.  There were 79 that closed 

altogether. 

 

For example of how this analysis worked, the City of Atlantic Beach had a 

laboratory (E52465) in their small Wastewater Treatment Plant (3.5 MGD).  In the 

Inactive database this laboratory was recorded as analyzing Biochemical 

Oxygen Demand (BOD), Fecal Coliforms, Dissolved Oxygen, Chlorine Residual, 

Total Suspended Solids, Temperature, and pH.  When these analytes were 

queried as to when the laboratory the results indicated that it had closed before 

March of 2002.  A review of all laboratories in Duval County revealed no 

laboratories in Atlantic Beach at all and none associated with the City of 

Atlantic Beach anywhere in Duval County.  The Director of the City’s plants was 

contacted via email.  He indicated in an email response that the City had 

closed its laboratory because of the expenses associated with NELAP 

accreditation (see below). 

 



 

 

The City of Bartow Wastewater Treatment Plant Laboratory (E54339) is also listed 

as inactive.  However a review of the database revealed no information about 

when the City of Bartow relinquished its accreditation.  A telephone call to the 

treatment plant operator on duty revealed that the plant had indeed dropped 

their accreditation as soon as the TNI requirements were added  

 

Of the 78 government owned laboratories located in Florida that actually 

closed completely, 44 of these laboratories closed within six years of Florida 

requiring all laboratories to comply with NELAP/TNI requirements.   These 

laboratories tended to be smaller, performing smaller numbers of tests which 

were generally simpler and were associated with utilities, such as a sewage 

treatment plant.  For example the City of Belle Glade’s Wastewater Treatment 

Plant had been accredited for 17 analytes, including pH, NH3, NO3, NO2, TKN, 

Organic Nitrogen, BOD, DO, Chloride, Phosphorus, Conductivity, TDS, TSS, Total 

Coliforms, Fecal Coliforms, and E. coli.  This laboratory, which is located in Palm 

Beach County, relinquished its accreditation in 2003.  The laboratories that 

closed after the first six years tended to be the State and County public health 

laboratories.  A few of these laboratories performed more complex tests, such as 

the Polk County Health Department laboratory analyzed Gross Alpha, Gross 

Beta, Radium 226, and Radium 228 which closed in 2016. 

 

See Figure 1 

 

b. California 

 

In contrast, in California, in 2001 there were 727 certificates of accreditation 

issued to laboratories both physically in California and outside.   Today there are 

734 certificates, 108 of which are for laboratories located outside the State of 

California.  Some certificates were for mobile laboratories and some laboratories 

held two certificates, one for NELAP accreditation and one for non-NELAP 

accreditation.   So there is not a one to one correspondence between the 

number of certificates and the number of laboratories but the number of 

laboratories with more than certificate is not large.  Moreover, government 

owned laboratories do not have multiple certificates except when they have 

separate multiple fixed location laboratories.    

In 2001 there were 284 government owned laboratories that were accredited by 

ELAP.  By 2008 the number had grown to 312 and by 2015 the numbers was 345, 

an increase of 61.  This despite the fact that 35 government owned laboratories 

had closed or were consolidated.   For example, the Ventura Regional 

Sanitation District closed their laboratory in 2005 and contracted out all of their 

laboratory work.  Scott Valley Water District made a similar decision about the 



same time.  Many of the government owned laboratories that closed were 

military facilities which closed, such as Brooks Air Force Base which closed in 

2002.  The City of Oxnard had two laboratories listed in 2001 but now only has 

one.  The Elsinore Valley Municipal Water District closed its Canyon Lake 

Treatment Plant laboratory but maintains their Regional Laboratory.  Los Alisos 

Water District merged with the El Toro Water District so their laboratories merged 

as well.  Despite these closings many more government owned laboratories 

opened.   Alameda County Water District, the California Men’s Colony, and East 

Bay Municipal Utilities District all had laboratories in 2001 but opened second 

laboratories after 2008.  The Cities of Arcata, Auburn, Banning, Calistoga, 

Pacifica, Paso Robles, Pismo Beach, and Hollister opened new laboratories after 

2001.  Cambria Community Services District (CSD, Quincy CSD, Rancho Murrieta 

CSD, Quartz Valley Indian Reservation all added new laboratories.    

See Figure 2 

c. New York

As noted earlier, the New York Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program 

(NY ELAP) has an on-line database of currently accredited laboratories. 

http://www.wadsworth.org/regulatory/elap/certified-labs 

This database was queried for all government owned laboratories that were 

physically located in the State of New York.  There were 121.  The 2001 database 

was queried for all laboratories physically located in the State of New York.  

There was no field for whether they were government owned or not.  Then the 

list from the 2001 was compared to the 2016 list and all of the laboratories that 

were on both lists were laboratories were identified. Then the 2001 database 

was searched for government laboratories not found in the 2016 database.  

There were 221 government owned laboratories in the 2001, a difference of 100.  

Actually more than 100 government laboratories were no longer accredited but 

there were a number of new government laboratories that added 

accreditation.  One laboratory that closed was actually moved and renamed.  

The Hawthorne Laboratory in Hawthorne had been the Kensico Laboratory in 

Vahalla.   

4. Conclusions

http://www.wadsworth.org/regulatory/elap/certified-labs


 

 

All three states, California, Florida, and New York had adopted the use of TNI 

requirements at the same time.  Florida and New York required all laboratories to 

comply with the TNI requirements while California allowed laboratories to 

choose.  Between 2001 and 2015 the number of government laboratories, 

particularly smaller utility laboratories decreased in both Florida and New York 

while in California the numbers increased.  The data would indicate that the 

undue burden and excessive efforts to maintain TNI accreditation was the 

cause of the decline in the number of government laboratories in these two 

states. 
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Figure 1 

 

Government Run Laboratories on the Inactive List 

With Department of Health ID#, Organization Name, Year Accreditation was 

Relinquished, and Current Status  

 

DOH ID Organization Year County Status 

E72949 UF-IFAS Wetland 

Biogeochemistry Laboratory 

  Alchua Moved 

E22794 FL Dept. of Health - Bradford 

County Health Department 

2005 Bradford No Lab 

E63359 Kennedy Space Center 

Laboratory for Sewage 

Treatment Operations 

  Brevard Renamed 

E53727 City of Cocoa Water Treatment 

Plant 

  Brevard Consolidated 

E53456 Brevard County Utility Services - 

Mims Water Treatment Plant 

2001 Brevard No Lab 

E56756 City of Lauderhill Water 

Treatment Plant 

2003 Broward No Lab 

E56300 City of Pembroke Pines 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

2013 Broward No Lab 

E56721 City of North Lauderdale Water 

Plant 

2004 Broward No Lab 

E56725 City of Tamarac Utilities 

Laboratory 

2015 Broward No Lab 

E46093  Coral Springs Improvement 

District Laboratory 

2002 Broward No Lab 

E56744 City of Hallandale Beach Water 

Treatment Plant 

2006 Broward No Lab 

E34830 FL DEP - South District 

Laboratory 

2008 Charolette No Lab 

E24768 FL Dept. of Health - Citrus 

County Health Department 

2012 Citrus No Lab 

E96766 Miami-Dade County Public 

Schools, Department of 

Materials Testing and Evaluation 

2011 Dade No Lab 

E661069 NOAA - AOML Nutrient 

Laboratory 

2013 Dade No Lab 

E06897 UF-TREC Soil and Water 

Laboratory 

2011 Dade No Lab 

E32890 FL DEP - NE District 2008 Duval No Lab 



 

 

E52465 City of Atlantic Beach 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

2001 Duval No Lab 

E11062 FL Department of Health - 

Pensacola Branch Laboratory 

2015 Escambia No Lab 

E31887 FL DEP - NW District Chemistry 

Laboratory 

2008 Escambia No Lab 

E71176 University of West Florida 

Wetlands Research Laboratory 

  Escambia Moved 

E51289 City of Port St. Joe Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Laboratory 

2005 Gulf No Lab 

E54466 City of Wauchula Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

2003 Hardee No Lab 

E24704 FL Dept. of Health - Hernando 

County Health Department 

2002 Hernando No Lab 

E55378 City of Sebring Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

2003 Highland No Lab 

E25705 FL Dept. of Health - Highlands 

County Health Department 

2013 Highland No Lab 

E34886 FL DEP - SW District Chemistry 

Laboratory 

2008 Hillsborough No Lab 

E44301 Plant City Water Pollution 

Control Laboratory 

2003 Hillsborough No Lab 

E43877 City Of Vero Beach, 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

2012 Indian River No Lab 

E53303 City of Vero Beach 

Environmental Control 

Laboratory 

2005 Indian River No Lab 

E53306 City of Leesburg Wastewater 

Utility Laboratory 

2014 Lake No Lab 

E51431 Florida State Hospital 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

2005 Lee No Lab 

E45849 Fiesta Village Wastewater 

Laboratory 

2014 Lee No Lab 

E55419 Bonita Springs Utilities WRF Lab 2001 Lee No Lab 

E31640 FL DEP - Central 

Laboratory/Innovation Park 

Satellite Laboratory 

  Leon Moved 

E54461 City of Bradenton Water 

Reclamation Laboratory 

2012 Manatee No Lab 

E54712 City of Bradenton Water 

Treatment Plant Laboratory 

2005 Manatee No Lab 

E23708 FL Dept. of Health - Marion 

County Health Department 

2011 Marion No Lab 



 

 

E63507 U.S. Geological Survey, WRD, 

OWQRL 

2005 Marion No Lab 

E52335 City of Fernandina Beach 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

2006 Nasau No Lab 

E51561 Niceville, Valparaiso, Okaloosa 

County Regional Sewer Board, 

Inc. 

  Okaloosa Renamed 

E51497 City of Mary Esther Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

2003 Okaloosa No Lab 

E56584 Okeechobee Utility Authority 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

2014 Okeechobee No Lab 

E56970 Okeechobee Utility Authority 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

2002 Okeechobee No Lab 

E56723 Okeechobee Utility Authority 

Water Treatment Plant 

2005 Okeechobee No Lab 

E33863 FL DEP - Central District 

Laboratory 

2008 Orange No Lab 

E13800 FL Dept. of Health - Bureau of 

Radiation Control 

2012 Orange No Lab 

E53136 City of Winter Park Estates 

Laboratory 

2007 Orange No Lab 

E43155 Orange County Environmental 

Protection Division 

2004 Orange Moved 

E53321 City of Winter Garden 

Wastewater Pollution Control 

Facility 

  Orange Renamed 

E53421 City of St. Cloud Water and 

Wastewater Facilities 

2002 Osceola No Lab 

E16122 FL Department of Health - West 

Palm Beach Branch Laboratory 

2011 Palm Beach No Lab 

E56264 City of Royal Palm Beach 

Utilities Dept. Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Laboratory 

2006 Palm Beach No Lab 

E56034 City of Belle Glade Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

2003 Palm Beach No Lab 

E24709 FL Dept. of Health - Pinellas 

County Health Department 

2010 Pinellas No Lab 

E54369 City of Tarpon Springs 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

2005 Pinellas No Lab 

E54508 City of Dunedin Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

2010 Pinellas No Lab 

E54743 City of St. Petersburg - Cosme 2005 Pinellas No Lab 



 

 

Water Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

E74916 University of South Florida 2012 Pinellas No Lab 

E54020 City of Clearwater - Marshall 

Street Water Pollution Control 

Laboratory 

2003 Pinellas No Lab 

E24710 FL Dept. of Health - Polk County 

Health Department 

2016 Polk No Lab 

E54339 City of Bartow Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Laboratory 

2001 Polk No Lab 

E54373 City of Haines City Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

2005 Polk No Lab 

E84746 FL DACS Central Dairy 

Laboratory 

2001 Polk No Lab 

E54336 City of Fort Meade Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Laboratory 

2001 Polk No Lab 

E54066 City of Winter Haven 

Wastewater Treatment Plant #3 

2006 Polk No Lab 

E54305 City of Winter Haven 

Wastewater Treatment Plant #2 

- Lake Conine 

2004 Polk No Lab 

E54266 City of Auburndale Wastewater 

Laboratory 

2003 Polk No Lab 

E52474 City of Palatka Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

2004 Putnam No Lab 

E22779 Dept. of Health - Putnam 

County Environmental Health 

Department 

2005 Putnam No Lab 

E54426 City of Venice - Eastside 

Wastewater Treatment Plant 

2003 Sarasota No Lab 

E54524 Florida Governmental Utility 

Authority - Gulf Gate Laboratory 

2003 Sarasota No Lab 

E24711 FL Dept. of Health - Sarasota 

County Health Department 

2009 Sarasota No Lab 

E54736 City of Sarasota Water Plant 

Laboratory 

  Sarasota Moved 

E54326 City of Venice Water 

Reclamation Laboratory 

2004 Sarasota No Lab 

E53372 City of Sanford Water 

Reclamation Facility Laboratory 

2004 Seminole No Lab 

E53390 Seminole County Environmental 

Services Greenwood Lakes 

Treatment Plant 

2002 Seminole No Lab 



 

 

E53416 City of Winter Springs 

Wastewater Reclamation 

Facility 

2015 Seminole No Lab 

E22770 FL Dept. of Health - St. Johns 

County Health Department - 

Environmental Eng. 

2011 St. Johns No Lab 

E76888 University of Florida Soil and 

Water Science Laboratory 

2012 St. Lucie No Lab 

E26789 FL Dept. of Health - St. Lucie 

County Health Department 

2007 St. Lucie No Lab 

E76857 UF / IFAS / IRREC - Lab 25 (C. 

Wilson) 

2015 St. Lucie No Lab 

E56489 Port St. Lucie Utility Systems 

Department Laboratory 

  St. Lucie Moved 

E36885 FL DEP - SE District Lab 2007 St. Lucie No Lab 

E52400 City of Perry Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

2002 Taylor No Lab 

E23111 Volusia County Environmental 

Health Laboratory 

2014 Volusia No Lab 

E53732 City of New Smyrna Beach 

Water Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

2006 Volusia No Lab 

E53758 Port Orange Utility - Garnsey 

Water Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

  Volusia Consolidated 

E53343 City of Ormond Beach Public 

Utilities 

2005 Volusia No Lab 

 
  

  

  

  



 

 

Figure 2 

 

Government Run Laboratories Accredited by California ELAP in 2001, 2008, and 

2016 and Current Status  

 

2001 2008 2015 Status 

AGUA DE LEJOS TREATMENT 

PLANT LABORATORY 

x Agua De Lejos Treatment 

Plant Laboratory 

  

ALAMEDA COUNTY 

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 

LABORATORY 

    Consolidated 

ALAMEDA COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Alameda County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

ALAMEDA COUNTY WATER 

DISTRICT 

x Alameda County Water 

District Water Quality Lab 

  

    Alameda County Water 

District Water Treatment 

Plant 2 

  

    Alvarado Wastewater 

Chemistry Lab. 

  

  x American Canyon 

Wastewater Treatment 

Laboratory 

  

ANTELOPE VALLEY-EAST KERN 

WATER AGENCY 

x Antelope Valley-East Kern 

Water Agency 

  

    Arcata - City Water Quality 

Laboratory 

  

  x Banning - City WWTP 

Laboratory 

  

BARSTOW WASTEWATER 

RECLAMATION LABORATORY 

x Victor Valley Wastewater 

Reclamation Authority Lab 

  

BIG BEAR AREA REGIONAL 

WASTEWATER AGENCY 

x Big Bear Area Regional 

Wastewater Agency 

  

BRYTE BEND WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

LABORATORY 

x Bryte Bend Water 

Treatment Plant - City of 

Sacramento 

  

BURBANK CITY WATER 

DEPARTMENT 

x Burbank City Water and 

Power 

  

BROOKS AIR FORCE BASE 

ARMSTRONG LABORATORY / 

OEA 

    Closed 

BURBANK WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT FACILITY 

x City of Burbank Water 

Reclamation Plant 

  



 

 

LABORATORY Laboratory 

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF 

WATER RESOURCES 

x CA Dept of Water 

Resources Bryte Chemical 

Laboratory 

  

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF 

CORRECTIONS 

x California Men's Colony 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

  

  x California Men's Colony 

Water Treatment Plant 

  

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF 

FISH AND GAME 

x CA Dept of Fish & Game, 

Fish & Wildlife Water 

Pollution 

  

  x CA Dept.of Food & Ag, 

Center for Analytical 

Chemistry 

  

DEPT OF PARKS AND 

RECREATION LABORATORY 

x Cal Dept of Parks and 

Recreation Laboratory 

  

  x California Fish & Game - 

Aquatic Toxicology Lab 

  

CAMARILLO SANITARY 

DISTRICT 

  Camrosa Water 

Reclamation Facility 

Laboratory 

  

  x Cambria Community 

Services District 

  

    Calistoga City Dunaweal 

WWTP Laboratory 

  

CAMROSA WATER DISTRICT 

LABORATORY 

x Camrosa Water District 

Laboratory 

  

CANYON LAKE WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT LAB 

  (EVMWD) Consolidated 

CARMEL AREA WASTEWATER 

DISTRICT 

x Carmel Area Wastewater 

District 

  

CARMEL VALLEY COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

    Closed 

CARPINTERIA SANITARY 

DISTRICT LABORATORY 

x Carpinteria Sanitary District   

CASITAS MUNICIPAL WATER 

DISTRICT 

x Casitas Municipal Water 

District 

  

CASTAIC LAKE WATER 

AGENCY 

x Castaic Lake Water 

Agency 

  

CENTRAL COAST WATER 

AUTHORITY 

x Central Coast Water 

Authority 

  

CENTRAL CONTRA COSTA x Central Contra Costa   



 

 

SANITARY DISTRICT Sanitary District 

CENTRAL MARIN SANITATION 

AGENCY 

x Central Marin Sanitation 

Agency 

  

CHINO BASIN MUNICIPAL 

WATER DISTRICT 

    Closed 

CITY OF ANAHEIM WATER 

QUALITY LABORATORY 

x City of Anaheim Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF ANTIOCH WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x City of Antioch   

    City of Auburn - Operation 

Management International 

  

CITY OF ATWATER x City of Atwater 

Wastewater Treatment 

Facility Lab. 

  

CITY OF AVALON x City of Avalon Wastewater 

Treatment Facility 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF BAKERSFIELD - 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 3 

x City of Bakersfield - 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant #3 

  

CITY OF BAKERSFIELD 

WASTEWATER TREARMENT 

PLANT 2 

x City of 

Bakersfield   Wastewater 

Treatment Plant #2 

  

  x City of Banning WWTP 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF BENICIA 

WASTEWATER FACILITY 

x City of Benicia Wastewater 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF BENICIA WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

LABORATORY 

x City of Benicia Water Plant 

Laboratory 

  

    City of Brentwood Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF BRAWLEY x City of Brawley 

Wastewater Laboratory 

  

CITY OF BURLINGAME 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

x Veolia Water 

~   Burlingame Wastewater 

Facility 

  

  x City of Calexico   

CITY OF CHICO WATER 

POLLUTION CONTROL PLANT 

x City of Chico Water 

Pollution Control Plant Lab 

  

CITY OF COALINGA WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT LAB 

    Closed 

  x City of Corning -   



 

 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

  x City of Davis Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

  

EL CENTRO WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x City of El Centro 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

  

CITY OF ESCONDIDO WATER 

QUALITY LABORATORY 

x City of Escondido Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF EUREKA WATER AND 

WASTEWATER LABORATORY 

x City of Eureka Water & 

Wastewater Laboratory 

  

CITY OF FAIRFIELD WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x City of Fairfield   

CITY OF FORTUNA 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

x City of Fortuna Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

  

  x City of Fresno Surface 

Water Treatment Facility 

  

CITY OF FRESNO 

WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT 

LABORATORY 

x City of Fresno Wastewater 

Management Division Lab 

  

CITY OF GRASS VALLEY x City of Grass Valley - Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF HANFORD - 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT LAB 

x City of Hanford 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

  

CITY OF HAYWARD WPCF 

LABORATORY 

x City of Hayward Wpcf 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF HOLLISTER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x City of Hollister Treatment 

Plant 

  

CITY OF HOLTVILLE     Closed 

CITY OF IMPERIAL 

WASTEWATER PLANT 

LABORATORY 

    Closed 

CITY OF LIVERMORE WATER 

RECLAMATION PLANT 

x City of Livermore Water 

Reclamation Plant 

  

CITY OF LODI WHITE SLOUGH 

WPCF 

x City of Lodi White Slough 

WPCF Lab 

  

CITY OF LOMPOC WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x City of Lompoc Water 

Treatment Plant Lab 

  

CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPT 

OF WATER & POWER 

x City of Los Angeles DWP   

CITY OF LOS ANGELES DEPT. x City of Los Angeles DWP   



 

 

OF WATER & POWER Environmental Lab. 

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

STANDARDS TESTING 

LABORATORY 

x City of Los Angeles DWP- 

Standards Testing Labor 

  

  x City of Madera WWTP 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF MANTECA WQCF 

LAB 

x City of Manteca WQCF 

Lab 

  

CITY OF MARTINEZ WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x City of Martinez   

CITY OF MERCED 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

x City of Merced 

Wastewater Laboratory 

  

CITY OF MILLBRAE WATER 

POLLUTION CONTROL 

x City of Millbrae Water 

Pollution Control 

  

CITY OF MODESTO x City of Modesto Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF MT. SHASTA 

WASTEWATER LABORATORY 

x City of Mt Shasta 

Wastewater Laboratory 

  

CITY OF NAPA, PUBLIC 

WORKS DEPT. 

x City of Napa   

CITY OF NEEDLES     Closed 

CITY OF OCEANSIDE x City of Oceanside Water 

Utilities Department Lab 

  

CITY OF ORANGE WATER 

DEPARTMENT 

x City of Orange   

CITY OF OXNARD 

LABORATORY SERVICES 

PROGRAM 

x City of Oxnard   

CITY OF OXNARD WATER 

LABORATORY 

    Consolidated 

    City of Pacifica, Calera 

Creek Plant 

  

CITY OF PALM SPRINGS x Palm Springs Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

  

CITY OF PASADENA WATER 

QUALITY LABORATORY 

x City of Pasadena Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

    City of Paso Robles Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF PETALUMA 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

x City of Petaluma Water 

Quality Laborator 

  

    City of Pismo Beach Water   



 

 

Quality Laboratory 

CITY OF PLACERVILLE, 

HANGTOWN CREEK WWTP 

x City of Placerville Water 

Reclamation Facility 

  

CITY OF POMONA WATER 

DIVISION LABORATORY 

x Pomona Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF PORTERVILLE 

LABORATORY 

x City of Porterville 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF POWAY WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

    Closed 

CITY OF RED BLUFF WATER 

RECLAMATION PLANT LAB. 

x City of Red Bluff Water 

Reclamation Plant Lab 

  

CITY OF REDDING PUBLIC 

WORKS DEPARTMENT 

x City of Redding Clear 

Creek Lab 

  

CITY OF REDDING STILLWATER 

WW TREATMENT FACILITY 

x City of Redding Stillwater 

Lab 

  

CITY OF REDLANDS 

LABORATORY 

x City of Redlands Joint 

Utilities Lab 

  

CITY OF REEDLEY 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT LAB. 

x City of Reedley 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant Lab 

  

CITY OF RICHMOND 

WASTEWATER POLLUTION 

CONTROL PLT 

x City of Richmond 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant L 

  

CITY OF RIVERSIDE 

LABORATORY SERVICES 

x City of Riverside - 

Laboratory Services 

  

CITY OF ROSEVILLE x City of Roseville Dry Creek 

Water Quality Lab 

  

    City of Roseville Pleasant 

Grove Water Quality Lab 

  

CITY OF SACRAMENTO 

WATER QUALITY 

LABORATORY 

x City of 

Sacramento,   Water 

Quality Lab 

  

CITY OF SAN BERNARDINO 

WATER DEPARTMENT 

    Closed 

CITY OF SAN BUENAVENTURA 

SANITATION LABORATORY 

x City of San Buenaventura 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF SAN CLEMENTE 

WATER QUALITY 

LABORATORY 

x City of San Clemente 

Water Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF SAN DIEGO - MARINE 

MICRO LABORATORY 

x City of San Diego's 

Industrial Waste Laboratory 

  

CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

INDUSTRIAL WASTE 

x City of San Diego - Marine 

Microbiology Lab 

  



 

 

LABORATORY 

CITY OF SAN DIEGO 

WASTEWATER CHEMISTRY 

LABORATORY 

x City of San Diego Met. 

Wastewater Dept. Tox Lab 

  

CITY OF SAN DIEGO WATER 

QUALITY LABORATORY 

x City of San Diego Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO 

WATER RECLAMATION 

FACILITY 

x City of San Luis Obispo   

CITY OF SAN MATEO x City of San Mateo 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

  

CITY OF SANTA BARBARA x City of Santa Barbara - 

Water Resources Lab 

  

CITY OF SANTA MARIA 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT LAB 

x City of Santa Maria 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant Lab 

  

CITY OF SANTA MONICA 

WATER DIVISION 

x City of Santa Monica 

Water Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF SCOTTS VALLEY x City of Scotts Valley 

Wastewater Reclamation 

Facility Lab 

  

CITY OF SHASTA LAKE x City of Shasta Lake 

Wastewater Treatment 

Facility 

  

  x City of Simi Valley Water 

Quality Control Laboratory 

  

  x City of South San 

Francisco-San Bruno 

  

CITY OF STOCKTON 

MUNICIPAL UTILITIES DEPT. 

LAB 

x City of Stockton, Municipal 

Utilities Department 

  

CITY OF ST. HELENA     Closed 

CITY OF SUNNYVALE WATER 

POLLUTION CONTROL LAB 

x City of Sunnyvale 

Environmental Laboratory 

  

CITY OF THOUSAND OAKS 

UTILITIES DEPARTMENT 

    Closed 

CITY OF TRACY PUBLIC 

WORKS DEPARTMENT 

x City of Tracy Public Works 

Department Laboratory 

  

CITY OF TULARE WATER 

POLLUTION CONTROL 

FACILITY 

x City of Tulare   

CITY OF TURLOCK x City of Turlock   



 

 

CITY OF VACAVILLE WATER 

QUALITY LABORATORY 

x City of Vacaville Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

CITY OF VALLEJO WATER 

DEPARTMENT LABORATORY 

x City of Vallejo Water 

Department Laboratory 

  

CITY OF VISALIA 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

x City of Visalia Water 

Conservation Plant 

Laboratory 

  

CITY OF WATSONVILLE x City of Watsonville Utilities 

Department Laboratory 

  

CITY OF WEST SACRAMENTO 

WW TREATMENT PLANT LAB 

x George Kriskoff Water 

Treatment Plant 

  

  x City of Woodland 

Wastewater Operations 

Lab 

  

  x Coachella Sanitary District   

COACHELLA VALLEY WATER 

DISTRICT 

x Coachella Valley Water 

District Laboratory 

  

COUNTY OF ORANGE PUBLIC 

FACILITIES & RESOURCES 

    Closed 

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE 

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 

    Closed 

COUNTY OF SAN LUIS OBISPO 

WATER QUALITY LAB 

x San Luis Obispo County 

Water Quality Lab 

  

    CSUMB Los Huertos Lab   

  x Contra Costa Water District 

Lab 

  

DESERT WATER AGENCY x Desert Water Agency   

  x Crescent City Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

  x Delta Diablo Sanitation 

District Laboratory 

  

DUBLIN SAN RAMON 

SERVICES DISTRICT 

x Dublin San Ramon Services 

District 

  

EAST BAY MUNICIPAL UTILITY 

DISTRICT 

x East Bay Municipal Utility 

District 

  

    East Bay Municipal Utility 

District Emergency Facility 

  

EASTERN MUNICIPAL WATER 

DISTRICT - PERRIS 

x Eastern Municipal Water 

District 

  

EL DORADO COUNTY HEALTH 

DEPARTMENT 

x El Dorado County Public 

Health Department 

  

EL TORO WATER DISTRICT 

LABORATORY 

x El Toro Water District 

Laboratory 

  



 

 

ENCINA WASTEWATER 

AUTHORITY LABORATORY 

x Encina Wastewater 

Authority Laboratory 

  

CITY OF LOS ANGELES EMD - 

HYPERION TREATMENT PLANT 

x City of Los Angeles EMD 

Los Angeles Hyperion WRP 

  

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

BUREAU OF SANITATION, LA - 

G 

x City of Los Angeles EMD 

Los Angeles Glendale WRP 

  

CITY OF LOS ANGELES 

BUREAU OF SANITATION 

x City of Los Angeles EMD 

Terminal Island WRP 

  

TILLMAN WATER 

RECLAMATION PLANT 

x City of Los Angeles EMD 

Los Angeles DCT WRP 

  

E.V.M.W.D. REGIONAL 

WASTEWATER LABORATOEY 

x E.V.M.W.D. Regional 

Laboratory 

  

FAIRFIELD-SUISUN 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

FACILITY 

x Fairfield-Suisun Sewer 

District 

  

  x Fallbrook Public Utility 

District 

  

    Fillmore Wastewater 

Recycling Plant Laboratory 

  

FORT BRAGG MUNICIPAL 

IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT # 1 

x Fort Bragg Municipal 

Laboratory 

  

FORT HUNTER LIGGETT WASTE 

WATER LABORATORY 

    Closed 

FRESNO COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Fresno County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

  x Granite Canyon - UC Davis 

Lab 

  

  x Georgetown Divide Public 

Utility District 

  

GOLETA SANITARY DISTRICT x Goleta Sanitary District   

GOLETA WATER DISTRICT x Goleta Water District   

HELIX WATER DISTRICT x Helix Water District   

HERITAGE RANCH 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 

DISTRICT 

x Heritage Ranch C.S.D. 

Environmental Lab. #1 

  

    Healdsburg City Water 

Reclamation Facility 

  

  x Hill Canyon Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Laboratory 

  

    Hollister - City Treatment 

Plant 

  

HUMBOLDT COUNTY PUBLIC x Humboldt County Public   



 

 

HEALTH LABORATORY Health Laboratory 

    IIRMES   

IMPERIAL COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Imperial County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

INYO COUNTY 

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 

LABORATORY 

x Inyo County Environmental 

Health Services 

  

    Inyo County Water Lab   

  x Inland Empire Utilities 

Agency Laboratory 

  

IRVINE RANCH WATER 

DISTRICT LABORATORY 

x Irvine Ranch Water District   

    Jamieson Canyon Water 

Treatment Plant 

  

  x John C. Bargar Water 

Treatment Plant 

  

KERN COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Kern County Public Health 

Laboratory 

  

KERN COUNTY WATER 

AGENCY 

x Kern County Water 

Agency, Water Quality Lab 

  

KERN SANITATION AUTHORITY x Kern Sanitation Authority   

KINGS COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Kings County Public Health 

Laboratory 

  

  x Kirkwood Meadows Public 

Utilities District 

  

LAGUNA COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Laguna County Sanitation 

District 

  

LAGUNA ENVIRONMENTAL 

LABORATORY 

x Laguna Environmental 

Laboratory 

  

LAKE ARROWHEAD 

COMMUNITY SERVICES 

x Lake Arrowhead 

Community Services District 

  

LAS PALMAS RANCH WATER 

RECLAMATION FACILITY 

x Lake Bard Water Filtration 

Plant Laboratory 

  

  x Lake Wildwood 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

  

  x Las Gallinas Valley Sanitary 

District 

  

LAS VIRGENES MUNICIPAL 

WATER DISTRICT 

x Las Virgenes Municipal 

Water District Laboratory 

  

  x Latham Regional 

Treatment Plant Laboratory 

  

LAWRENCE BERKELEY x LBNL Environmental   



 

 

LABORATORY Measurements Laboratory 

LAWRENCE LIVERMORE 

NATIONAL LABORATORY 

x Lawrence Livermore 

National Laboratory 

  

  x Linda County Water District 

WTP 

  

LOMPOC REGIONAL 

WASTEWATER RECLAMATION 

LAB. 

x Lompoc Regional 

Wastewater Reclamation 

Lab 

  

LONG BEACH TREATMENT 

PLANT LABORATORY 

x Long Beach Treatment 

Plant Laboratory 

  

  x Long Beach Public Health 

Laboratory 

  

  x Long Beach Water 

Department Water Quality 

Lab 

  

LOS ALISOS WATER DISTRICT   (El Toro Water District) Consolidated 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

AGRICULTURAL COMMISSION 

x Los Angeles County 

Agricultural Commissioner 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Los Angeles County Public 

Health Lab 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Joint Water Pollution 

Control Water Quality Lab 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Los Coyotes Treatment 

Plant Laboratory 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Saugus Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Water Pollution Control 

Laboratory 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Valencia Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Whittier Narrows Treatment 

Plant Laboratory 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Pomona Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

  

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Lancaster Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

  

LOS ANGELES HARBOR 

DEPARTMENT TESTING LAB 

x Port of Los Angeles Testing 

Laborator 

  

MADERA COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Madera County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

MALIBU MESA WATER 

RECLAMATION FACILITY 

x Malibu Mesa Water 

Reclamation Plant Lab 

  

MAMMOTH COUNTY WATER x Mammoth Community   



 

 

DISTRICT LAB Water District 

MARIN COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Marin County Public Health 

Laboratory 

  

MARIN MUNICIPAL WATER 

DISTRICT 

x Marin Municipal Water 

District 

  

MARINA COAST WATER 

DISTRICT 

x Marina Coast Water District   

MARIPOSA PUBLIC UTILITY 

DISTRICT 

x Mariposa Public Utility 

District 

  

    Meadowlark Water 

Reclamation Facility Lab 

  

MERCED COUNTY 

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 

HEALTH LAB 

x Merced County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

  x Metro Biosolids Center 

Wastewater Chemistry SD 

  

METROPOLITAN WATER 

DISTRICT OF SO. CAL. 

x MWDSC- Joseph Jensen 

WTP Lab. 

  

METROPOLITAN WATER 

DISTRICT OF SO. CAL. 

x MWDSC - F.E. Weymouth 

WTP Laboratory 

  

METROPOLITAN WATER 

DISTRICT OF SO. CAL. 

x MWDSC - Henry J. Mills WTP 

Lab 

  

ROBERT B. DIEMER FILTRATION 

PLANT LABORATORY 

x MWDSC - Robert B. Diemer 

WTP Lab. 

  

METROPOLITAN WATER 

DISTRICT OF SO. CAL. 

x MWDSC -  Robert A. Skinner 

WTP Lab 

  

METROPOLITAN WATER 

DISTRICT OF SO. CAL. 

x MWD - La Verne Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

MISSION SPRINGS WATER 

DISTRICT 

x Mission Springs Water 

District 

  

MODESTO REGIONAL WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x Modesto Regional Water 

Treatment Plant 

  

    Montecito Sanitary District 

Laboratory 

  

MONTEREY COUNTY 

CONSOLIDATED 

LABORATORY 

x Monterey County 

Consolidated 

Environmental Lab 

  

MONTEREY REGIONAL WATER 

POLLUTION CONTROL AGCY 

x Monterey Regional Water 

Pollution Control Agency 

  

MORRO BAY - CAYUCOS WW 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x Morro Bay - Cayucos 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

  

  x Mt. Shasta - City   



 

 

Wastewater Laboratory 

MOULTON NIGUEL WATER 

LABORATORY 

x South Orange County 

Wastewater Authority Reg. 

Lab 

  

MT. VIEW SANITARY DISTRICT x Mt. View Sanitary District   

NAPA COUNTY HEALTH & 

HUMAN SERVICES 

LABORATORY 

x Napa - Solano County 

Public Health Laboratory 

  

NAPA SANITATION DISTRICT x Napa Sanitation District 

Laboratory 

  

NAVAL WEAPONS STATION     Closed 

NEVADA IRRIGATION 

DISTRICT WATER 

LABORATORY 

x Nevada Irrigation District 

Water Laboratory 

  

NEWPORT BEACH CITY 

WATER LABORATORY 

    Closed 

NILAND SANITARY DISTRICT x Niland Sanitary District   

NORTH BAY REGION WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

x North Bay Regional Water 

Treatment Plant 

  

  x North City Wastewater 

Chemistry Lab 

  

NORTH COAST COUNTY 

WATER DISTRICT 

x North Coast County Water 

District 

  

NORTH MARIN WATER 

DISTRICT 

x North Marin Water District   

  x North of River Sanitary 

District No. 1 

  

    North San Mateo County 

Sanitation District 

  

NOVATO SANITARY DISTRICT 

LABORATORY 

x Novato Sanitary District 

Laboratory 

  

OCEANSIDE WPCP 

LABORATORY DIVISION 

x Oceanside - City Water 

Utilities Department Lab 

  

OJAI VALLEY SANITATION 

DISTRICT 

x Ojai Valley Sanitation 

District 

  

OLIVEHURST PUBLIC UTILITY 

DISTRICT 

x Olivehurst Public Utility 

District Lab 

  

ORANGE COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Orange County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

ORANGE COUNTY 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

x Orange County Sanitation 

District 

  

ORANGE COUNTY WATER 

DISTRICT MAIN LABORATORY 

x Orange County Water 

District 

  



 

 

ORO LOMA SANITARY 

DISTRICT 

x Oro Loma Sanitary District   

  x Sewerage Commission - 

Oroville Region 

  

OROVILLE - WYANDOTTE 

IRRIGATION DISTRICT 

    Closed 

OTAY WATER DISTRICT x Otay Water District   

PADRE DAM MWD, 

WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

x Padre Dam WD   

PALMDALE WATER DISTRICT x Palmdale Water District   

PALO ALTO REGIONAL 

WATER QUALITY CONTROL 

LAB 

x Palo Alto Regional Water 

Quality Control Lab 

  

PELICAN BAY STATE PRISON x Pelican Bay State Prison 

Water Quality Lab 

  

  x Petaluma City Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

PINOLE-HERCULES WATER 

POLLUTION CONTROL PLANT 

x Pinole-Hercules Water 

Pollution Control Plant 

  

PITTSBURG MUNICIPAL WATER 

WORKS 

x Pittsburg Municipal Water 

Treatment Plant Lab 

  

PLACER COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Placer County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

PLEASANTON CITY WATER 

DEPARTMENT LABORATORY 

x Pleasanton City 

Water   Laboratory 

  

    Plumas County 

Environmental Health 

  

    Point Loma Wastewater 

Chemistry Lab 

  

  x Porterville City Laboratory   

    Quartz Valley Indian 

Reservation Microbiology 

Lab 

  

  x Quincy Community 

Services District 

  

  x Rancho Murieta 

Community Services District 

Lab 

  

    Robinson Ranch Water 

Reclamation Plant 

  

RIVERBANK ARMY 

AMMUNITION PLANT 

x   Closed 



 

 

RIVERSIDE COUNTY SERVICE 

AREA #51 

    Closed 

  x Rio Vista, North West 

Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

  

  x Rodeo Sanitary District   

  x R.E. Badger Filtration Plant   

SACRAMENTO COUNTY 

PUBLIC HEALTH LAB. 

x Sacramento County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

SACRAMENTO COUNTY 

REGIONAL PLANT CONTROL 

LAB 

x Sacramento Regional 

County Sanitation District 

  

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY 

PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY 

x San Bernardino County 

Public Health Laboratory 

  

  x San Clemente - City Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

SAN DIEGO COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x San Diego County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

SAN ELIJO JOINT POWERS 

AUTHORITY LABORATORY 

x San Elijo Joint Powers 

Authority   Laboratory 

  

SAN FRANCISCO AIRPORT - 

FACILITES O&M 

x Mel Leong Treatment Plant 

Laboratory 

  

SAN FRANCISCO DEPT. OF 

PUBLIC HEALTH 

x San Francisco Public 

Utilities Commission WQD 

  

SAN FRANCISCO WATER 

DEPARTMENT 

x San Francisco Puc - 

Moccasin Laboratory 

  

SAN FRANCISCO WATER 

DEPARTMENT 

x San Francisco Puc - Sunol 

Valley   WTP Lab 

  

  x Searles Valley Minerals 

Regulatory Compliance 

Lab 

  

TREASURE ISLAND SEWAGE 

TREATMENT PLANT LAB 

x SFPUC WQD Treasure Island 

WPCP Lab 

  

SOUTH EAST REGIONAL 

RECLAMATION AUTHORITY 

x Southeast Laboratory San 

Francisco PUC 

  

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY 

PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY 

x San Joaquin County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

SAN JOSE/SANTA CLARA 

WATER POLLUTION CONTROL 

PLANT 

x San Jose/ Santa Clara 

WPCP Laboratory 

  

SAN LEANDRO WATER 

POLLUTION CONTROL PLANT 

LAB 

x San Leandro Water 

Pollution Plant 

  



 

 

SAN LORENZO VALLEY 

SURFACE WATER TREATMENT 

x San Lorenzo Valley Water 

District 

  

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY 

PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY 

x San Luis Obispo County 

Public Health Dept. Lab 

  

SAN MATEO COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x San Mateo County Public 

Health Lab 

  

  x San Simeon Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Lab 

  

  x Santa Rosa Water 

Reclamation Facility Lab 

  

SANITARY DISTRICT NO. 5   OF 

MARIN COUNTY 

x Sanitary District No. 5 of 

Marin County 

  

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY 

HEALTH CARE SERVICES 

    Closed 

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY 

PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Santa Barbara County 

Public Health Lab 

  

SANTA CLARA VALLEY WATER 

DISTRICT LABORATORY 

x Santa Clara Valley Water 

District 

  

    Santa Cruz County 

Sanitation District Lab 

  

  x Santa Cruz County - Health 

Services Agency Lab 

  

SANTA CRUZ MUNICIPAL 

UTILITIES 

x Santa Cruz - City Water 

Lab 

  

SANTA CRUZ PUBLIC WORKS 

DEPARTMENT 

x Santa Cruz - City - WWTF 

Lab 

  

SANTA MARGARITA WATER 

DISTRICT 

x Santa Margarita Water 

District 

  

SAUSALITO - MARIN CITY 

SANITARY DISTRICT 

x Sausalito - Marin City 

Sanitary District 

  

SANTA CLARA COUNTY 

PUBLIC HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Santa Clara County Public 

Health Lab 

  

SCOTTS VALLEY WATER 

DISTRICT 

    Closed 

SELMA-KINGSBURG-FOWLER 

COUNTY SAN. DIST. 

x Selma-Kingsburg-Fowler 

County Sanitation District 

  

SEWER AUTHORITY MID-

COASTSIDE 

x Sewer Authority Mid-

Coastside 

  

SEWERAGE AGENCY OF 

SOUTHERN MARIN 

x Sewerage Agency of 

Southern Marin 

  

SEWERAGE COMMISSION - 

OROVILLE REGION 

x Sewerage Commission - 

Oroville Region 

  

  x Shasta County Public   



 

 

Health Laboratory 

SIMI VALLEY COUNTY 

SANITATION LABORATORY 

x Simi Valley - City Water 

Quality Control Laboratory 

  

    Soledad City Water Quality 

Control Laboratory 

  

SONOMA COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Sonoma County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

SONOMA COUNTY WATER 

AGENCY 

x Sonoma County Water 

Agency - Russian River 

  

SONOMA COUNTY WATER 

AGENCY 

x Sonoma County Water 

Agency - Sonoma 

  

SOUTH BAYSIDE SYSTEM 

AUTHORITY 

x South Bay Wastewater 

Chemistry Laboratory 

  

SOUTH SAN LUIS OBISPO 

COUNTY SANITATION 

DISTRICT 

x South San Luis Obispo 

County Sanitation District 

  

SOUTH TAHOE PUBLIC UTILITY 

DISTRICT 

x South Tahoe Public Utility 

District 

  

SOUTH SAN JOAQUIN 

IRRIGATION DISTRICT 

x Nick C. Degroot Water 

Quality Laboratory 

  

  x SPAWAR Systems Center 

San Diego Bioassay Lab 

  

  x SRCSD Environmental 

Laboratory 

  

STANISLAUS COUNTY PUBLIC 

HEALTH LABORATORY 

x Stanislaus County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  

STOCKTON EAST WATER 

DISTRICT 

x Waidhofer Water 

Treatment Plant - Stockton 

  

ST. HELENA HOSPITAL 

CLINICAL LABORATORY 

x St. Helena Hospital Clinical 

Laboratory 

  

SUSANVILLE CONSOLIDATED 

SANITARY DISTRICT 

x Susanville Sanitary District 

WWTP Lab 

  

SWEETWATER AUTHORITY x Sweetwater Authority   

TAHOE TRUCKEE SANITATION 

AGENCY 

x Tahoe-Truckee Sanitation 

Agency 

  

THE WATER LABORATORY OF 

SOUTH LAKE TAHOE 

    Closed 

THREE VALLEYS MUNICIPAL 

WATER DISTRICT 

x Three Valleys Municipal 

Water District 

  

  x Travis AFB - Water 

Laboratory 

  

TULARE COUNTY HEALTH 

SERVICES LABORATORIES 

x Tulare County Public 

Health Laboratory 

  



 

 

TULELAKE WATER 

LABORATORY 

    Closed 

    Twin Oaks Valley Water 

Treatment Plant 

  

    UC Davis Aquatic 

Toxicology Laboratory 

  

  x Ukiah Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

  

UNION SANITARY DISTRICT   Union Sanitary District   

  x United States Mint San 

Francisco Lab 

  

  x UC Davis, Wastewater 

Treatment Plant Lab 

  

US ARMY HEADQUARTERS - 

CA MEDICAL DETACHMENT 

    Closed 

US NATIONAL PARK SVC. 

YOSEMITE WW FACILITY 

x US NPS - Yosemite - El Portal   

US NAVY, ENVIRONMENTAL 

ANALYSIS FACILITY 

    Closed 

US NAVY, ENVIRONMENTAL 

CHEMISTRY LABORATORY 

    Closed 

U.S. ARMY CENTER FOR 

HEALTH PROMOTION 

    Closed 

U.S. MARINE CORPS 

LOGISTICS BASE 

    Closed 

VALLEJO SANITATION AND 

FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT 

x Vallejo Sanitation & Flood 

Control District 

  

    Valley Center Municipal 

Water District Lab 

  

VALLEY SANITARY DISTRICT x Valley Sanitary District   

  x Vandenberg AFB - 

Aerospace Fuels 

Laboratory 

  

VENTURA COUNTY HEALTH 

DEPARTMENT 

x Ventura County Health 

Department Laboratory 

  

VENTURA COUNTY 

WATERWORKS DISTRICTS 

x Ventura County 

Waterworks Districts 

  

VENTURA REGIONAL 

SANITATION DISTRICT 

LABORATORY 

    Closed 

  x Veolia - City of Rialto 

Waste Water Treatment 

Plant 

  



 

 

  x Victor Valley Wastewater 

Reclamation Authority Lab 

  

VISTA IRRIGATION DISTRICT x Vista Irrigation District   

WAWONA WATER AND 

WASTEWATER LABORATORY 

x Wawona Water And 

Wastewater Laboratory 

  

WEAVERVILLE SANITARY 

DISTRICT 

x Weaverville Sanitary District   

WEST BASIN WATER QUALITY 

LABORATORY 

x West Basin Water Quality 

Laboratory 

  

  x Walnut Valley Water 

District 

  

WESTERN MUNICIPAL WATER 

DISTRICT 

      

  x West County Wastewater 

District 

Closed 

WILLITS WATER QUALITY 

CONTROL PLANT 

x Willits City Laboratory   

YOLO COUNTY HEALTH 

DEPARTMENT LABORATORY 

x Yolo County Health 

Department 

  

YUBA CITY 

WATER/WASTEWATER 

LABORATORY 

x Yuba City 

Water/wastewater 

Laboratory 

  

YUCAIPA VALLEY WATER 

DISTRICT 

    Closed 

ZONE 7 WATER AGENCY x Zone 7 Water Quality 

Laboratory 
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Figure 3 

 

Government Run Laboratories Accredited by New York ELAP in 2001 and 2016 

 

 

Laboratory County City 200

1 

201

6 

Adams (V) Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

Jefferson Adams x   

AMHERST (T) WPCF Erie Ahmerst   x 

AKRON (V) SEWAGE PLANT Erie Akron x x 

NYSDOT Materials Bureau Albany Albany x   

NYSDOH ORG ANALYTICAL 

CHEMISTRY LAB 

Albany Albany x x 

NYSDOH INORGANIC & NUCLEAR 

CHEMISTRY 

Albany Albany x x 

WADSWORTH CENTER BIODEFENSE 

LABORATORY 

Albany Albany   x 

NYSDOH ENVIRONMENTAL 

BIOLOGY LABORATORY 

Albany Albany x x 

Albany County Sewer District Albany Albany x x 

ALBANY WATER QUALITY LAB Albany Albany   x 

ALBION POLLUTION CONTROL FAC Orleans Albion x x 

Alden Public Works Lab Erie Alden x   

Erie County Sewer District #4 & #5 Erie Alden x   

AMSTERDAM WATER TREATMENT Montomery Amsterdam x x 

Erie County Sewer District #2 Erie Angola x   



 

 

Arcade Waste Treatment Plant Wyoming Arcade x   

Bowery Bay Water Pollution 

Control Plant 

Queens Astoria x   

GREATER ATLANTIC BEACH WATER 

RECLAMATION DISTRICT 

Nasaau Atlantic 

Beach 

x x 

Attica Sewage Treatment Plant Wyoming Attica x   

AUBURN WPCP (LAB) Cayuga Auburn x x 

Auburn Memorial Hospital Lab Cayuga Auburn x   

AUBURN WATER TREATMENT PLANT Cayuga Auburn   x 

Somerset-Barker Sewage Trmt pl Somerset Baker x   

BATAVIA WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

FACILITY 

Genesee Batavia x x 

BATAVIA (C) WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

Genesee Batavia x x 

Beacon (C) STP Duchess Beacon x   

Bear Mountain Regional Lab Rockland Bear 

Mountain 

x   

BINGHAMTON WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

Broome Binghamton x x 

Blasdell (V) Erie Blasdell x   

Bloomfield (V) Ontario Bloomfield x   

Rensselaer Darrin Fresh Water 

Institute 

Warren Bolton 

Landing 

x   

Boonville (V) Sewage Treatment 

Plant 

Oneida Boonville x   

SUNY Brockport Monroe Brockport x   



 

 

Hunts Point WPCP Bronx Bronx x   

Coney Island Plant (WPCP)- 

NYCDEP 

Kings Brooklyn x   

Owls Head Plant (WPCP) - 

NYCDEP 

Kings Brooklyn x   

26th Ward WPCP - NYCDEP Kings Brooklyn x   

Owl's Head Process Lab-WPCP-

NYCDEP 

Kings Brooklyn x   

Red Hook Water Poll Plant-

NYCDEP 

Kings Brooklyn x   

Red Hook Water Pollution Control 

Lab 

Kings Brooklyn x   

NEWTOWN CREEK PROCESS 

CONTROL LAB 

Kings Brooklyn x x 

Keyspan Energy System 

Lab/Brooklyn 

Kings Brooklyn x   

NEWTOWN CREEK MICROBIOLOGY 

LABORATORY 

Kings Brooklyn x x 

KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL 

CENTER/PATHOLOGY DEPT 

Kings Brooklyn x x 

ERIE COUNTY PUBLIC HEALTH 

LABORATORY 

Erie Buffalo x x 

BUFFALO SEWER AUTHORITY Erie Buffalo x x 

Erie County Southtowns Agency Erie Buffalo x x 

BUFFALO WATER AUTHORITY 

FILTRATION PLANT LABORATORY 

Erie Buffalo x x 

Canajoharie Wastewater Trmt Pl Montomery Canajoharie x   



 

 

CANANDAIGUA WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT FACILITY 

Ontario Canandaigua x   

CANANDAIGUA WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

Ontario Canandaigua x   

Canastota Water Pollution Control 

Plant 

Madison Canastota x   

CANISTEO WASTEWATER PLANT 

LAB 

Steuben Canisteo x x 

Canton Water Filtration Plant St. Lawrence Canton x   

Carthage - W Carthage Water Poll 

Control 

Jefferson Carthage x   

Castleton Wastewater Lab Rensselaer Castleton x   

Catskill (Village) Greene Catskill x   

Cedarhurst Water Poll Cntl Plt Nassau Cedarhurst x   

SOUTH & CENTER CHAUTAUQUA 

LAKE SEWER DISTRICT 

Chautauqua Celoron x x 

Chateaugay (V) Franklin Chateaugay x   

MAIN PUMP STATION NO 5 Erie Cheektowag

a 

x x 

Tallman Island WPCP Queens College Point x   

Cornwall (T) Sewer Department Orange Cornwall x   

DIST WATER QUAL OPS NYCDEP 

DISTRIBUTION LAB 

Queens Corona x x 

NYCDEP BEC - ASBESTOS 

LABORATORY 

Queens Corona   x 

LEFRAK CITY PRIORITY POLLUTANTS 

LAB-NYCDEP 

Queens Corona x x 



 

 

NORTHERN WESTCHESTER JOINT 

WATER WORKS 

Westchester Cortlandt 

Manor 

  x 

Cortland Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

Courtland Courtland x   

STURGEON POINT WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

Erie Derby   x 

Dolgeville Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

Fulton Dolgeville x   

DUNKIRK WWTP LAB Chautauqua Dunkirk x x 

Dunkirk Steam Station Chautauqua Dunkirk x   

DUNKIRK WATER TREATMENT PLANT 

LAB 

Chautauqua Dunkirk x x 

Ellicottville (V) Cattaraugus Ellicottville x   

ELMA (T) SEWER DISTRICTS-

ROLLING GREEN LANE 

Erie Elma x x 

ELMIRA WATER BOARD Chemung Elmira x x 

Chemung Co Sewer District #1 Chemung Elmira x x 

CHEMUNG CO ELMIRA SD Chemung Elmira x   

ENDICOTT WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT 

Broome Endicott x x 

BROOME-TIOGA BOCES Broome Endicott   x 

Endicott Water Lab Broome Endicott x   

Jamestown WWTP Lab Chautauqua Falconer x   

NYCDEP HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 

LAB 

Queens Flushing x x 

Fonda Fultonville Wastewater Montomery Fonda x   



 

 

Washington Co Sewer Dist #2 STP Washington Fort Edward x x 

FULTON SEWAGE TREATMENT 

PLANT 

Oswego Fulton x x 

GASPORT SD#1 STP Niagra Gasport x x 

Marsh Creek WWTP Seneca Geneva x   

WATERLOO WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT LAB 

Seneca Geneva   x 

Glens Falls WWTP Warren Glen Falls x   

Finch Pruyn Waste Treatment Warren Glen Falls x   

NMPC Albany Steam Results Lab Albany Glenmont x   

Gloversville Water Works Fulton Glowersville x   

Gouverneur WWTF St. Lawrence Gouverneur x   

GRAHAMSVILLE LABORATORY Sullivan Grahamsville x x 

GRAND ISLAND WASTEWATER 

PLANT 

Erie Grand Island x x 

Granville Sewage Treatment Plant Washington Granville x   

Great Neck Wtr Poll Cntrl Dist Nassau Great Neck x   

Nott Road Wastewater Treatment Albany Guilderland x   

Brockport (V) Water Plant Monroe Hamlin x   

Orange Co Dept of Environ 

Facilities & Srvcs 

Orange Harriman x   

SUFFOLK CO PUBLIC & ENV HEALTH 

LAB 

Suffolk Hauppauge x x 

SUFFOLK COUNTY WATER 

AUTHORITY LABORATORY 

Suffolk Hauppauge x   



 

 

HAWTHORNE LABORATORY Westchester Hawthorne   x 

ROCHESTER (C) WATER BUREAU Lingston Hemlock x x 

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF HEALTH Nasaau Hempstead x x 

Herkimer Water Pollution Control 

Plant 

Herkimer Herkimer x   

Erie County Sewer District #3 Erie Holland x   

Holley Water Pollution Control Orleans Holley x   

Honeoye Falls WWTP Monroe Honeoye Falls x   

Hoosick Falls (V) WWTP Rensselaer Hoosick falls x   

HORNELL (C) WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

Steuben Hornell x x 

Hornell Water Poll Control Plt Steuben Hornell x x 

CITY OF ITHACA WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT LABORATORY 

Tompkins Ithaca   x 

Cornell University Filtration Plant Tompkins Ithaca x   

ITHACA AREA WASTE WATER 

TREATMENT FACILITY 

Tompkins Ithaca x x 

SOUTHERN CAYUGA LAKE 

INTERMUNICIPAL WATER 

Tompkins Ithaca x x 

Jamaica Water Pollution Control 

Plant 

Queens Jamaica x   

GLOVERSVILLE-JOHNSTOWN JWTF Fulton Johnstown x x 

JORDAN (V) WATER POLLUTION 

CONTROL PLANT 

Onondaga Jordan x x 

KINGSTON WATER DEPARTMENT 

LAB 

Ulster Kingston   x 



 

 

KINGSTON LABORATORY - NYC 

DEP 

Ulster Kingston   x 

Kingston Universal Community 

Laboratory 

Ulster Kingston x   

Erie Co Water Auth - D F Kane W 

Q Lab 

Erie Lackawanna x   

Erie County Sewer District #6 Erie Lackawanna x   

LAKE PLACID VILLAGE Essex Lake Placid x x 

Lakeville Sewage Treatment Plt Lingston Lakewille x   

MOHAWK VIEW LABORATORY Albany Latham x x 

MOHAWK VIEW WATER POLLUTION 

CONTROL PLAN 

Albany Latham x x 

Lawrence (V) Water Pollution 

Control Inc 

Nassau Lawrence x   

Leroy Sewage Treatment Plant Genesee Leroy x   

TOWN OF LEWISTON Niagra Lewiston x x 

Liberty (V) Sullivan Liberty x   

LITTLE FALLS WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

Herkimer Little Falls   x 

BELGRAVE WATER POL CNTRL DIST Queens Little Neck x x 

ONONDAGA COUNTY DEPT 

WATER ENV PROTECTIO 

Onondaga Liverpool   x 

LOCKPORT WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

Niagra Lockport x x 

LOCKPORT WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT LAB 

Niagra Lockport x x 

OTISCO WATER TRMT PLANT Onondaga Marcellus x x 



 

 

MARION (T) WASTEWATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

Wayne Marion x x 

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY HEALTH Chautauqua Mayville x x 

SARATOGA CO SEWER DIS #1 Saratoga Mechanicville x x 

MIDDLEPORT TREATMENT FACILITY Niagra Middleport x x 

MINETTO NY LABORATORY Oswego Minetto x x 

Herkimer Co Wastewater Plant Herkimer Mohawk x   

MONTICELLO (V) Sullivan Montecello x x 

North River Laboratory New York New York x   

NYC DOHMH PUBLIC HEALTH LAB - 

BIOTHREAT RESPONSE LAB 

New York New York x x 

WARDS ISLAND PROCESS 

CONTROL LAB 

New York New York x x 

North River WPCP New York New York x   

CCNY ENVIRONMENTAL LAB New York New York x x 

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND 

TOXICOLOGY LABORATORY 

New York New York   x 

Newark (V) Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

Erie Newark x   

Chadwick Lane Filter Plant Orange Newburgh x   

Niagara Falls Wastewater 

Laboratory 

Niagra Niagara Falls x   

NIAGARA COUNTY WATER 

DISTRICT 

Niagra Niagra Falls x x 

Niagara Falls Drinking Water Lab Niagra Niagra Falls x   

OCC Niagara Works Laboratory Niagra Niagra Falls x   



 

 

NIAGARA FALLS WATER BOARD 

WASTEWATER LABORATORY 

Niagra Niagra Falls x x 

Northport Sewage Treatment 

Plant 

Suffolk Northport x   

Quest International (Norwich) 

WWTP 

Chenango Norwich x   

NORWICH WATER SYSTEM Chenango Norwich x x 

OGDENSBURG WATER POLLUTION 

CTR PT 

St. Lawrence Ogdensburg x x 

Newfane Wastewater Trmt Plt Niagra Olcott x   

TOWN OF OYSTER BAY 

ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY 

Nasaau Old Bethpage x x 

CATTARAUGUS COUNTY 

LABORATORY 

Cattaraugus Olean x x 

OLEAN (C) WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT 

Cattaraugus Olean x x 

OLEAN WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLT 

Cattaraugus Olean x x 

ONEIDA (C) WATER POLLUTION 

CONTROL PLANT 

Madison Oneida x x 

ONEONTA (C) WATER 

LABORATORY 

Otsego Oneonta x x 

Oneonta WWTP Otsego Oneonta x   

ONTARIO WATER UTILITIES DEPT Wayne Ontario x x 

ROCKLAND COUNTY SEWER 

DISTRICT #1 LABORA 

Rockland Orangeburg x x 

TOWN OF ORANGETOWN, SEWER 

DEPARTMENT 

Rockland Orangeburg x x 



 

 

OSSINING (V) WATER DEPT LAB-

INDIAN BROOK 

Westchester Ossining x x 

OSWEGO WATER TREATMENT 

PLANT LAB 

Oswego Oswego x x 

METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD Oswego Oswego   x 

CONSOLIDATED LABORATORIES Oswego Oswego   x 

Oswego Harbor Power Oswego Oswego x   

Owego (V) Police Dept/sewer 

Dept 

Tioga Owego x   

Lederle Waste Treatment Lab Rockland Pearl River x   

Campfield Reservoir & Filter Plant Westchester Peekskill x x 

Crawford (T) Water and Sewer Orange Pine Bush x   

PLATTSBURGH WPCP LABORATORY Clinton Plattsburgh   x 

HEMPSTEAD DEPT CONSERVATION 

& WATERWAY 

Nasaau Point Lookout x x 

Port Chester WWTP Westchester Port Chester x   

PORT WASHINGTON WPCD Nasaau Port 

Washington 

x x 

Port Washington WPCD St. Lawrence Potsdam x   

Poughkeepsie (C) Water Works Dutchess Poughkeepsie x   

NYSDEC Div of Environ Remed Lab Rensselaer Rensselaer x   

East Greenbush Sewage Trmt 

Plant 

Rensselaer Rensselaer x   

MONROE COUNTY 

ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY 

Monroe Rochester x x 

MONROE COUNTY WATER Monroe Rochester x x 



 

 

AUTHORITY WTP 

Rockaway WPCP - NYCDEP Queens Rockaway 

Park 

x   

Salamanca Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

Cattaraugus Salamanca x   

SCHENECTADY (C) WATER 

LABORATORY 

Schenectady Schenectady x x 

Tom Whitbeck - Water Laboratory Otsego Schenevus x   

Sherman (V) Wastewater 

Treatment Plant 

Chautauqua Sherman x   

Ben Nesin Laboratory - NYC DEP Ulster Shokan x   

Yorktown Cons Water & Storage 

Dist.#1 

Westchester Shrub Oak x   

Fallsburg (T) Env Lab Sullivan South 

Fallsburg 

x x 

Spencerport Wastewater Trmt Monroe Spencerport x   

OAKWOOD BEACH PROCESS 

CONTROL LAB 

Richmond Staten Island x   

INTERSTATE ENVIRONMENTAL 

COMMISSION 

Richmond Staten Island x x 

Port Richmond Water Pollution Ctrl 

Plant 

Richmond Staten Island x   

Oakwood Beach WPCP Richmond Staten Island x x 

STONY POINT (T) Rockland Stoney Point x x 

St Johnsville Waste Trmt Plant Montomery St. Johnsville x   

SUFFERN VILLAGE WATER SUPPLY Rockland Suffern x x 

Onondaga County D & S Onondaga Syracuse x   



 

 

ONONDAGA CO WATER 

AUTHORITY 

Onondaga Syracuse x x 

Upstate Freshwater Institute Onondaga Syracuse x   

Oneida Water Treatment Plant Oneida Taberg x   

TONAWANDA (T) WATER 

TREATMENT PLANT 

Erie Tonawanda x x 

Tonawanda (T) Wastewater Erie Tonawanda x x 

VAN DE WATER TREATMENT PLANT Erie Tonawanda x x 

NORTH TONAWANDA WWTP Niagra Tonawanda x x 

Tonawanda (C) Water Plant Erie Tonawanda x   

RENSSELAER CO. SEWER DISTRICT 

#1 

Rensselaer Troy x x 

USGS NEW YORK WATER SCIENCE 

CENTER 

Rensselaer Troy   x 

TROY (C) PUBLIC UTILITY 

DEPARTMENT 

Rensselaer Troy x x 

Brookhaven National Lab - SEP 

Division 

Suffolk Upton x x 

ONEIDA COUNTY WATER 

POLLUTION CONTROL 

Oneida Utica x x 

Upper Mohawk Valley Reg Water 

Board 

Oneida Utica x   

MOHAWK VALLEY WATER 

AUTHORITY 

Oneida Utica   x 

Kensico Lab NYC DEP- B W S 

DWQC 

Westchester Valhalla x   

WESTCHESTER COUNTY Westchester Valhalla x x 



 

 

BIODEFENSE LABORATORY 

BINGHAMTON-JOHNSON (C) STP Broome Vestal x x 

WALWORTH WATER POLLUTION 

CONTROL FAC 

Wayne Walworth x x 

Cedar Creek Wpc Plant Nassau Wantagh x   

Cedar Creek Special Projects Lab Nassau Wantagh x   

WARDS ISLAND PRIORITY 

POLLUTANTS LAB- NYCDEP 

New York Wards Island x x 

ALBION (V) WATER PLANT Orleans Waterport   x 

WATERTOWN (C) WATER PLANT Jefferson Watertown x x 

WATERTOWN POLLUTION 

CONTROL PLANT LABORA 

Jefferson Watertown x x 

Webster (T) Wastewater Treatment 

Plant 

Monroe Webster x x 

MCWA WEBSTER WTP Monroe Webster   x 

WELLSVILLE WASTEWATER TRMT 

PLANT 

Allegany Wellsville x x 

SCDPW SANITATION DIVISION 

LABORATORY 

Suffolk West Babylon   x 

JOINT REGIONAL SEWERAGE 

BOARD 

Rockland West 

Haverstraw 

x x 

West Hempstead Water District Nassau West 

Hempstead 

x   

US Military Academy Target Hill 

WWTP 

Orange West Point x   

US Military Academy Lusk Water 

Plant 

Orange West Point x   



 

 

ERIE 1 BOCES Erie West Seneca   x 

NIAGARA CO SEWER DISTRICT #1 Niagra Wheatfield x x 

Whitehall (V) Wastewater 

Treatment Facility 

Washington Whitehall x   

Yonkers Joint Treatment Plant Westchester Yonkers x   

Bureau of Water Sanitation Lab Westchester Yonkers x   

NYC DEP Croton Laboratory Westchester Yorktown x   

Yorktown Medical Laboratory Inc Westchester Yorktown 

Heights 

x   
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Alachua County 



 

 

 

 

 

  

Bradford County 

There are no Laboratories 

Currently Accredited in 

Bradford County 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brevard County Brevard County 

Mims Water Treatment Plant 



 

 

  

Broward County 

Broward County 

Broward County 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Charlotte County 



 

 

  

Chatham County 

There are no Laboratories 

Currently Accredited in 

Chatham County 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Citrus County 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dade County 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Duval County 



 

 

Escambia County 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Gulf County 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are no Laboratories 

Currently Accredited in 

Gulf County 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hardee County 

There are no Laboratories 

Currently Accredited in 

Hardee County 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hernando County 



 

 

Highland County 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are no Laboratories 

Currently Accredited in 

Highland County 



 

 

Hillsborough County  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Indian River County 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Lake County 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Lee County  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Leon County 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Manatee County 
  



 

 

Marion County 
 

  



 

 

Nasau County 

  



 

 

Okaloosa County 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Okeechobee County 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Orange County 

  

Moved 



 

 

Osceola County 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Palm Beach County  

  



 

 

Pinellas County 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Polk County 

  



 

 

Putnam County 
  



 

 

Sarasota County   



 

 

Seminole County   



 

 

St. John’s County   



 

 

St. Lucie County   



 

 

Taylor County   



 

 

Volusia County  
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